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----.---------------------

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The first Multi-Jurisdictional Drug Enforcement Task Forces funded in Washington State through 
the Drug Control and System Improvement Formula Grant Program of the u.S. Department of 
Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), were established in 1988. The Washington State 
Department of Community Development (DCD) administers these federal funds under 
advisement from a statewide Drug Policy Board and, resPonding to direction from the Office 
of the Governor and the State Legislature, serves as fiscal intermediary. During the first year 
of operation, 11 task forces were funded, and now, four years later, 24 task forces, covering 
75 percent of the state, are in operation. 

In order to more efficiently administer the overall Multi-Jurisdictional Drug Enforcement Task 
Force program, and in response to BJA direction, a comprehensive evaluation was undertaken. 
The primary objective of this evaluation was to assess past performance, identify statewide and 
local task force structure, and delineate areas of potential improvement. In order to accomplish 
this objective, a three-phase evaluation design was implemented: 

1) a mail-in survey of all task forces; 
2) an on-site interview with select task force personnel; and 
3) an analysis of task force performance indicators. 

This procedure has uncovered some highly interesting and significant findings: 

o Large amounts of drugs valued in the millions of dollars have been removed from the 
streets through task force activities. 

o Assets; also valued in the millions, have been taken away from drug dealers. 

o A large number of agencies 'and personnel, who traditionally might not have coordinated 
activities, are participating. 

o Personnel serving on these task forces are highly committed to both the task force model 
and mission. 

o Mid- and upper-level drug distributors and manufacturers are the predominant target of 
most task forces. 

o The drug network is highly resilient and can respond fairly rapidly to interdiction efforts. 

Along with these general findings were some findings which easily lend themselves to policy 
consideration: ' 

o Funds obtained through forfeiture of seized assets fall far short of what was originally 
expected. 
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o Certain key task force personnel are not participating. 

o Task forces are under pressure to respond to local political considerations. 

o The multi-jurisdictional component was found, on occasion, to be lacking. 

o Low-level street dealers are targeted, for various reasons., by a few task forces. 

A great deal of variability was found in both the composition and structure of Washington S~te 
Multi-Iurisdictional Drug Enforcement Task Forces. Training needs were found to be diverse 
and, due to limited resources, meeting these needs extremely difficult. It was found that, on 
occasion, investigation and enforcement resources were lacking. A number of operational 
recommendations have been formulated. 

1. Most Task Forces are composed of police officers and prosecuting attorneys from different 
agencies and different jurisdictions working in tandem to proSecute offenders at the highest 
level possible, though in certain cases this was not so. In response, to this variation, the 
following five recommendations· are presented: 

a. All task forces receiving BI A funds should be composed of both police officers and 
prosecutors and should be comprised of representatives from different govemmeni 
entities. 

b. All cases investigated and prosecuted by task force personnel should show a direct impact 
on the drug network. 

c. The individuals and networks targeted for investigation should be involved in trafficking 
drugs at levels higher than streetllow-l~ve1. 

d. Task forces which share jurisdictional boundaries, or are located in the same'county, 
should seek ways to minimize duplication of effort and maximize utilization of scarce 

. funding dollars. 

e. Established task forceS should seek ways to involve agencies from currently non-covered 
neighboring jurisdictions. 

2. In order to remediate task force participant skill deficits and respond to the shifting and 
adapting drug network, four training related recommendations are offered: 

a. Federal and state administrative requirements and administrative procedures. 

b. Highly specialized investigative training necessary to pursue· upper level dealers. 

c. Training related to the new state asset seizure/forfeiture law. 

d. A two and one-half to three year participation commitment on the part of both the task 
force and participating agency. 
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3. A resource pool which all task forces could draw from to meet demands related to three 
areas: 

a. Geographically assigned surveillance vans with appropriately trained personnel. 

.. b. A statewide task force team which would provide assistance upon request and an Asset 
Seizure Specialist for statewide technical assistance. - -

c. A pool of task force sei7.ed equipment available tor tempc>rary or pennanent loan to all 
task forces. 

4. Due to difficulty in capturing related dollar -values, the removal of task force seized weapons 
from the asset seizure/forfeiture record. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In order to advance "the war on drugs", the United States Congress signed. into law the Anti
Dru~ Abuse Act of 1986. This Act, which was renewed during the 1988 Congressional Session 
(p.L. 100-690), was intended to provide states with the resources to design and implement a 
concerted statewide strategy which would adversely affect local drug manufacturing and 
distribution networks. This Act also addresses, through various means, the drug usz patterns 
of not just current users/abusers, but also those at-risk for. such abuse. 

The intent of this evaluation is in keeping with the purposes succinctly stated in the formula 
grant Program Announcement and also restated in the National Institute of Justice, August 1989 
publication, Evaluatin& Dru& Control and System Improvement PrQjects. 

" ... to assess the extent to which the activities funded have achieved 
the program's goals. Such assessments should be designed to 
provide &.dministrators and policy makers with an improved 
understanding of whether specific activities accomplish their 
desired results of furthering the ~t~te' strategy." (p. ix). 

Context of the Problem 

Traditionally, law enforcement efforts related to drug interdiction have been hampered by 
geographic boundaries. Due to political and bureaucratically imposed parameters, interagency 
cooperation was difficult at best, and ~n cert:a;in cases, virtually prohibited. Although geographic 
boundaries are the primary !larders, differences in agency philoSophies, missions, and 
procedures also have been traditional obstacles to successful enforcement. 

In a ~cate as large as Washington, the geographic and philosophical divisions can be qujte 
pronounced. The state is co~posed of 39 counties covering an area of over 66,000 square miles 
and possessing over 4,000 square miles of coastal ~egion. The state can be divided roughly into 
three geographic and economic regions: the largely agricultural eastern region, the techno
oriented Puget Sound corridor, and the lumber and fi~hing industry-based western region. 
Within these broad regions, there is a great deal of diversity in culture, economics, and lifestyle. 

The first Washington State Multi-Jurisdictional Drug Enforcement Task Forces funded through 
the 1986 Anti-Dru& Abuse Act were established'in 1988 .. These Task Forces, and ·a11 
subsequently funded task forces, were composed of regional law enforcement agency personnel 
with cross-juri~ictional responsibilities and authorities. Cooperation and communication among 
agencies was a central organizational and operational tenet. The number and type of personnel 
varied according to the unique needs and demands of the area. From 1988 through 1990, 11 
task forces were funded at various times though the Washington State Department of Community 
Development (DCD). In response to local needs and the acknowledgement on the part of local 
jurisdictions regarding the breadth of the drug problem, DCD funded an additional 13 task forces 
in 1991. 

During the past five funding years, the proportion of Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) funds 
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allocated to the operation and administration or Multi-Iurisdictional Drug Enforcement Task 
Forces in Washington State, has ranged from a low of 54 percent to a high of 78 percent 
(average of 65 percent). During 'the State Fiscal Year 1m (Federal Fiscal Year 1991) 64 
percent of these BIA funds have been awarded for the operation and administration of task 
forces. . 

2:91% 

2.20% 

9.92% 

Chart 1 

BJA FUNDED PROGRAMS: 
SFY 1992 - FFV 1991 

3.61% 

63.75% 

• Task Forces 

o Clandestine Labs 

• Drug Prosecution Assistance 

• Defender Assistance 

mI Tech. Assist. & Asset Seizure 

m Drug Educ. Law Enforcement 

EI Urban Pilot Assis~ance 

II Domestic Vioience 

Currently there ~ 24 BIA/DCD-funded task forces operating in V.7ashington State (Appendix 
A: Map of Washington). Of the 39 counties, 28 are served by these multi-jurisdictional task 
forces (72 percent). . These courities contain pwulations at all levels of .the socioeconomic 
spectrum and range in size from 2,300 to 1.5 million individuals. It is important to note that 
although these task forces cover 72 percent of the counties, these counties contain 95 percent 
of the population. These 24 task forces are: . 

Clark-Skamania Narcotics Task Force 
Clallam County Drug Task Force 

. Columbia River Drug Task Force 
Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Narcotics Task Force 
Eastside Narcotics TaskForce 
Grays Harbor County Drug Task Force 
Grays Harbor County Prosecutor 
Interagency Narcotics Enforcement Team 
Kittitas County Regional Drug Task Force 
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Lower Valley Narcotics Task Force 
Makah Tribal Task Force 
North Central Washington Narcotics Task Force 
Northwest Regional Drug Task Force 
Quad-Cities Drug Task Force . 
Seattle City Prosecutor 
Skagit County Interlocal J?rug Enforcement Unit 
Snohomish County Regional Narcotics Task Force 
South King County Narcotics Task Force 
Spok3ne Regional Drug Task Force 
Tahoma Narcotics Enforcement Team 
Thurston County Narcotics Task Force 
Tri:-City Metro Drug Task Force 
Unified Narcotics Enforcement Team 
West Sound Narcotics Enforcement Team 

The genet:al goals of these task forces were aptly stated in the DCD-composed Narcotic Control 
Strategy: 

"The Multi-Jurisdictional Narcotic Task Force Program seeks to 
1) take the profit' out of crime by seizing the illicit proceeds of all 
those involved in drug trafficking, 2) build local capacity, and 3) 
create active cooperation between law enforcement agencies on the 
state and local levels. Multi-jurisdictional task forces seek to halt 
the effect of traditional single jurisdiction enforcement, which 
simply forces crime from high emphasis areas into adjacent 
municipalities. The active sharing of information and personnel 
under this program results in interdiction of large quantities of 
narcotics and the arrest of those individuals who could not . 
previously be reached." (page 21). 

The Washington State drug situation was placed in context in the 1992 Drul: Control Stratel:Y. 
This strategy serves as a succinct assessment of the problem which has guided DCD and task 
force endeavors (see Appendix B). 

Evaluation Strategy Statement 

In conducting a comprehensive evaluation of the Washington State Multi-Jurisdictional Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program, it was necessary to identify those characteristics which are 
both unique and held in common among task forces and, utilizing a common metric, gauge the 
relative level of effectiveness on a number of variables. Task forces, like any organization with 
l~ly determined goals and objectives, are dynamic and subject to external pressures and 
internal influences. As these pressures and influences exert their control, for whatever reason, 
the task force evolves, and if responding to real factors and needs, becomes more effective in 
fulfilling its intended purpose. 
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METIIODS 

OVERVIEW 

In order to more fully understand the form, structure, and function of multi-jurisdictional task 
forces in the state and assess overall program effectiveness, a three-phase evaluation design was 
initiated. The primary goal of this evaluation is to assist in the decision making process through 
providing an analysis of task force performance and accomplishments. 

DESIGN 

The three evaluation phases are discussed in more detail in the following sections, but briefly 
they are: 

1. A survey of task force coordinators relating to the form and structure, goals and objectives 
of each task force. 

2. An unstructured interview conducted with a sample of task force participants on-site. 

3. An analysis of task force performance summary indicators on two levels: 

a) a retrospective analysis, year by year (1988 through 1991) using within task force 
performance figures. 

b) a comparative analysis of task force performance against statewide drug-related law 
enforcement efforts for .1986 through 1991. 

Phase 1: Task Force Survey 

1. Pgpulation Parameters 

After extensive discussions with the DCD task force program manager, the Washington State 
Patrol (WSP) 'task force coordinator, and members of the Washington State Drug Policy 
Board, it was determined that the most appropriate informant pool for this phase of the 
evaluation was the task force coordinators. Typically, these individuals have been assigned 
to the task force for longer periods of time, possess the relevant knowledge base, and have 
access to information necessary for instrument completion. Coordinators for all 24 task 
forces were contacted. 

2. Instrument 

The survey was designed after a thorough analysis of sections of the individual task force 
funding application, review of task force evaluation e(forts conducted outside of the state, 
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and with direction and instrument review by select members of the Washington State Drug 
Policy Board. This Board is made up of a cross-section of service providers and 
government officials from across the state (see Appendix. C). The instrument contained 21 
separate'items and over 112 discrete variables, excluding open-ended response items (see 
Appendix D). 

3. Procedure 

Over a three-day period during April 1992, telephone contact was made directly either with 
the coordinators or their assistants for a1124 task forces. This telephone·contact served as 
a survey introduction and as an opportunity to stress evaluation activity importance, present 
relevant timelines, and allow them the opportunity to pose any related questions prior to 
instrument distribution. On April 20, a survey was sent to each coordinator with a cover 
letter reiterating that which was covered during the initial telephone contact, outlining 
anticipated survey results utility, and setting a survey completion date of May 15, 1992. 
On May 19, a follow-up letter with an additional survey instrument was sent to non
respondents. Additional follow-up was conducted by the WSP task force coordinator. This 
overall procedure resulted in a 100 percent return rate. 

Phase 2: Interviews with Task Force Personnel 

1. Population Parameters 

Task force personnel were interviewed at 18 task force sites. The primary criterion for 
inclusion in this phase of the evaluation was geographic representation. Respondents were 
identified by the task force coordinator or supervisor as being knowledgeable in task force 
operations and procedures as well as goals and objectives. Often multiple individuals 
participated in these interviews .. Respondents included task force coordinators, supervisors, 
lieutenants, sergeants, detectives, prosecutors, and support staff. 

2. Instrument 

A 29-item unstructured interview outline was composed after extensive review of Drug 
Policy Board survey instrument feedback and initial review of the surveys returned by the 
,task force coordinator (see Appendix E). In addition, the DCn task force program manager 
as well as the WSP task force coordinator provided input regarding interview direction and 
substance. ' 

3. Procedure 

The on-site interviews with the 18 task forces were conducted over a two-month period and 
25 respondents participated. 
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Phase 3: Retrospective and Comparative Analysis of Task Force Summary Indices 

1. PQPuiation Parameters 

The task forces in Washington State, as part of their contractual obligations, are required 
to submit on a monthly basis to the Washington State Patrol (WSP) Narcotics Data Tracking 
Program, data related to the number of individuals arrested, number of charges filed, . 
number of persons convicted, number of convicted charges,and number and length of 
sentence, all by type of drug involved. In addition, the task forces also report on the 
amount of drugs. seized and purchased by type, the quantity and dollar value of assets seized 
and forfeited, the number of arrests in which weapons were seized and type, and a profile 
of all individuals arrested (i.e. gender, age grouping, and offense history). During 1988 and 
1989, data on· 11 task forces were collected by the Narcotic Data Tracking Program and 
during 1990 and 1991, data on an additional 13 task forces were collected. 

A database fairly similar to the WSP Narcotics Data Tracking Program database has been 
established on a statewide level by the Washington State Association of Sheriffs and Police 
Chiefs. This Association has been colleCting data as part of the Washington Uniform Crime 
Reporting Program (WUCR) since 1979. This data is submitted to WUCR on a monthly 
basis by the majority of law enforcement agencies across the state (the average yearly report 
rate for the 1986 through 1991 period is 97 percent). A sample of task force coordinators 
was contacted during the week of May 22, 1992, by the WSP task force cOordinator, and 
it was found that 75 percent of the task forces report data to the WUCR Program. Those 
task forces which do not report data directly to the WUCR Program report it. through the 
"home" law enforcement agency. Since the task.forces' performance figures are included 
in the WUCR database, yearly task force performance figures were backed out of the 
WUCR data for analysis purposes. This procedure had the net effect of yielding a non-task 
force involved drug enforcement comparison group. 

When considering the number of task forces being supported by BJA funds in Washington 
State, a number of organizational factors must be aCknowledged. Although most task forces 
cover multi-county areas, some, in addressing unique local needs, cover highly specialized 
areas. During 1992, for example,three task forces operate in King County alone and one 
of these is concerned solely with proSecution. In Grays Harbor County two task forces ' 
operate and one of these is concerned solely with prosecution. In Clallam County two task 

. forces operate and one of these is unique to the indigenous American Indian tribe and is 
coordinated by the tribal council. 

During the 1988 and 1989 funding periods, 11 task forces were supported by BJA funds, 
but only eight task forces covered county-wide areas (one task force was concerned with 
prosecution and two task forces were concerned with unique geographic needs). During the 
1990 and 1991 funding period, although 24 task forces received BJA support, only 19 
covered county-wide areas; .three task forces operated in one county and can be considered 
to cover that county, two were concerned with prosecution, and one covered a unique 
geographic area. For the 1988 and. 1989 period, WSP data for eight task forces covering 

. 12 counties were compared to WUCR data. for these ~e 12 counties, and for the 1990 to 
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------~---------------

1991 period, WSP data for 19 task forces covering 28 counties were compared to WUCR 
data for these same 28 counties. 

2. Instrument 

A recording instrument keyed to the WSP task force data elements as outlined above was 
designed to facilitate analysis of task force performance figures from one year to the next. 
Likewise, a recording instrument was designed which allowed WUCR data to be viewed 
from one year to the next by task force county area of impact. In order to accomplish this 
analysis, certain WSP task force data were collapsed into categories which replicated the 
WUCRcategories. 

3. Procedure 

As part of this second evaluation phase, the data were analyzed on two levels. On the first 
level, task force performance was viewed year by year accordiog to the data elements 
reported to WSP; i.e. a retros~tive analysis. On the second level, task force performance 
was compared to overall law enforcement activities at the aggregate covered county level, 
also year by year; i.e. a comparative analysis. Further, similar WUCR data were analyzed 
for the two years prior to task force implementation (i.e. for years 1986 and 1987). 
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FINDINGS 

PHASE 1; MULTI-JURISDICTIONALDRUGENFQRCEMENT TASK FORCE SURVEY 

The Multi-Jurisdictional Drug Enforcement Task Force Survey was composed of five major 
sections: Goals. and Mission, Activity Impact, Communicatictn and Interagency CooPeration, 
Staffing, and Role of BJA Funding. Each section was designed to elicit infor:mation which 
would assist in defining task forces on a statewide level and identifying changes. in goals and 
objectives as well as providing an assessment of task force effectiveness related to drug 
interdiction. A 100 percent return rate on completed surveys was realized and, unless otherwise 
noted, all items were completed (i.e. a 100 percent item response rate). . 

The f"1I'St survey section was concerned with the loam and mission of the task· force. In 
reviewing task force funding applications submitted to DCD, five general mission areas were 
identified. These general areas, plus an open "other" category, comprised the first item. 

1.. Recognizing that task Coree operations are pided by orten unique cil-cumstances, 
what would you say is the primary goal or mission oC your task Coree (you may 
indicate more than one): 

Table 1 

General Goals and Mission Number 

Investigation 20 
. Apprehension 20 

Coordination between jurisdictions 11 
Education 2 
Training of task force members 4 
Other: Prosecution 2 
Asset forfeiture 1 

Overall Percent 

83.3 
83.3 
45.8 

8.3 
33.3 

8.3 
4.2 

The majority of respondents identified investigation and also apprehension as the primary 
missions of their task force (83 percent each). Education, followed by task force specific 
goals, comprised the smallest goal category. . 

The task force coordinators were asked to rank order different identified objectives. 
Although all items received various rankings (for example "arrest and prosecute drug 
dealers" was ranked sixth by two respondents), not all items received all rankings (for 
example, no one ranked "arrest and prosecute drug manufacturers" as first). The table 
below presents the fmal ranking by the majority of category respondents. The "arrest 
and prosecution of drug dealers" was identified as being the most important of six offered 
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2. 

objectives by 71 percent of the coordinators who responded. ,Four coordinators identified 
five additional objectives. 

}teaJizing that different task forces have different objectives, please rank order the 
following Using "1". to indicate the most important objective. 

Table 2 

Respondents Task Forces 
Response Item Rank n (percentage) (percentage) 

Arrest and prosecute 
dealers 1 17 70.8 70.8 

Arrest and prosecute 
manufacturers 2 8 34.8 33.3 

Seize property of 
those involved 3 6 27.3 25.0 

Arrest and prosecute 
manufacturers 4 7' 29.2 29.2 

Cooperate on drug 
investigations 5 9 45.0 37.5 

Arrest and prosecute 
drug users 6 7 41.2 29.2 

~: Number of respondents per item are 24, 23, 22, 24, 20 and 17 respectively. 

As noted above, four separate respondents identified five "other" objectives. These 
objectives are: educate public on what to report (rank 7); educate patrol officer on drug 

. enforcement (rank 6); coordinate and assist drug investigations between other 
agencies/jurisdictions (rank 5); respond to local agency requests (rank 3); and reduce 
citizen fear associated with neighborhood dealing (rank 3). 

As part of the "Arrest and prosecute dealers" item, coordinators were asked to rank order 
the level of dealer they target. 
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Table 3 

Number 

Response Item First Second' Third 
Row (percent) 
Column (percent) 

Low-Level Dealers 

Mid-Level Dealers' 

Upper-Level Dealers 

Number 
Row (percent) 
Column (percent) 

6 
28.6 
26.1 

7 
30.4 
30.4 

10 
43.5 
43.5 

23 

34.3 

2 
9.5 
8.7 

16 
69.6 
69.6 

5 
21.7 
21.7 

23 

34.3 

13 
61.9 
61.9 

o 

8 
34.8 
38.1 

21 

31.3 

21 
31.3 

23 
34.3 

23 
34.3 

67 
100.0 
100.0 

~: Rows and Columns numbers are rounded and may not equal 100 percent. 

Upper-level dealers were the primary target group for 44 percent of the task forces while 
low-level dealers were the primary target for 26 percent. Three respondents indicated 
that they did not target low-level dealers at all (a ranking of "3" could also be interpreted 
to indicate the same thing). Also, one individual indicated that their task force targets 
only upper-level dealers and another stated that they target only mid-level. 
Three respondents offered comments regarding objectives. TheSe comments are: 

, ' 

"Current efforts have a more significant effect on mid-level dealers 
than the ultimate objective (upper-level)." , 

"Upper level dealers'are investigated thru a joint effort of the task 
force and D.E.A. Resources do not allow for lengthy, involved 
investigations of upper-level people without assistance. (At this 
point in time)." 

"Objectives are set by Executive'Task Force Board Policy. " 

Narrowing the focus further, the coordinators were asked\. to identify the priority level 
of 25 task force-identified goals. Further, the respondents were asked to gauge the level 
of success which they feel the task force has experienced in meeting these goals. These 
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goals were divided among three areas of operation. The following contingency tables 
present the coordinator's assessment of goal priority level and the. related task force 

. activity success level (tables with blank rows or columns have been truncated for ease 
of interpretation). 

3. The following general goals have been identified by various task forces throughout 
the state. Please identify the relative level of priority and, in your estimation, the 
degree to which you feel you have been successful in achieving this goal. 

ENFORCEMENT 

Priority Level 
Medium 

High 

Table 4 
Case Investigation 

Success Level 
Medium High 

3 1 
13.0 4.3 

7 12 
37.5 52.2 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

The above Case Investigation table, like all the following contingency tables, are read on the y"
axis rust then the x-axis. For example, in the above table; seven coordinators stated that 
although case investigation was a high priority, only a medium level of success was realized. 
In addition, these coordinators in the' High Prionty/Medium Success category made up 38 
percent of the respondent pool. The "Missing data" notation at the bottom of the table refers 
to the number of individuals who, for whatever reason, did not complete this item. 

Priority Level 
Medium 

. High. 
, 

Table 5 
Case . Preparation 

Success Level 
Medium High 

1 0 
4.2 1 0 

9 14 
37.5 58.3 

Number of respondents = 24. 
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Table 5 indicates that most participants (58 percent) felt that case preparation was a high priority 
area in which there has been a high rate of success. 

Priority Level 
Medium 

High. 

Table (; 
Case Prosecution 

Success Level 
Medium High 

2 0 
8.3 0 

8 14 
33.3 58.3 

Number of respondents = 24. 

The Case Prosecution table also indicates a high priority .and high success rate being in the. 
majority (n = 14). 

Priority Level 
Medium 

IDgh 

Low 

2 
8.7 

2 
8.7 

Table 7 
Reduction in Distriution 

Success Level 
Medium' IDgh 

3 0 
13.0 0 

15 1 
65.2 4.3 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

The above data indicate that although reduction in distribution is a high priority area, only one 
respondent feels their task force was highly successful in achieving this reduction. The majority 
of respondents indicated a medium level of success in this area (n = 15). 
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Priority Level 
Low 

Medium-

IDgh 

Table 8 
Reduction in Consumptioll 

Success Level 
Low Medium 

5 1 
21.7 4.3 

8 6' 
34.8 26.1 

3 0 
13.0 0 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

Table 8 indicates that whatever the level of priority regarding reducing drug use, approximately 
70 percent state that the success level is low (n = 16). 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

2 
8.7 

4 
17.4 

3 
13.0 

Table 9 
Reduction in Manufacturing 

Success Level 
Medium 

1 
4.3 

5 
21.7 

7 
30.4 , 

High 

0 
0 

0 
0 

1 
4.3 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

The Reduction in Manufacturing table shows that this is a high priority for 48 percent of the 
respondents. Approximately 60 percent of these individuals state they have experienced a 
medium success rate (n = 7). 
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Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

4 
14.4 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Table 10 
Target Street Level 

J 

Sucr...ess Level 
;Medium 

4 
17.4 . 

2 
8.7 

4 
17.4 

High 

2 
8.7 

0 
0 

7 
30.4 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

Approximately the same proportion of respondents recorded targeting street-level dealers as a 
high priority as did those who recorded it as a low priority. Of those who did record itasa 
high:priority area, 64 percent noted' a high success rate (n = 7). 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

1 
4.3 

1 
4.3 

0 
0 

Table 11 
Target Mid-Level 

Success Lev.el 
Medium 

0 
0 

8' 
34.8 

6 
26.1 ' 

High 

0 
0 

2 
8.7 

5 
21.7 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. . 

Table 11 shows that equal numbers of respondents ranked targeting mid-level dealers a medium 
and upper level priority target. Those individuals who recorded mid-level dealers as a high 
priority area (n = 11) did slightly better in achieving a medium to high success rate than those 
assigning a medium priority level (n = 10) . 
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Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

6 
26.1 

4 
17.4 

3 
13.0 

Table 12 
Target Upper Level 

Success Level 
Medium 

1 
4.3 

4 
17.4 

4 
17.4 

High 

0 
0 

0 
0 

1 
4.3 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

The data in the above table indicate that approximately 35 perc.ent of the respondents targeted 
upper level dealers as a high priority and one-half of these realized a medium success rate. 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

1 
4.2 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Table 13 
Develop/Use Informants 

Success Level 
Medium 

1 
4.2 

2 
8.3 

7 
29.2 

I 

Number of respondents = 24. 

High 

0 
0 

0 
0 

13 
54.2 

The Develop/Use Informants table records that 83 percent of the coordinators place this as a 
high priority area for their task force. At least a medium success rate was realized and 65 
percent stated that a high l~vel of success was accomplished (n = 13). 
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Priority Level 
Low' 

Medium 

High 

Low 

2 
8.7 

3 
13.0 

1 
4.3 

Table 14 
Penetrate Organizations 

Success Level 
Medium 

0 
0 

7 
30.4 

5 
21.7 

High 

0 
0 

1 
4.3 

4 
17.4 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

. Table 14 above shows that 48 percent of the respondents have targeted penetrating organizations 
as a medium level goal. A medium to high level of success was recorded by 73 percent of these 
(n = 8), but of the 44 percent of coordinators who ranked this as a high priority level, 90 
percent recorded a medium to high success level (n == 9). 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

2 
8.3 

4 
16.7 

0 
0 

Table 15 
Asset Seizure/Forfeiture 

Success Level 
Medium 

0 
0 

6 
25.0 

7 
29.2 

High 

0 
0 

1 
4.2 

4 
16.7 

Number of respondents = 24. 

The: above tabled data show that 92 percent of the respondents ranked asset seizures and 
forfeitures as a medium or high priority task force area. Those that ranked this area as a high 
priority area realized a 100 percent medium to high success rate as compared to 64 percent for 
those ranking it as a medium priority (n's of 11 and 7 respectively). 

. . 
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ADMINISTRATION/OPERATION 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

5 
21.7 

2 
8.7 

3 
13.0 

Table 16 
Financial/Self-Sufficiency 

Success Level 
Medium High 

2 0 
8.7 0 

4 1 
17.4 4.3 

5 1 
21.7 4.3 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

Financial self-sufficiency was assigned a medium to high priority level by 70 percent of the 
respondents (n = 16). Regardless of level, only nine percent of all respondents recorded a high 
success level (n= 2). 

Priority Level 
Medium 

High 

Low 

0 
0 

1 
4.5 

Table 17 
Training Detectives 

Success Level 
Medium 

3 
13.6 

4 
18.2 

High 

1 
4.5 

13 
59.1 

Number of respondents = 22. Missing data = 2. 

Training detectives was a high priority area with a high corresponding level of success for 59 
percent of the task force coordinators. 
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Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Table 18 
Training Unifonned Officers 

Low 

5 
23.8 

1 
4.8 

1 
4.8 

Success Level 
Medium 

1 
4.8 

10 
47.6 

1 
4.8 

High 

0 
0 

1 
4.8 

1 
4.8 

Number of respondents = 21. Missing data = 3. 

Just under 50 percent of the respondents assigned a medium priority level with a medium success 
level to training unifonned officers. Regardless of priority level, only 10 percent recorded a 
high success level (n = 2). 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

3 
13.0 

1 
4.3 

0 
0 

Table 19 
Training Prosecutors 

Success Level 
Medium 

1 
4.3 

6 
26.1 

4 
17.4 

High 

0 
0 

2 
8.7 

6 
26.1 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

Table 19 shows that training prosecutors was at the very least a medium priority area for 83 
percent of the respondents (n = 19). In addition, 95 percent of these individuals recorded at 
least a medium level of success in this area (n = 18). 
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Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

11 
52.4 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Table 20 
Training Private Sector 

Success Level 
Medium High 

3 0 
14.3 0 

5 0 
23.8 0 

1 1 
4.8 4.8 

. Number of respondents = 21, missing data = 3. 

The above table indicates that relatively few task forces have identified training the private sector 
as a goaJ.. of those who did target it as a low priority goal, 79 percent had achieved a low level 
of success (n = 11). 

Table 21 
Other Training: . Chiefs and Sheriffs 

Priority Level 
Medium 

Success Level 
Medium 

1 
100.0 

Number of respondents = 1. Missing data = 23. 

Only one respondent offered an additional training target group. This task force has achieved 
a medium level of success in meeting this high priority goal. 
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Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

5 
20.8 

3 
12.5 

7 
29.2 

Table 22 
Increase Personnel 

Success Level 
Medium 

0 
0 

4 
16.7 

2 
8.3 

High 

0 
0 

1 
4.2 

2 
8.3 

Number of respondents = 24. 

Table 22 shows that increasing personnel was considered at least a medium priority goal for 79 
percent of the respondents. Of those who reported this area as a medium priority area (n = 8), 
63 percent achieved a medium to high level of success and of those who reported this as a high 
priority area (n = 11), 36 percent a~hieved a medium to high level of success. 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Low 

3 
12.5 

2 
8.3 

2 
8.3 

Table 23 
Equipment Purchase 

Success Level 
Medium 

2 
8.3 

7 
29.2 

4 
16.7 

Number of respondents = 24. 

High 

0 
0 

2 
8.3 

2 
8.3 

Regardless of level, purchasing equipment as a priority goal achieved a medium to high success 
level in 71 percent of the task forces (n = 17). 
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COORDINATION AND OUTREACH 

Priority Level 
. Medium 

High 

Table 24 
Interagency Coordination 

Success Level 
Low :aigh 

1 0 
4.3 0 

8 14 
34.8 60.9 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

The above tabled data clearly indicate that a full 96 percent of the task forces have targeted 
interagency coordination as a high priority goal. Of these, 64 percent have achieved a high level 
of success in meeting this goal (n =·14). 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Table 25 
Meetings and Strategy Development 

Low 

1 
4.3 

2 
8.7 

0 
0 

Success Level 
Medium 

0 
0 

13 
56.5 

4 
17.4 

High 

0 
0 

1 
4.3 

2 
8.7 

Number of respondents =·23. Missing data = 1. 

Conducting relevant meetings and development of related strategies was considered a medium 
to high priority area for 96 percent of the respondents.. Regardless of priority level, a medium 
to high success rate was recorded by 87 percent of the respondents (n = 20). 
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Priority Level 
Medium 

High 

Table 26 
Communication. and Information Sharing 

Low 

0 
0 

1 
4.3 

Success Level 
Medium 

7 
30.4 

6 
26.1 

High 

0 
0 

9 
39.1 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data- = 1. 

"') 

Communication and information sharing was recorded as at least a medium priority by all 
respondents. Of those individUals who rated this as a high priority area, 56 percent recorded 
a high level of success (n = 9). 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Table 27 
Liaison with Private Sector 

Low 

8 
34.8 

2 
8.7 

0 
0 

Success Level 
Medium 

1 
4.3 

9 
39.1 

2 
8.7 

High 

0 
0 

1 
4.3 

0 
0 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data .= 1. 

, 

Roughly one-half of ,the respondents stated that private sector liaison was a medium priority area 
(n = 12). Thirty-nine percent of the respondents ranked this asa low priority goal area and of 
these, 89 percent achieved a low level of success (n = 8). . 
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Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

High 

Table 28 
Obtaining Public S~pport 

Low 
Success Level 
, Medium High 

0 2 0 
0 8.7 0 

1 5 2 
4.3 21.7 8.7 

1 5 7 
4.3 21.7 30.4 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

Obtaining public support for task force activities was ~n as a high priority area by 57 percent 
of the respondents. A medium to high success level was recorded by 92 percent of these 
individuals. 

Priority Level 
Low 

Medium 

Low 

9 
39.1 

2 
8.3 

Table 29 
Community Meetings 

Success Level 
Medium 

3 
13.0 

7 
30.4 

High 

0 
0 

2 
8.3 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

No respondents ranked conducting community meetings as a high priority area. Whether a low 
or medium priority, 52 percent had achieved at least a medium level of success (n = 12). 

The above tables reflect a great deal of variation related to prioritization of goals and objectives 
and also related levels of success. Although the data and the brief discussion~ following each 
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table highlight commonalities and disparities, the task force variation reflected in these tables 
is just as significant. Not too much should be read into this data, though. It would be an 
oversimplification to view in a purely negative manner data which reflect a low level of success 
in achieving a low level priority goal, just as it would be. in yiewing in a purely positive manner 
a high level of succeSS in achieving a high level priority goal. For example, a low level goal 
might not be actively pursued so no substantial accomplishments occur. Conversely, a high level 
goal might be very actively pursued leading to a high level of success. It is very important to 
remember that the level of success in meeting a specific goal, regardless of priority level, is 
often dependent on matters outside of the control of the task force. In addition, these goals and 
objectives may be fairly new to a particular task force, and the success level may not be 
reflective of effort. In order to assess stability of goals and objectives over time, the 
coordinators were asked if the goals and objectives have changed during the lifetime of the Task 
Force. 

4. Since your task force's inception, have your goals anel objectives changed at all? 

Response 

Yes 
No 
Total 

Table 30 

n 

11 
II 
24 

Percent 

45.8· 
54.2 

100.0 

Those who responded that there had been a change were asked to provide an explanation. 
. These verbatim responses are: 

It Initially targeting . upper-level violators - now mid to upper and 
responding to local needs/requests. " 

"Increased the level of offender. I. 

liThe task force started out with an aim at affecting mid to upper level 
dealers; however, the expertise was not available to effect that goal. The 
goal was redirected to lower level dealers and street level activities. Once 
expertise was gained, goals were set again to higher level dealers. Also, 
as the task force increased experience, asset forfeiture became a primary 
goal. I. 
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UWe are directing more time and resources to high level dealers and 
financial investigations with asset seizure." 

"In 1988 we attempted to arrest and prosecute all levels of dealers , we are 
now focused on mid and upper level dealers. Manpower shortage has' 
altered'our goals and we are investigating high and mid level dealers and 
their assets." 

"Although goals and objectives have not significantly changed, we have 
adjusted to meet perceived needs. Our size, talent pool, and public 
support required adjustment of (offender) level for 1991." 

"We've gone from hand to hand undercover buys to working' C.l. 's which 
so far has pr.Qved to be better for our detectives but C.l.' management is 
difficult at times. II ' 

"We were originally tasked to investigate mid and upper level dealers. 
We are now tasked to investigate street level dealers, due, to low arrests." 

"Our drug problem is different from what we thought and a lot mOre 
complex. Due to the Canadian Border we have found that smuggling is 
much more active than we thought. " 

"We are beginning to place greater emphasis on community.oriented 
policing and public education. II 

"In the 1992-93 application, more emphasis'will be placed on training for 
both law enforcement and civilian personnel. " 

Eight of these respondents noted a change in dealer target level. Education, training, and 
community involvement were also mentioned areas. 

The second survey section was con~rned with the respondents assessment of task force 
activities on both drug use and the supply network in their jurisdiction. The first item 
in this section was a rank ordering of drug type related to drug use. 

S. Rank the relative level of seriousness of drug use in your area (place a "1" next to 
the most used/available, "2" next to ••• ) 
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Table 31 

Number 
Row % 

Drug Type 1 2 3 ,4 5 6 7 8 9 Col. % 

Amphetamines 0 0 6 10 5 2 1 0 0 24 
25 42 21 8 4 100 
25 42 23 10 6 

Barbiturates 0 0 0 2 0 4' 4 6 1 17 
12 24 24 35 6 100 
8 19 22 38 50 

Cocaine 15 8· 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 
63 33 4 100 
63 33 4 

Crack 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 5 0 20 
10 5 15 10 15 5 15 25 100 
8 4 13 8 14 5 17 31 

Heroin 0 ,4 5 2 6 5 0 1 0 23. 
17 22 9 26 22 4 100 
17 21 8 27 24 6 

Hashish '0 0 1 1 0 6 9 2 0 19 
5 5 32 47 11 100 
4' ,4 29 50 13 

LSD 0 0 4 6 7 2 1 2 0 22 
18 27 32 9 5 9 100 
17 25 32 10 6 13 

Marijuana 7 11 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 24 
29 46 17 4 4 100 
29 46 17 4 5 

. Other 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
50 50 100 
5 50 

1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1-
Number 24 24 24 24 22 21 18 16 2 
Row % 100 
Col. % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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Note: Rowand column percents are rounded to eliminate decimals. Not all respondents 
ranked all drug categories. The two drugs listed in the "other" category, are "legend 

,drugs" (i.e. pharmaceuticals requiring a prescription) and "mushrooms." 

Certain coordinators listed more than one drug type as being equal in seriousness. For 
example, one respondent recorded barbimrates, crack, and hashish as all being the sixth 
most· serious type in the task force area. Also, certain drug types did not receive a 
ranking by the respondent 'and therefore it can be assumed that it was not perceived as 
a serious problem within their geographic area. The drug. type which was ranked by the 
largest number of respondents as being the most widely used was cocaine (63 percent) 
followed by marijuana (46 percent). Amphetamines received a total of 67 percent of 
responses putting it in the third and fourth place for type of drug. 

Realizing that drug use, per se, may not be the most serious of drug related problems, . 
the coordinators were asked to identify the area of most concern. 

6. All things being equal, what type of illegal drug-related activity is of most concern 
in your area? . 

Table 32 ' 

Activity Number 

Use 7 
Sales 18 
Manufacturing 9 
Distribution 15 
Ot.1Jer 2 

Percent 
Reporting 

29.2 
75.0 
37.5 
62.5 
8.3 

Note: Percentages do not equal 100 due to multiple responses. 

Some respondents listed more than one activity as comprising the area of most concern. 
Overall, sales, which 75 percent of the respondent pool identified, was the activity of 
most concern followed fairly closely by distribution with 63 percent. Two coordinators 
identified "Other" drug-related activities which are of concern in their area. They are: 

"Related Crimes (Le. burglary/theft)." . . 

"Financing/Money Laundering (profits accumulated through drug 
sales/distribution used to acquire legitimate business, real estate, and 
personal property)." . 

. The percentage of drugs being seized as part of task force activity is a further indicator 
of level of seriousness in the task force area. 

• t 
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7. Please provide approximate percentages of cases/investigations which resulted in 
drugs being seized during the past year (1991). For this question, the disposition of 
the actual case is not important, so please consider all related activities which 
resulted in drugs being seized (as separate from drugs being purchased)'. 

Drug Type 

Amphetamines 
Barbiturates 
Cocaine 
Crack 
Heroin 
Hashish 
LSD 
Marijuana 
Other: pharmaceuticals 

Table; 33 

Number of 
Responses 

11 
3 

23 
7 

15 
2 

11 
22 

1 

Percentage 
Range 

1 - 20 
1 - 3 

5 - 85 
1- 60 
1 -15 

1 
1 - 15 

. 3 - 95 
4 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

Average 
Percent 

9.8 
1.7 

51.7 
13.9 
8.3 
1.0 
7.3 

31.4 
4.0 

~: Not all respondents recOrded seizures in each drug category. Only one respondent 
left this item totally blank. Average percent does not total 100 percent due to variability 
in the number of respondents. ' 

Roughly 52 percent of drug seizures performed by 23 respondents in 1991 involved 
cocaine. Marijuana made up 31 percent of the seizures reported by 22 respondents. As 
part of thisitem, respondents were given the opportunity to "describe any unusually large 
or significant 1991 seizures." Eight coordinators took this opportunity to relay some 
highly significant information. 

"During a joint investigation with Spokane Regional Task Force, three 
kilos of cocaine was seized. it 

"Seized 18 kilograms of cocaine in 1991. Seized 4 Ibs. of 
methamphetamine in one major investigation that was prosecuted in 
federal court. " 

"Dalton marijuana case, a multi-state operation, in wh',ch 16 to 25 pounds 
of processed marijuana was being distributed from Washington to Alaska 
per week through the post office, flights and other methods. McCauley 
grow.was another significant indoor grow operation in which a production 
line turning out 250 to 300 mature plants every three months was being 
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operated, along with grows in two other counties. Lynn Waters' case was 
a significant RICO case in wt~ich grows were being operated in Lewis 
County, Thurston County and Hermiston, Oregon, distributing over a 
wide network. " 

"28 kilos coca,ine distributed by Hispanic to Spokane for which indictment 
handed down. He and others distributed approximately 120 kilos plus to 
Spokane in a year. " 

"The task force handled a total of 266 cases in 1991. Of those, 107 cases 
(40.3 percent) resulted in narcotics seized; 53 reverse investigations (19.9 
percent); 85 purchases (31.9 percent); and 21 other vice investigations. Ii 

"Most of our work involves purchases. However our seizure cases 
usually are of grow operation investigations. II 

"Current investigations indicate an increase in potential heroin." 

"Large marijuana traced out of jurisdiction in Sandpoint, ID; Meth lab in 
Kamiah, ID." 

Clearly, from this narrative information, a large amount of drugs was removed through 
seizure activities. 

Like the previous two items, the purchasing of drugs as part of the investigation process 
helps describe the seriousness of the drug problem. 

8. Please provide approximate percentages of cases/investigations which resulted in 
drugs being purchased during tbe last year (1991). 

Table 34 

Drug T)pe Number of Percentage Average 
Responses Range Percent 

Amphetamines 13 1 - 98 15-.3 
Barbiturates 0 
Cocaine 16 5 - 90 79.3 
Crack 5 1 - 80 20.2 
Heroin 10 3 - 40 11.1 
Hashish 1 5 5.0 
LSD 14 1 - 25 5.1 
Marijuana 20 2 - 95 21.4 
Other: mushrooms and missing 2 1 - 5 3.0 

Number of respondents = 22. Missing data = 2. 
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~: Not all respondents recorded purchases in each drug category. Two' respondents 
left this item totally blank and one respondent recorded purchases equalling five percent 
in the "other" category but did not identify the drug. Average percent does not total 100 
percent due to variability in the number of respondents. . 

As found in the drug seizure item, cocaine made up the largest drug purchase category 
(79 percent). Also like seizures, marijuana made up the second~largest category (21 
percent). Four coordinators offered comments regarding the more significant purchases 
of 1991. 

"In 1991, IN.3T purchased 32 ounces of cocaine in a buy-bust arrest." 

"Of the 266 total task force cases, 85 cases (31.9 percent) involved the 
purchase of drugs. " . 

"1991 has been a year primarily focused on neighborhood dealing and mid 
level suppliers. Search warrants have failed to uncover large supplies of 
drugs following purchase/arrest." 

"The availability of heroin has increased significantly. However, the cost 
of purchasing exhibits is (also) significant." 

Task Force coordinators are in an excellent position to assess the general direction ·of 
drug use in their area. Although offered four choices, many respondents, displaying a 
sophisticated level of knowledge regarding this direction, offered more than one response 
with explanatory comments. 

9a. Within your task force geographic area, do you feel that during the 12, months of 
1991, drug use has generally been: 

Direction 

Decreasing 
Staying relatively the same 
Increasing 
Shifting 

Table 3S 

3 
13 
6 
5 

n Percent of Respondents 

12.5 
54.2 
25.0 
20.8 

~: Number of respondents equals 24; number of response items (n) equals 27 due 
to multiple response choices. Percent does not equal 100 due to multiple choices by 
respondents. 
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Although it would appear that over half of the respondents felt that there is no movement 
in community drug use, the responses indicate that at some level drug use patterns are 
at least shifting. Three respondents, in offering multiple assessments on drug use in their 
area, also offered qualifying statements. These assessments plus their corresponding 
statements, are: 

Decreasing and remaining relatively the same: "Survey shows a slight 
reduction in school age usage. " 

Remaining relatively the. same and 'shifting: "Levels appear to be 
basically the same as far as quantity and "type of person involved." 
There has been a shift in type, black tar heroin becomes more prevalent 
and users tending to be more in a "lower socio-economic class. " 

Increasing ,and shifting: "More users have become dealers. More 
cocaine- addicts also use heroin or have switched entirely to heroin. " 

Aside from the reduction in school age use statement, it would appear that heroin use is 
on the rise. ,One individual who stated' that he felt that drug use was going down 
(decreasing) during 1991, wrote: 

"We prosecuted 182 violators in 1991 versus 91 violators in 1990. Many 
were mid and upper level dealers affecting the drug organizations and 
scaring many lower level dealt:rs. " 

The respondents who stated that they felt that drug use has been staying relatively the 
same did so for various. reasons. Five coordinators offered the following explanations: 

."Slight increase in LSD and Crack Cocaine, but within above parameters, 
it is ~taying relatively the same." - . 

"If anything, Cocaine price declined slightly while demand relatively the 
same since it appears distributors do little to market their product. " 

"Drug investigation and awareness' has increased but not enough 
information is available to evaluate use patterns just yet. " 

"I have no specific stats to address this, it is just a perception. " 

"I would like to think that "DARE" and "PRIDE" have caused drug use 
to decrease, but these programs impact the school age children, not the 
adult user which historically has been greater in number." 

It would appear that even though the respondents feel drug use patterns are not changing, 
they do feel that there is movement. 

One coordinator, who stated that drug ~se is increasing, recorded this comment: 
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"Casual use of drugs has declined. Hard core narcotics users and dealers 
are increasing." 

Here too, movement in the overall drug use picture is indicated. This movement is also 
reflected in the comments that two of the five individuals who stated that drug use is 
shifting, recorded: 

"We see LSD on a rise locally. We also see thatcocai.ne use as a 
preferred drug is replacing methamphetamine. Methamphetamine 
production seems to be dropping in the local area, while marijuana 
production and use is on the rise. " 

"Shifting from cocaine to marijuana." 

Perhaps these comments are reflective more of individual respondent's outlook than a 
measure of drug use. Virtually all indicate. movement and even the comment offered in 
support of the "decreasing" statement could be interpreted as indicating an increase in 
drug use (i.e. more individuals were prosecuted in 1991 than 1990 so more people, it 
could be argued, were selling/buying/using). 

As part of the drug use question, coordinators were asked whether other, non-law 
enforcement factors have had an imp~ct. 

9b. Have the drug use patterns in your area been influenced by factors other than task 
force and other law enforcement activities? 

Response 

Yes 
No 

Table 36 

n 

13 
10 

Percent 

56.5 
43.5 

Respondents = 23 (95.8 percent). Missing data = 1 (4.2 percent). 

Nme: Percent total may not equal 100 due to rounding. 

Over half of the respondents stated that factors other than task force and other law 
enforcement activities have had an impact on drug use patterns. Those individuals who 
recorded that they do feel other factors besides law enforcement have influenced local 
drug use patterns (n = 13) identified 25 sources. 
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Source 

Demographic change 
Market forces 
Education 
Other 

Table 37 

Number 

3 
7 

11 
3 

Percent 

23.1 
53.8 
84.6 
23.1 

Note: Due to multiple responses,' number of respondents is greater than 13. Percent 
total is greater than 100 due to the same reason. In addition, four respondents identified 
the DARE program in the margin next to the Education category. 

Education appears to be the largest source of influence on drug use patterns. The three 
respondents who identified "Other" influences offered: 

"Increased prosecution interest. " 

"Socially drug use is unacceptable. Thurston County Togethers 
Efforts. " 

"We have community support." 

Like the direction of drug use overall, task force coordinators are in a.t1 excellent position 
to assess the general direction of the drug supply network in their area. . Also like the 
preceding question, many respondents offered more than one response with explanatory 
comments. 

lOa. Within your task force geographic area, do you feel that during the 12 months of 
1991, the drug supply nctwork(s) has generally been: . 

Direction 

Decreasing 
Staying relatively the same 
Increasing 
Shifting 

Table 38 

Number 

33 

2 
10 
8 
7 

Percent of 
Respondents 

8.3 
41.7 
33.3 
29.2 



I 

~: Number of respondents equals 24; number of response items (n) equals 27 due 
to multiple -response choices. 

Like the previous item, the largest proportion of coordinators stated that they felt the 
drug supply network is staying relatively the same. Also like the previous item,· this 
assessment was often coupled with another response or offered with a qualifier. The 
three task force coordinators who offered multiple assessments on the direction of the 
drug supply network(s) in their area, also offered qualifying statements.' These 
assessments, plus their corresponding statements, are: 

Decreasing and shifting: "Fewer users of marijmma - they can no longer 
buy large amounts locally - users switching from cocaine to marijuana and 
methamphetamine. " 

Remaining rel~tively the Same and increasing: "Cocaine - same; 
Marijuana - increase. " 

Remaining relatively the SIlQle and shifting: "Any reduction in cocaine 
has been offset by increases in methamphetamine, certain cocaine 
organizations have been replaced by other personnel. " 

The one respondent who stated that the drug supply network has generally been 
decreasing offered the same response as he did for assessment of drug use decrease 
(question 9a): 

"We prosecuted 182 violators in 1991 versus 91 violators in 1990. Many 
were mid and upper level dealers affecting the drug organizations and 
scaring many lower level dealers. " 

Three of the 12 respondents who stated that they felt that the drug supply network is 
staying relatively the same, offered the following observations: 

"Even after arrest and prosecution we continue to encounter repeat 
offenders. II 

"As usual, as fast as one dealer and SOurces are taken out, a new one 
. takes over. " 

"Not enough information to prove otherwise, although the feeling is that -
supply is increasing. II· 

Of the eight coordinators who indicated that the supply network is increasing, four noted: 

"Although there has been some price fluctuation, the overall indications 
are an increase in supply." 
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"Upper level dealers from other regions are increasing the supply into the 
task force geographic region." 

"This factor is difficult to gauge. The information is based solely upon 
our own ability to interpret known networks. Until we know about all 
networks this cannot be accurate." . 

"The hispanic supply network which has been bringing cocaine into the 
area are now bringing tar heroin & cocaine." 

An assessment of a shifting drug supply network was presented by five of the seven 
respondents who noted the following: 

"When a supply network is removed' another moves in and fills the 
demand, usually within three months." 

"We see the trend in our local area. The supply networks ate shifting 
towards well-organized Hispanic distributors, away from 
methamphetamine distribution and production to well-organized marijuana 
production. " 

"Some movement from the core area of task force operations, i.e. 
population centers, to more remote areas. " 

"There has been a shift from local unorganized dealers to more gang 
dealing." . 

"Most of the same networks are in place, however, 1991 focus on street 
level violators has caused conflict with some organizations, all to our 
advantage. " 

lOb. Has the drug supply network(s) in your area been influenced by factors other than' 
task force and other law enforcement activities? 

Response 

Yes 
No 

Table 39 

Number 

8 
14 

Percent 

36.4 
63.6 

Respondents = 22 (91.7 percent). Missing data = 2 (8.3 percent). 

Note: Percent total may not equal 100 due to rounding. 
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Unlike the previous item related to drug use patterns, the majority of respondents stated 
that they do not feel that the drug supply network has been influenced by factors other 
than law enforcement activities (n = 14). Those eight individuals who recorded that they 
do feel other factors besides law enforcement have influenced the drug supply network, 
identified 15 sources. 

Table 40 

Source 

Demographic change 
Market forces 
Education 
Other 

Number 

1 
6 
5 
3 

Percent 

12.5 
75.0 
62.5 
37.5 

Note: Due to multiple responses, number of respondents is greater than eight. Percent 
total is greater than 100 due to the same reason. In addition, one respondent offered· this 
observation regarding Market Fotces: "Drugs are less expensive in bulk quantities. We 
have an affluent area. " 

The three identified "other" sources of influence included: 

"Weather - very mild winter allowed continued influx of those 
distributing. Have seen increase in gang influx who have shifted 
from trying to sell crack in some cases to selling cocaine and 
marijuana. " 

"Greater community support. Fewer growers and laboratories 
because of greater community awareness. " 

"I believe task force efforts, and extended jail sentencing, is the 
only force giving the community relief from drug traffickers." 

An exclusively open-ended item was included to allow the respondents an opportunity to 
highlight perceived areas of change in both the community and the task force leadership 
ranks. Twenty-two coordinators responded to this two-part item, although only 20 
responded to the first part and 21 to the second part. Below is a sampling of six 
responses per item component (a complete record of these responses can be found in 
Appendix F). 

11. Please provide a narrative description regarding; (a) how the narcotics picture has 
changed in your area or operation since your task force was ronned: 
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"The task force has put pressure on the mid-level dealers causing them·to 
be less open in their operations. It is costing them more to stay in 
busines~. " 

"The narcotics picture in Lewis County, since the task force inception, has 
changed from methamphetamine use and production to cocaine use and 
distribution. laboratories were a particular problem when we started up, 
and have dropped off in the past few years as a prim.ary problem. 
Replacing that have been more organized and larger drug trafficking 
distribution schemes." 

"We are cooperating and sharing more with other agencies. The cost of " 
marijuana is increasing. Methamphetamine is sometimes hard to fmd. 
Cocaine i~ more available. LSD is becoming popular again. " 

"Dealers are cautious, drive beater cars, do not deal to strangers and hide 
cash. M.J. growers using sophisticated equipment to hide odor of M.J." 

"Heroin and marijuana use and distribution appears constant. Grows 
. moved indoors with greater sophistication of concealment. Cocaine 
among school age kid~ may have lessened some but the 20-40 year olds 
still abusing and demand is present enough to allow kilo dealers to be 
complacent in moving product. LSD returning to schools in a few 
instances. " 

"The narcotics picture has shifted to previously mentioned gang influences 
including drug related drive by shootings and murders that are directly 
drug related." 

11. (continued) (b) how leadership perceptions have also changed during this time: 

"Leadership perceptions have seemed to change toward the overall 
approach as opposed to independent geographical areas. In· other words, 
team approach is now the common rule and not the exception. " 

"Management philosophy has remained relatively constant with one 
exception and that being an aggressive stance toward asset forfeiture. " 

"Leadership more knowledgeable as are all task force members. Focus 
has shifted to higher level distribution, organizations, conspiracy cases. 
Day· to day work with FBI and ATF. " 

"The perceptions of leadership have "also changed in that we realize that 
law enforcement efforts alone can not resolve this major social issue. It 
requires the assistance of the judicial system, education, treatment, and 
each citizen if our efforts are to be realized." 
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"Rea1i7.ation that reducing supply is a long term project. There will 
always be suppliers as long as the profits are high ... 

"Due to local politics, higher visibility targets, generally lower to mid 
level violators, must be arrested for media/publicity coverage on a semi
frequent basis. " 

Task force activities impact on a number of levels both on the macro level (i.e. drug use 
and drug supply networks) and also on the micro level (i.e. the user). In.an attempt to 
assess some of the more particular impact areas, the following question was asked: 

.12. The following questions are qualitative questions requiring somewhat of a subjective 
judgement on your part. Please indicate which items you feel task force activities 
have had an impact on: 

Table 41 

Indicating Impact 

Item 

Information sharing related to investigation 
Information sharing related to prosecution 
Community awareness related to interdiction 
Likelihood of successful investigation 
Likelihood of successful arrest 
Likelihood of successful prosecution 
Reducing duplication of effort between agencies 
Knowledge of local drug network 
Knowledge of statewide drug network 
Other 

Number 

23 
22 
17 
24 
24 
23 
18 
23 
18 
3 

Percent 

95.8 
91.7 
70.8 

100.0 
100.0 
95.8 
75.0 

·95.8 
75.0 
12.5 

As is evidenced in the above table, coordinators have assessed task force activities as 
having an overwhelming positive impact on all areas. The areas which relatively fewer 
respondents assigned a positive rating had to do with community awareness, reduction 
in duplication, and knowledge of the statewide drug network. Even with these areas, 
though, the majority of respondents noted a positive impact. 

The three respondents who identified "Other" task force activity impact areas, offered: 

"Education/perception of locals, i.e. on the seriousness of the· 
problem." 
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"Knowledge of interstate drug investigations." 

"Statistics. " 

In addition, six respondents commented on the type of effect: 

"In each instance there has been an impact; in some areas it is. greater 
than others. " 

"Seeing the task force have a positive and educational impact on local 
jurisdictions.'" 

"Increase in arrests, seizures, and prosecutions." 

"The impact of the task force has been positive. Improvement has been 
seen in nearly all areas of local operations. " 

"The major dealer in this area is less likely to slip thru due to ~e 
resources now available to go after them." 

"Progress has been made (in educating the public regarding the 
seriousness of the drug problem), however, this is the area that needs the 
most critical of changes. " . 

The third survey section, using scaled response items, asked the task force coordinators 
to provide assessments in the general areas of communication and interagency 
cooperation. The first section item dealt with the coordinators knowledge of other in
state task forces. 
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13. How much knowledge do you have of the fonn and structure of other task forces in 
the state? 

Table 42 

Response Number Percent 

A great deal 3 12.5 

Less than a great deal 
(but more than some) 11 45.8 

Some 7 29.2 

Less than some 
(but more than none) 3 12.5 

None at all 0 

Total 24 100.0 

The level of assessed knowledge of other task forces in the state, appears to be quite 
high .. Almost 60 percent of respondents state that they possess more than "some" such 
knowledge. Three respondents took this opportunity to comment on their response. 

"Knowledge has improved of ot.her task forces through organized task 
force commander conferences, where task force structure information and 
other matters are shared openly." 

"So much to, do, so little time. We learn something new each time a 
contact is made with another task force. " 

"I attend all Community Development supervisor training. I also know 
many of the task force supervisors." 

These comments, along with the tabled data, indicates a continuing process of 
familiarization. 
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14. Realizing it's often difficult to generalize, please tank your working relationship 
with: 

Table 43 

Rank 

No. of Responses 

-
X Response 

Agency 1 2 3 4 5 missing Score 

Federal 3 6 12 3 3.6 
State 1 ) 6 11 6 3.9 
County 4 9 11 4.3 
Tribal 4 9 2 1 8 3.0 
City/Town - 1 4 8 11 4.2 
Other TF 11 12 1 4.5 

Note: 1 = poor; 2 = less than average; 3 = average; 4 = above average; 5 = 
excellent. 

Respondents indicated that of all the presented agency types, the working relationship 
with other task forces was the most positive. This level of response, combined with- the 
fairly high level of knowledge of other task forces as indicated in item number 13, 
indicates a task force network with a great deal of inteIaction and information exchange. 
The working relationship with county agencies received the next highest mean score. 

Eight coordinators offered comments relating to this working relationship question. 

"Improved relationships with other agencies', especially federal agencies. 
Increased credibility." 

"FBI agent working in the task force on specific cases has become an 
integral part of our operation. Relations excellent. Relations with ATF 
excellent and frequently work joint investigations. Positive relationship 
with DEA, U.S. Attorney very supportive and accepts cases readily from 
the task force. " 

"Working relationships Vary greatly with federal agencies. DEA is 
generally most difficult. " 

"Even when the feder~ agencies are trying to be helpful they aren't." 
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"1 don't think our situation in this regard is unique." (Le. respondents 
ranking of agency working·relationships)." 

"The Tribal Police just hired a professional police chief and I foresee our 
. unit being utilized more in the near future." 

"Have not worked with tribal agencies as of yet. " 

"Our most difficult in working relationships has been integrating small 
police agencies into the task force." . 

These respondents indicated, for the most part, highly positive working relationships. 
The two somewhat negative comments had to do with two agency types dissimilar in both 
size and scope; small local law enforcement agencies and large federal law enforcement 
agencies. 

Insufficient communication and often non-existent cooperation are general areas which 
have been identified by law enforcement agencies as being obs~cles to successful drug 
investigation and prosecution. Task forces were created to, in part, remediate this 
situation. The coordinators were asked to indicate their perception of change in these 
areas among various agency levels. 

15. Since your task force was formed, please identify the relative degree of change 
realized related to the following: (It is realized that the task force may experience 
varying degree of cooperation, for example, with differelJi federal agencies, also for 
example. Please try to generalize the relative degree of change for each agency 
type.) 
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Table 44 

Response 

Impro~ed No Difference Missing 

Agency Type and Area Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

Federal - Cooperation 19 79.2 5 20.8 
Federal - Communication 18 75.0 6 25.0 
State - Cooperation 17 70.8 7 29.2 
State - Communication 16 66.7 8 33.3 
County - Cooperation 19 79.2 5 20.3 
County - Communication 17 70.8 7 29.2 
Tribal - Cooperation 6 25.0 11 45.8 7 29.2 
Tribal - Communication 5 20.8 11 45.8 8 .33.3 
City/Town - Cooperation 19 79.2 5 20.8 
City/Town - Communication 18 75.0 6 25.0 
Task Force - Cooperation 20 83.3 3 12.5 1 4.2 
Task Force - Communication 19 79.2 4 16.7 1 4.2 

Note: Row percents total to 100 percent with rounding. Although a "worse" response 
item was offered in Item 1~, no respondents indicated that since task force formation, . 
communication or cooperation has deteriorated with any agency type. 

This table, like the Item 14 table, also places task forces in first place. Cooperation and 
communication with other task forces has shown the greatest overall level of 
imprQvement. City/town agency and federal agency, two agency types dissimilar in size 
and scope, received virtually the same score. A "no difference" score is not necessarily 
a negative rating, especially if the level of communication and cooperation was already 
positive. It is necessary to view Item 14 data with Item 15 data to obtain a clear picture 
of the working agency relationship. For example, it would be a matter of great concern 
if the working relationship with state agencies was poor and the levels of communication 
and cooperation showed no difference (or if they were poor and this was recorded as an 
improvement). . 

Three respondents recorded comments related to the degree of change . 

. "Cooperation with U.S. Customs and IRS has greatly improved." 
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"Improved operations with prosecutors. " 

"Have always had good cooperation and cOmmunication with state." 

The relative levels of knowledge of other task forces, the working relationship with 
various agencies, and communication and cooperation with these agencies, impact on task 
force effectiveness. In addition, the level of support displayed by other law enforcement 
agencies for task force activities also has a direct impact on effectiveness. 

16. What do you feel is the general level of support for task force activities by other law 
enforcement and criminal justice. agencies? 

Table 4S 

Level Number 

High 21 
Low 1 
Indifferent . 1 
Opposition 0 

Percent 

91.3 
4.3 
4.3 

Number of respondents = 23. Missing data = 1. 

Overwhelmingly, respondents felt that the level of support for their activities by other 
law enforcement ·agencies was high. Four coordinators offered comments regarding this 
general level of support: 

"This has been achieved through demonstrated abilities and proven track 
record of success. " . 

"I feel we are very well respected. We receive all necessary assistance 
when outside our area. The cooperation and support has been excellent. 
We also give 100 percent to other jurisdictions when requested." 

"Locally support is very high. Cannot judge on broader scale," 

"This is a "general" comment; high support is evidenced by two of the six 
agencies." (In Item 15.) 

In addition to law enforcement and criminal justice agency support, support by the media 
F' and community is key to task force effectiveness. 
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17. What do you feel is the general level of support for task force activities by the media 
and the community? 

Table 46 

!Jevel ~urnber 

High 20 
Low 3 
Indifferent 1 
Opposition 0 

Percent 

'83.3 
12.5 
4.2 

~umber of respondents = 24. 

Although not quite as overwhelming as support by other law enforcement agencies (Item 
16), community and media support is approximately six to one on the high side. Four 
of the coordinators offered comments relating to community and media support: 

"The local paper has been very good to us. Very supportive. We were 
praised in the editorial pages three times." 

"The media has been' brought in and involved directly with task force 
activities. A good working relationship has been established with a high 
level of community exposure for task force activities and successes." 

"Extremely good relationship with local media and community as a 
whole." 

"Good with local newspaper, one of our radio stations has been in 
opposition. " 

Of these comments, only one individual indicated a negative level of local media support. 
This respondent also recorded a positive level of support displayed by another branch of 
the local media. 
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The fourth survey section asked the coordinator to respond to items relating to task 
force staff"mg patterns. 

18a. Please describe the stafimg prattem of your task force: 

Pattern 

Highly stable 
Relatively stable 
Fluctuating 

Table 47 

Number 

8 
12 
4 

Percent 

33.3 
50.0 
16.7 

. . Number of respondents = 24. 

Note: Levels of stability were operationally defined as: Highly Stable - having the same 
core personnel for at least two years; Relatively Stable - possessing the same core 
personnel for at least one year but less than two years; and Fluctuating - core personnel 
have changed within the past year. 

Over 83 percent of the respondents stated that at the very least, their task force has had 
the same core personnel for at least one year. Five respondents offered comments 
relating to the staffing pattern question. 

"Stability has produced very knowledgeable effective investigators." 

"Hope it stays this way." [highly stable] 

"Normal rotation is two and one-half to three years and is usually well 
staggered - 1991 was an exception. 199" should be relatively stable." 

"Funded positions have fluctuated - our officers starting to produce after 
one year." . 

"We have had a major turnover in the last 18 months." 

It is possible that,' regardless of staffing .t>attern, there may have been changes from 
earlier patterns. 
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ISb. Does this starf"mg pattern represent a change from earlier starf"mg patterns? 

Yes 
No 

Table 48 

Number 

5 
18 

Percent 

21.7 
78.3 

Number of respondents = .23. Missing data = 1. 

The level of stability for task force core personnel displayed in the previous item is also 
reflected in the above table. These two tables combined indicate that not only are these 
task forces stable related to these timelines, but also, almost paradoxically, that this 
stability appears to be relatively constant.. Individuals who responded "Yes," that the 
recorded staffing pattern represented a change from an earlier staffing pattern, were 
asked to explain this assessment. All five coordinators responded: 

"Due to some unusual circumstances plus normal rotation pattern that 
resulted in considerable detective turnover." 

"Personnel staffing was very unstable at the beginning, with a major 
turnover of personnel during the first two years. Since that time, the 
organization has improved and staffing has 'become highly stable. 11 

"All but one funded position has been replaced - we have increased non-
funded positions. " . 

"We have two-year rotation - but lost two people and got two/new ones." 

"We are a new task force and are currently in a growth ph~se. " 

The size and composition of task forces is guided by the often unique characteristics of 
local demands and resources. The coordinators were asked to provided a breakout of 
types of assigned personnel. 
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19. What is the normal, or average, starrmg level in number of full-time equivalent 
positions (FfF&)? 

Table 49 

Position Task Forces Range Total FTEs Average 

Coordinator 20 1-5 24 1.2 
Detectives 22 2 - 10 112 5.1 
Prosecutor 18 1-3 23 1.3 
Clerical 18 1 - 3 29 1.6 
Other 10 1-3 13 1.3 

Note: Average number of positions were computed based on the number of task forces 
identifying that position category as being included in task force composition (I.e. not 
24). No task forces have assigned uniformed officers as part of their normal/average 
staffing pattern. 

Keeping in mind that not all task forces have persOnnel assigned to all position types, an 
"average"task force can be described. This hypothetical task force is composed of one 
coordinator, five detectives, one prosecutor, two clerical staff, and one "other". The ten 
coordinators identifying the 13 "other" FTEs, recorded the type of position involved: 

Table 50 

Position 

Sergeant 
National Guard 
Date Analyst . 
County Deputies 
City Patrolman 
P.A. Secretary 
Supervisor 
Financial Investigator 
Drug Dog Handler 

Task Forces 

3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

FTEs 

3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

~: Ten separate coordinators identified FTEs in -the "other" category; two of these 
individuals listed more than one type of FrE in this category. Also,two of the three 
sergeants were recorded as Washington State Patrol Sergeant and Unit Supervisor 
Sergeant. 
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The fmal survey section sought primarily open-ended information related to the role and 
future need of BJA funding in task force operation. The sole forced choice item was: 

20. If these federal funds were not available, do you think that a multi-jurisdictional 
task force such as you now currently have, would exist in your area? 

Response 

Yes 
No 

Table 51 

n 

8 
16 

Number ,of respondents = 24 . 

. Percent 

33.3 
66.7 

. All respondents were asked to comm~nt on their answer. Two individuals who 
responded "No," the task force would not exist without these federal funds,' did not 
record any comments. One-h~f of the responses for each answer are provided below; 
the remainder can be found in Appendix G. 

Yes - the task force would exist without these federal funds. 

"Would still function, but with a skeleton crew. And, would not be as 
effective without the federal fund support." 

"To some extent TNET existed prior 'to any federal funds. Whether or 
how long the agencies would maintain this cooperative effort, absent 
federal funds, is open'to question. " 

"But we would not have the enhancement personnel nor the mandated 
training or federal standards which has made us more effective and 
professional. " 

"Prior to federal funding this would not be the case. After seeing the 
success of the task force, the agencies have indicated they will keep the 
task force in operation." 

Three of these four comments highlight a prevalent theme; that although the task force 
would continue to exist, a diminished level of effectiveness would most likely be 
displayed. . 
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No - the task force would not exist without these federal funds. 

"These funds are the only reason we exist. Local politicians do not spend 
money in this area on drug enforcement, unless they absolutely have to. II, 

"There is not self-sufficient local funding or overall support by 
participating agencies. " 

"Without the federaJ assistance to operate the drug task force in our area, 
it would cease to exist, as local funds are unavailable to support it. Being 
a rural area, with a timber-dependent economy, the general taxing revenue 
is decreasing." 

"The financial burden would be too much for the involved/participating 
agencies." 

"Cost ofJhe task force is primarily wages, most departments. in county 
can not give up staffmg without compensation. ,,-

"The. task force takes a lot more to operate than our communities have to 
offer. We are not able to get the seizures that everyone had hoped we 
would." 

"The federal funds make possible the High Impact Offender Project. 
Without these funds it would be difficult, if not impossible, to have, both 
the county and city to fully fund the project. " 

These comments reflect the general tone of all those individuals who offered responses 
to their "No" statement; the task force could not exist as it is. now without these federal 
funds. The commitment to the task force structure clearly is there, but the lpcal financial 
resources do not, according to the respondents, exist. Six of the eight individuals who 
stated that the task force would continue to exist even without these funds, made it clear 
that effectiveness would be reduced. This "yes· but no" implied response. was put in 
perspective by one. respondent who recorded "No": 

"Currently, local law enforcement agencies do not have the funds or 
manpower to commit to a task force without federal assistance. It is. hoped 
that enough assets will be generated over the course of this operation to 
make local funding possible. " 

Current realities versus future hopes is a common thread found throughout not just this 
particular item, but the entire survey. 
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PHASE 2; INTERVIEWS WITH TASK FORCE PERSONNEL 

Over approximately a two-month period (June - July 1992),.25 individuals were interviewed at 
18 separate task force sites. 'The respondents varied in both rank and responsibility from task 
force to task force although the majority were involved with either coordination or supervision. 
Although these two areas of responsibility entail distinct duties, it was found that· a certain 
amount of overlap was common. For the most part coordinators were concerned with fiscal 
matters and policy issues whereas supervisors were concerned more with personnel management 
and general case supervision. Coordinators reported that they often filled in for supervisors and 
assisted in personnel supervision, and supervisors occasionally reported that grant writing and 
budget management were integral parts of their position. Both positions were largely' 
administrative though supervisors were also involved in actual case investigation. Coordinators 
held the rank of chief of police, assistant chief of police, captain, lieutenant, or sergeant. 
Supervisors were either lieutenants or sergeants. Street level detectives were also interviewed 
and their duties were concerned with the actual drug offender investigations and arrests. 
Prosecutors who were interviewed served' as task force coordinator, legal advisor, and court 
attorney . 

. The length of time attached to their task force varied from, in the case of one individual, one 
week, to as much as four years. The coordinator who was with the task force for one week had 
worked with the task force in the past, had been involved with narcotics investigation prior to 
his assignment, and was accompanied to the interview by the task force supervisor and a support 
staff person. 

For the most part it appeared that coordinators were assigned this duty as part of their job 
responsibilities. Also, few of the coordinators received any funds from BJA to cover their time. 
When asked, coordinators responded that.assignment to the task force did not lessen their other 
job-related duties. Despite this increase in workload, no coordinator relayed that they regretted 
the assignment. Supervisors were typically offered the position as part of a promotion. Often, 
the coordinator coordinates the oral board component of the detective level recruitment 
procedure. Open-recruitment and nomination by the participating law enforcement agencies 
were the standard recruitment procedures for detectives. 

The extent of training received prior to task force participation was very broad. Coordinators 
possessed the basic administrative knowledge and training base prior to assignment, but a 
number of coordi~ators stated that training specifically aimed at their precise task force duties 
is lacking. Such training was·offered on one occasion in 1988 and was mostly concerned with 
meeting state and federal contractual and reporting requirements. The amount and type of 
training which the remaining members of the task force bring with them was noted as highly 
variable. ' With few exceptions~ supervisors reported that task force detectives had previously 
attended the Basic Narcotics School through the Washington State Criminal Justice Commission, 
and those who had not completed it did so within one year. Other training frequently mentioned 
was that conducted by the Washington State Narcotics Investigators Association (W ASNJA), the 
Western States Information Network (WSIN) , the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration 
(DEA) , REID School, and the Institute of Police Techniques and Management. In addition, 
training offered through the Washington State Department of Community Development and the 
Washington State Patrol were also mentioned. Also, in-service and on-the-job training were 
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considered a matter of course and included such things as prosecutor's presentations on case 
documentation, pairing of experienced detectives with new members, and detective training of 
patrol officers who are then returned to their home agency. Training areas include electronic 
and physical surveillance, use of body wires, informant handling, and interviewing and 
interrogation. Of course training needs largely depends on training history and although most 

, respondents stated the training was adequate, a number of needs were also identified. Training 
in conducting financial investigations and asset seizure/forfeiture policies and procedures were 
continually mentioned as training need areas. 

Not surprisingly, the older the task force the more likely it is that a change in the organizational 
structure had occurred. these changes were mostly along the lines of shif~ng personnel. For 
the most part the personnel change had to do with a~ding more detectives, patrol officers, or 
prosecutors although losing partiCipants was also noted. Prosecutor non-involvement, a federal , 
agency dropping out, and a major city deciding not to participate are three such examples. Also, 
one m~lti-county task force broke up into two single-county task forces. Executive board. micro
management was also noted by three respondents as obstacles to early task force effectiveness, 
and all noted that once this situation was remedied effectiveness increased. 

Task force policy regarding rotation of task force participants was split roughly between those 
that do possess such a policy and those who do not. Of those which do have such a policy, the 
time varied from one year to four years and all stated that continuation after this point is upon 
review and subject to the demands of ongoing investigations. Home agencies, though, frequently 
do have such a time limit policy and this was viewed as a definite limiting factor to productivity. 
Two years appeared to be the most common home agency imposed time limit, and a number of 
respondents noted that it takes roughly one and one-half years before any substantial investigative 
productivity occurs. Task force rotation of different types of employees was also not 
uncommon; one respondent, for example, stated that it is 27 months for the supervisor, three 
to five years for detectives, and 18 months to three years for all other personnel. 

Case investigation selection is largely dependent on three primary factors: 

1. Policy/executive Board direction 
2. Seriousnessllevel of dealer 
3 . Availability of necessary resources 

Certain policy/executive boards have set goals according to level of offender or type of drug; 
for example, mid level dealers in distribution areas or marijuana in grow areas. The relative 
seriousness of the particular situation or the level of dealer also helps determine which cases are 
i.nvestigated. A task force which has targeted street level dealers will try to "work" the target 
up to his/her supplier if possible, or if a new drug appears on the street additional resources may 
be devoted to it in an attempt to prevent it from becoming established. Some task forces will 
"farm out" certain ,types or levels of cases to local drug units, whereas other task forces do not 
have this option sinC\~ they may be the only drug unit in the area. Task forces which are not 
able to refer cases to other drug units reported that they investigate all cases they are informed 
of at some level, even if it's only a "knock and talk." . 

Aside from these three primary factors, there are other factors which playa role in selection. 
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For example, if the task force is informed that someone wishes to buy a large quantity .of drugs, 
as one informant put it, "everything stops" for two basic reasons; 1) to arrest the buyer who, 
due to the quantity of drugs involved, is quite probably a dealer; and 2) the amount of money 
he or she uses to buy the drugs will eventually become task force property (also, money is much 
easier and cheaper to store than other types of seizures). A number of respondents mentioned 
the "squeaky wheel" phenomena or, as others referred to 'it, "politics," "public relations," and 
"reality." Telephone calls to local politicians or policy makers may result, at the direction of 
the local board/chief, in a reprioritization of short-term gnals and objectives. 

Most respondents reportOO that case assignnients are made by the supervisor after review of 
manpower availability. There were a number of qualifiers to this, though. For example, in one 
task force all marijuana grow operations were assigned to one detective, in another a detective 
with a degree in chemistry received all eases which utilized his expertise, in still another each 
detective maintains two major investigations, and another assigns cases according to geographic 
region with each detective working in the jurisdiction of his home agency. Detective 
specialization was the exception and generalization was the normal. 

Of course t.ask force target areas are largely dependent on locally identified needs. Level of 
targeted dealer (low, medium, high) and type of drug involved varies according to assessed 
impact and prevalence. Although, as mentioned previously, low level, or even mid level, may 
be "worked" to gain access to the next higher level, it was reported. as often being necessary to 
reverse this direction in order to more directly impact the demand side of the equation. For 
example, one largely urban task force reported that identifying and closing down crack houses 
was a priority target; another that operationally detectives work the mid-upper level cases while 
task force assigned patrol officers work street level; and still another that mid level was the 
primary target but that the task force conducts three low level "sweeps" per year. 

Task forces by their very existence change the drug world landscape. For example, different 
dealers move in as old ones are arrested, different networks develop, new targets are identified, 
and drug availability and price fluctuate. Respondents continually noted such action and what 
has emerged is a picture of a drug landscape that changes and adapts almost as fast as task forces 
can impact it. Gang involvement was mentioned as a fairly new phenomena and these 
individuals, involved largely in marketing crack cocaine, are reported to be moving into the 
more rural areas of the state. Motorcycle gangs are involved in all areas of the drug network, 
from manufacturing through distribution and into sales. Much of this type of gang activity is 
found in the largely rural areas of the state. "Hispanic families" with connections in California 
and Mexico are, according to respondents, largely responsible for powder cocaine trafficking 
and the reintroduction of black tar heroin. Four respondents noted that when working a non
Hispanic powder cocaine or black tar heroin dealer, the supplier is frequently found to be 
~~. . 

Two of the more historical drug types, marijuana and LSP, appear to be, for the most part, 
decreasing and increasing respectively. Large amounts of high quality marijuana are grown in 
'Washington State in mostly sophisticated grow operations. A number of task forces have targeted 
the.·se operations and as success has been achieved, they have adjusted their target to other drugs· 
and individuals. The effect of this is, of course, increased price in response to the marijuana 
shortage and an invitation to new entrepreneurs to fill this lucrative void. A number of task 
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forces noted that newly reported increases in availability dictate that they must now return to 
marijuana grow operations as a target area. LSD is also being reported as experiencing a 
resurgence in popularity, mostly among high school age individuals. 

As new dealers, manufacturers, and distributors are identified, task force targets are adjusted, 
and as success is achieved, new targets and markets develop. For example, in certain urban 
arf.a8 the crack cocaine market has been targeted and the task forces report that they have been 
fairly successful in their market interdiction efforts. It would appear, though, that as a result 
of this activity there is a transplanting effect of both the individuals involved and the drug itself 
into areas which previously had been unaffected. A case could be made that the new area was 

. simply a virgin market waiting to be filled, and task force activity did not directly contribute to 
this expansion. The other case, though, is that in order to escape the increased law enforcement 
scrutiny, the dealers sought out this new market area. The actual cause of this transplanting and 
market development' can be attributed, in varying degrees, to both of these causes and, in any 
case, is case specific. 

Regardless of these new players and markets, feedback by informants is that task forCe activities 
have had a definite impact on the drug market. Intelligence indicates that after a major dealer 
is "taken out," drug availability decreases for two to three months and prices inflate. Not 
surprisingly, during these periods, informants report that it is more difficult to·obtain drugs and 
what they could once obtain in one or two telephone calls, is ,now taking five or more such 
contacts, and the quantity that they are able to obtain is much smaller and the relative price is 
gr~ter. 

Task forces have experienced varying levels of success in investigating and arresting targeted 
individuals. Many notable cases have been mention~ by the media and have involved varying 
levels of drugs and offenders (see Appendix H for copies of an assortment of task force involved 
news clippings). Aside from cases which were solely involved with the main goal of task force 
activities (I.e. drug interdiction)~ a number of cases have resulted in convictions on non-drug 
related charges. For example, one task force was informed by a confidential informant of an 
individual who had committed a double homicide. Another task force, after investigating and 
arresting two drug dealers, was offered the identity of an individual who had committed two 
separate murders. In both ~ases the individuals involved were arrested and prosecuted as the 
result of direct task force involvement. 

Task force involvement outside of dru~s -proper is not unusual. The training and expertise which 
task force participants have obtained places them at a premium. A number of respondents noted 
that task force detectives are often called upon to secure and investigate various crime scenes. 
The level of such involvement varies on a geographic/resource availability basis (some areas 
possess crime scene trained personnel), but the cross-training makes the participants frequently 

, unique to their area. In one jurisdiction, for example, the task force W2&S requested to participate 
in an investiga.tion of a youth who was trying to hire a "hit man" to murder his parents. The 
unique expertise of the task force in the use of body wires and air surveillance enabled them to 
successfully investigate the case. 

Different task for;ces have different philosophies on public and media exposure. Some 
respondents reported that such exposure is counterproductive and could put detectives and 
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confidential informants in jeopardy, while others consider such exposure an important part of 
their interdiction efforts. A number of task forces utilize public serviCe announcements and even 
feedback circulars (see Appendix 1). The types of media exposure have ranged from one-inch 
columns in local papers referring to task· force involvement to national .exposure on syndicated 
television (one task force is being featured on the television show "COPS"). A few task force 
respondents stated that they have allowed reporters to sit in on scheduled staffings. One 
respOndent stated that the best feedback they have ever received was when an individual they 
were targeting informed them that the task force "was all over the place, .. don't you read the 
papers?" 

Meetings held to facilitate the investigation process, share information, and provide direction 
vary from scheduled daily meetings at the start of each shift to daily ad hoc meetings between 
supervisor and detective. Meetings with assigned prosecutor(s), task force coordinator, and local 
executive board and chief s of police vary also from non-:existent to highly structured and 
scheduled. Meetings with law enforcement agencies outside of the immediate task force 
jurisdiction appeared to be held on an ad hoc/per need basis, although one task force did report 
that meetings are held on a monthly basis with such agencies. The reason most often given for 
not conducting more formalized meetings with other agencies was that the logistics were simply 
too complicated. In addition, task force detectives are responsible for intelligence liaison with 
their home agency . 

Respondents identified numerous law enforcement agencies as those with which they frequently 
worked. The U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, as well as the Drug Enforcement 
Administration, U.S. Customs, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internal Revenue Service, and 
the Department of Immigration and Naturalization were the agencies most often cited. The 
Bureau of Indian Affairs ,md the National Guard, as well as State Patrols from Oregon, Idaho, 
California, and Alaska were also agencies which respondents identified as being co-investigators 
on drug cases. Various county and local law enforcement agencies were also involved with task 
force investigations. The U.S. Customs occasionally refers cases of two kilograms of cocaine 
or less to certain task forces~ In addition, two task force respondents noted they have cultivated 
such a positive relationship with the U.S. Attorney's Office that they are able to refer directly 
to that office rather than first going through a federal ager;tcy. 

All respondents noted that they cooperate on investigations with neighboring task forces and"at 
least with state level task forces, all described a highly favo~ble and mutually beneficial 
working relationship. The only problems were noted by three task forces in their co
investigation efforts with the Federal Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) Task Forces. 
These comments did appear to be the exception, and most task forces reported that DEA was 
cooperative and often would refer "small cases" to the local task force. It should be noted that 
what DEA defines as "small" may be very large o~ the local level, e.g single kilograms of 
cocaine or, very recently, 230 pounds of marijuana. One respondent 110ted that the friction 
between the task force and local DEA was due, in part, to the relationship which' the task force 
has been able to cultivate with the U.S. Attorney's Office. The DEA has stated that the situation 
where the task force refers cases directly to the U.S. Attorney's Office has had the net effect 
of relegating them to the position of "scribe" where they sign off on cases in which they were 
not directly involved. A few problems were also noted in working with local drug units and 
prosecutors offices. These problems appear to have to do with scheduling and "turf' issues and 
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respondents note that ongoing efforts are being made to address the~ issues. 

,.Asides from interlocal agreements which outline the responsibilities of participating agencies (see 
Appendix J for an example of such an agreement), no respondent noted a set procedure or policy 
for c~investigation or sharing of information. The response to this policy query was almost 
universal among respondents .and "All they have to do is ask" was the general flavor. Even 
when a "Mutual Aid Agreement" exists as part of an interlocal agreement (see AppendiX'K), co
investigation is handled on a highly interpersonal basis. The use of a multi-state mutual aid 
agreement is seen as a higp,ly effective means to have maximum impact by allowing the targeted 
offender to place him/herself in "double jeopardy. " The individual once placed in such a position 
can be sentenced under laws in both. states. Only one individual stated that a formalized 
policy/procedure regarding co-investig~tion and information sharing would be beneficial. It was 
his opinion that such related documentation clarifies the role of participating agencies (the 
respondent was a task force attached prosecuting attorney). 

Almos~ without exception, respondents stated that the need for task forces still exists. The one 
individual who questioned the continued need for a task force was not so much questioning 
whether a task force was needed, but whether the ~ of task force which exists in his area is 
optimally effective in addressing the tmc of drug problem which has evolved. Without 
exception, an respondents stated that additional resources are needed to continue the "war on 
drugs." Primarily these resources have to do with increasing the funding level for personnel. 
Doubling and tripling the personnel funding amount levels were general statements and, aside 
from increasing the number of detectives, some highly specific comments were offered. For 
example, .one task force has a half-time secretary who works full-time and another keeps losing 
its task force detectives because they cannot afford to provided benefits (this task force was 
located on Tribal property). Other identified personnel needs were seizure specialists, chemists, 
and foreign language interpreters. Equipment needs incIJded a secure station police radio, 

. thermal imaging equipment, computer equipment with network, upgrading one party consent 
wire, and a copying machine. Sharing of resources was also a recommendation offered 
by a number of task forces. These resources had to do with personnel who would assist around 
the state on a per need basis and equipment including surveillance vans. 

All respondents stated that asset seizures/forfeitures };l,ave the potential for filling part of this 
resource gap. They also stated that the economic reality is such that they must be'careful about 
what they seize or it could further deplenish these resources. It is important to keep in mind that 
the task force/local jurisdiction is responsible for any maintenance, taxes, storage, auction, and 
related fees while they are in possession of the seized item (this includes, for exam1?le, costs 
relating to bringing a building up to code). Different task forces have different operational 
philosophies regarding this matter. For example, one respondent state~ that they will not seize 
any vehicle worth under $4000; another that any house with a lien on it is simply not worth the 
effort; and another, that their target group (crack dealers) typically do not possess large value 
assets. A number of respondents stated that their policy is to seize everything the dealer has 
and, as part of plea bargaining, sell it all back to him. . 

Some interesting seizures have occurred through task force activities. For example, one task 
force seized a tavern out of which drugs were being sold. Another task force seized some 
Housing and Urban Devel~pment (HUD) Section 8 units which they subsequently returned to 
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HUD for a fee and an addendum to the local HUD contract requiring that HUD will monitor 
their units for drug-related activities. Weapons seized through task force activities, particularly 
guns, are of a particular concern to many respondents. Some task forces, as required by state 
law, tum the seized weapons over to the designated state agency which then disposes of them 
at a public auction. Certain respondents relayed that this policy had the net effect of denying to 
the task force the associated dollar resources. Other respondents stated that all this p~ocedure 
has accomplished has been to return the w\.apons to the same individuals they were taken from 
(i.e. criminals). The respondents in this latter category felt that destruction of the weapon was 
the most satisfactory solution to the weapon seizure situation. One task force reported that an 
interpretation of another state law by the local city attorney allowed the task force to dispose of 
seized weapons themselves 'and retain the funds for law enforcement use. One informant with 
the Washington State Patrol voiced the opinion that seized weapons should be treated like seized 
drugs: reported as a seizure but not convertible to cash. 

These forfeiture funds, once obtained, serve as buy money, as match funds, as a means to pay 
for vehicle rental, and also to purchase equipment. One task force even used the~ funds to 
purchase an airplane for surveillance work. Two recurrent themes were voiced by almost all 
respondents: first that the amount of funds available, once related costs are absorbed, is not what 
was once hoped 'for; and second, that the idea behind asset forfeiture is not to support the task 
force but to make drug dealing less profitable. A concern voiced by many respondents was that 
an overemphasis on asset value could, potentially, dictate investigation targets. 

, 

Many of the changes which the respondents stated they would like to see take place regarding 
the future direction or operation of the task force were those which they had been voicing 
throughout the interview, namely increased funding for personnel and equipment, sharing of 
resources, and minimizing political influences. For the most part respondents liked the 
operational structure and general focus, though a number of individuals stated they would like 
to increase the level of targeted offender (these were task forces which were targeting low level 
dealers). Increasing available resources was also noted by one respondent as necessary in order 
to conduct organized crime investigations. 

Facilities varied throughout the state as did rental amount and furnishings. A number of task 
forces utilized seized furniture and mc:jor appliances. Locations varied from remote field offices 
in converted warf'houses to offices in professional office buildings. Rent also varied from gratis 
to $1100 per month. Storage for seized vehicles varied from free outdoor non-secure 
compounds to $1300 per month indoor secure storage. In the case of rent, BJA funds were 
often combined with local funds, especially in high rent areas. ' 

All respondents stated that task force assignment has been beneficial for their career. 
Respondents stated that assignment to the task force is highly educational and allows them to 
develop skills in budget maintenance, grant writing, and follow-through. Statements. such as "a 
character builder", "proactive," and "intense exposure" were common. Also common was the 
observation that things have improved. Respondents who had been with the task force for a 
number of ye-.ars stated, almost without exception, that during the first year or so politicalization 
and turf issues were common among participants. Over the years, though, as people became 
familiar with each other and differences were work~ out, these obs~c1es have been overcome. 
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PHASE 3: RETROSPECTIVE AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TASK FORCE 
SUMMARY INDICES 

Levell: Retrospective Analysis 

In viewing the task force performance figures as 'reported to the Washington State :Patrol (WSP) 
Narcotics Data Tracking Program, it is helpful to group the data into one of two categories: 1) 
1988 through 1989, during which there were 11 task forces covering 12 counties; and 2) 1990 
through 1991, during which there were 24 task forces covering 28 counties. Tn addition, iris 
insightful to view task force performance across the overall four-year period. 

Between 1988 and 1989, task force activities related to the number of individuals arrested, 
increased by a modest four percent. The number of drug-related charges filed against these 
individuals, though, increa~:;d by a not insignificant 23 percent (see Table 52). The average 
number of charges per individual arrested increased by 17.7 percent during this period. 

Table 52 

Number of Individuals Arrested and Number of Charges Filed During First Two Years of Ta81c 
Force Operation 

'Percentage 
Item 1988 1989 Change 

Number of Individuals Arrested 822 855 +4.01 

Number of Charges Filed 925 1138 +23.03 

Average Number of Charges 1.13 1.33 +17.70 
(per individual) 

Although the one-year increase in the number of individuals arrested does not seem all that 
impressive, the number of separate individuals convicted of charges brought to bear as the res~lt 
of task force activities increased by over 100 percent (see Table 53). Also, the proportien of 
successfully prosecuted casc.:s almo~t doubled during this same tiiite period (i.e. from 18 percent 
to 35 percent). 
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Table 53 

Number of Individuals Arrested and Number of Individuals Convicted During First Two Years 
of Task Force Operation 

Percentage 
Item 19~9 1989 Change 

Number of Individuals Arrested 822 855 +4.0l. 

Number of Individuals Convicted 163 301 +100.67. 

Proportion of Individuals Convicted .1.13 1.33 +17.70 

As previously mentioned, the number of charges filed against individuals increased by 23 
percent. During this same time period, though, the number of convicted charges increased by 
over 100 percent and the proportion of charges which "held up" in court (i.e. successfully 
prosecuted) increased by 64 percent (see Table 54). 

Table 54 

Number of Charges Filed and Number of Convicted Charges During the First Two years of 
Task Force Operation 

Item 

Number of Charged Filed . 

Number of Convicted Charged 

Pro{>Ortion of Successfully 
Convicted Charges 

1988 

925 

163 

17.62 

1989 

1138 

329 

28.91 

Percentage 
Change 

+23.03 

+101.84 

+64.07 

The number of separate individuals convicted, as noted in Table 53, increased by 101 percent 
and, as noted in Table 54, the number of convicted charges increased by 102 percent. The 
average number of convicted charges per individual remained fairly constant during this two year 
period and is realized to be less than a 1 percent increase (3ee Table 55). 
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Table 55 

Number of Individuals Convicted and Number of Convicted Charges During First Two Years 
of Task Force Operation 

Percentage 
Item 1988 1989 Change 

Number of Individuals Convicted 150 301 +100.67 

Number of Convicted Charges 163 329 +101.84 

Average Number of Convicted 1.09 1.10 +0.92 
Charges (per individual) 

The overall value of assets seized by the task forces during the course of their investigations 
increased by 16 percent between 1988 and 1989. The type and quantities of assets seized, 
though, varied from year to year. For example, although the incidence in which currency was 
seized remained fairly constant, the dollar value dropped by 54 percent. This decrease was more 
than offset by an over 7000 percent increase in seized real estate (see Table 56). 
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Table 56 

Asset Seizures by Type, Quantity/Incident, and by Dollar Value During the First Two Years of 
. c 

Task Force Operation 

1988 1989 

Dollar Dollar 
Type Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Vehicles 199 459,535 214 568,016 

Vessels 1 75,000 

Aircraft 1 500 

Currency 237 821,396 257 439,335 

Financial 
Instruments 5 33,726 3 16,190 . 

Real Property 8 8,590 8 614,660 

Weapons 120 52,200. 188 14O,395 

Other 126 162,765 114 90,013 

Total 697 1,613,712 784 1,868,609 

The dollar value of assets actually forfeited is significantly lower than the dollar value of assets 
seized. During 1988, an amount equal to 14 percent of the assets seized was forfeited and 
during 1989, an amount equal to 15 percent of the assets seized was forfeited. Also, in certain 
categories the value of the assets forfeited dropped in 1989 from the 1988 levels, but overall, 
the doIIar value increased during this period by 26 percent. The amount (quantity) of assets 
forfeited does appear to be substantial (see Table 57). 
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Table 57 

Asset Forfeiture by Type, Quantity/Incident, and by Dollar Value During the First Two Years 
of Task Force Operation 

1988 1989 

Dollar Dollar 
Type Quantity Value QUaI)t-i':v 

# "', 
Value 

Vehicles 91 73,778 118 83,722 

Vessels 1 100 

Aircraft 1 500 

Currency 134 133;106 170 189,997 

Financial 
Instruments 2 0 2 400 

Real Property 4 . 3,330 2 760 

Weapons 21 2,425 32 670 

Other 37 5,987 48 1,178 

Total 291 219,196 372 276,727 

The number of individuals arrested by the task forces during the 1990 - 1991 period increased 
by 76 percent. The number of drug-related charges med against these individuals increased by 
over 81 percent (see Table 58). The average number of charges per individual arrested 
increased by 4 percent during this period. . . 
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Table S8 

Number of Individuals Arrested and Number of Charges Filed During Second Two Years of 
Task Force Operation 

Percentage 
Item 1990 1991 Change 

Number of Individuals Arrested 968 1699 +75.52 

Number of Charges Filed 1087 1968 +81.40 

Average Number of Charges 1.12 1.16 +3.60 
(per individual) 

The number of separate individuals convicted of charges brought to bear as the result of task 
force activities increased by 71 percent (see Table 59). The proportion of successfully 
prosecuted uses showed a very slight decrease during this period (i.e. six-tenths of one percent) . 

. Table S9 

Number ofIndividuals Arrested and Number ofIndividuals Convicted During Second Two Years 
of Task Force Operation . 

Percentage 
Item 1990 1991 Change 

Number of Individuals Arrested 968 1699 +75.52 

Number of Individuals Convicted 379 647 +70.71 

Proportion of Individuals Convicted 39.15 38.90 -00.64 

The number of charges filed against individuals during the 1990-1991 period incrf'.ased by over 
81 perce~t. During this same time period, the number of convicted charges (70 percent) did not 
increase at a comparable rate. As such, the proportion of charges which "held up" in court 
decreased by 6 percent during this period (see Table 60). 
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Table 60 

Number of Charges Filed and Number of Convicted Charges During Second Two Years of Task 
Force Operation 

Percentage 
Item 1990 1991 Change 

Number of Charges Filed 1087 1968 +81.04 

Number of Convicted Charges 418 712 +70.33 

Proportion of Successfully 38.45 36.18 -05.90 
Convicted Charges 

The number of separate individuals convicted, as noted in Table 58, increased by 70 percent 
and, as noted in Table 60, the number of convicted charges also increased by 70 percent. The 
net effect of this is that the average number of convicted charges per individual remained 
virtually unchang~ during this two-year period (see Table 61). 

Table 61 

Number of Individuals Convicted and Number of Convicted Charges During Second Two Years 
of Task Force Operation 

Item 

Number of Individuals Convicted 

Number of Convict~ Charges 

Average Number of Convicted 
Charges (per individual) 

1990 

379 

418 

1.10 

Percentage 
1991 Change 

647 +70.71 

71·2" +70.33 

1.10 0.00 

The overall value·of assets seized by the taSK forces during the course of their investigations 
increased by 20 percent between 1990 and 1991. The type and quantities of assets seized, like 
the previous two years, varied from year to year. Overall, the "q~antity" of seized assets 
increased from 1990 to 1991 by 41 percent (see Table 62). 
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Table 62 

Asset Seizures by Type, Quantity/Incident and by Dollar Value During Second Two Years of 
Task Force Operation 

1990 1991 

Dollar Dollar 
Type Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Vehicles 279 915,222 391 1,192,313 

Vessels 4 25,000 5 21,600 

Aircraft 

Currency 395 700,533 551 1,232,597 

Financial 
Instruments 4 1,375 4 30,269 

Real Property 7 787,200 7 327,300 

Weapons 296 69,940 295 60,275 

Other 157 132,127 357 304,540 

Total 1,142 2,631,-397 1,610 3,168,894 

Although the dollar value of assets actually forfeited is lower than the dollar value of assets 
seized, the percentage is substantially greater than it was during the 1988-1989 period (s~ Table 
57). During 1990, an amount equal to 28 percent of the assets seized was forfeited and during 
1991, an amount equal to 38 percent of the assets seized was forfeited. Also, the dollar value 
of assets forfeited increased during this period by 67 percent. The amount (quantity) of assets 
forfeited also appears to be substantial (see Table 63). 
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Table 63 

Asset Forfeiture by Type, Quantity/Incident and by Dollar Value During Second Two Years of 
Task Force Operation 

1990 1991 

Dollar Dollar 
Type Quantity' Value Quantity Value 

Vehicles 210 342,386 217 316,339 

Vessels 1 5,000 5 10,670 

Aircraft 

Currency 269 205,785 369 690,400 

Financial 
Instruments 2 150 1 9,690 

Real Property 3 152,200 6 67,930 

Weapons 134 11,149 184 34,665 

Other 54 7,626 181 80,851 

Total 673 724,296 963 1,210,545 

Viewing Tabl~s 56 and 57 together and Tables 62 and 63 together (Table 64) indicates that 
during a given year the amount of funds actually forfeited does not appear proportionate to the 
quantity of that particular asset. Tables 56 and 57 indicate that 55< percent of the vehicles seized 
in 1989, for example, were actually forfeited. However, this 55 Percent only accounted for 15 
percent of the dollar value of those vehicles. It must be recognized, of course, thaf an asset 
seized in a particular· year may not be forfeited in that same year and, in fact, even two or three 
years may pass before the actua) forfeiture. Also, a highly valuable single asset may skew the 
relationship of the ratios. For example, five houses valued at $750,000 total may be seized and 
four forfeited (80 percent). If the one house which was not forfeited was valued at $500,000, 
then an apparent disproportion occurs (33 percent forfeited). . 
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Table 64 

Proportion of Seized Assets Forfeited 

Proportion Per Year 

. Type 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Vehicles - Amount 45.7 55.1 75.3 55.5 
- Dollar 16.1 14.7 37.4 26.5 

Vessels - Amount 100.0 25.0 100.0 
- Dollar .1 20.0 49.4 

Aircraft - Amount 100.0 
- Dollar 100.0 

Currency - Amount 56.5 66.1 68.1 67.0 
- Dollar 16.2 43.2 29.4 56.0 

Financial - Amount 40.0 66.7 50.0 25.0 
Investments - Dollar 0.0 2.5 10.9 32.0 

Real Property - Amount 50.0 25.0 .42.9 85.7 
- Dollar 38.8 .1 19.3 20.8 

Weapons - Amount 17.5 17.0 45.3 62.4 
- Dollar 4.7 .5 15.9 57.5 

Other - Amount 29.4 42.1 . 34.4 50.7 
- Dollar 3.7 1.3 5.8 26.5 

Note: Proportion is obtained by dividing amount seized into amount forfeited and 
multiplying by 100 (e.g., 91 forfeited vehicle.s divided by 199 seized vehicles times 100 = 
45.~. . 

Regardless of year of operation, males were arrested at a rate of approximately 3:1 over 
females. In addition, both within years and over all four years, Caucasians, followed by 
Hispanics, made up the largest racial groups (Table 65). 
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T;lble 65' 

Race by Year of Task Force Operation 

Number 
Year Row % 

Race 1988 1989 1990 1991 Column % 

Caucasian 517 535 591 1038 2681 
19.3 20.0 22.0 38.7 100.0 
62.9 62.6 61.0 61.1 61.7 

African 19 30 31 72 152 
American 12.5 19.7 20.4 47.4 100.0 

2.3 3.5 3.2 4.2 3.5 

Hispanic 244 263 277 526 1310 
18.6 20.1 21.1 40.2 100.0 
29.7 31.0 28.6 31.0 30.2 

Native 26 12 12 16 66 
American 39.4 18.2 18.2 24.2 100.0 

3.2 1A 1.2 .9 1.5 

Other 3 1 5 14 23 
13.0 4;3 21.7 61.0 100.0 

.4 .1 .5 .8 .5 

Unknown 13 14 52 33 112 
11.6 . 12.5 46.4 29.5 100.0 
1.6 1.6 5.4 1.9 2.6 

Number 822 855 968 1699 4344 
Row Percent 18.9 19.7 22.3 39.1 100.0 
Column Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Gender by Year of Task Force Operation 

Male 608 656 717 1298 3279 
1~.5 20.0 21.9 39.6 100.0 
74.0 76.7 74.1 76.4 75.5 

Female 214 199 251 401 1065 
20.1 18.7 23.6 37.6 100.0 
26.0 23.3 25.9 23.6 24.5 

Number 822 855 968 1699 4344 
Row Percent 18.9 19.7 22.3 39.1 100.0 
. Column Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Regarding the amount of drugs removed from circulation through task force seizures or 
purchases, the amounts and types varied from year to year (Table 66). 

Table 66 

Amount and Types of Drugs Ptir~based and' Seized by Task Forces per Year 

Type 1988 1989 1990 1991 Totals 

Cocaine 793,038 55,573 102,288 147,741 1,098,640 
Crack 401 0 40 93 543 
Heroin 328 235 1345 1783 3691 
Hashish 0 480 2440 4205 7125 
Marijuana 139,711 35,623 80,949 250,124 506,407 
Marijuana Plants 3,532 10,383 ' 11,186 18,119 43,220 
Morphine '12 1 0 7 20 
Opium 492 0 0 0 492 
Other Narcotics 0 1 33 126 160 
LSD 836 128 175 2501 3640 
Other Hallucinogens 36 171 485· 230 922 
Amphetamines/Methamph. 1184 26,562 19,552 8401 55,699 
Other Stimulants 21 951 0 7 979 
Barbiturates 0 2,269 14 0 2,283 
Other Depressants 14 8 12 15 49 
Other Drugs 43,575 . 313 34 272,220 316,142 
Unknown Drugs 118 25 4 0 147 
Precursor Drugs 29,606 55,390 69,231 31,617 185,844 

Note: Except as noted, unit of measure is in grams. Also, amounts are rounded to eliminate 
decimals. For clarification, 10-00 grams equals 1 kilogram equals 2.25 pounds. 

From the above table, it is seen that nearly twice as much cocaine, as measured in grams, was 
removed from circulation as was the next most prevalent type of drug, marijuana. A large 
number of marijuana plants were also seized and as a rough measure, five plants equals one 
kilogram. "Other drugs" made up the third largest category and precursor drugs, which are used 
largely in the manufact~re of methamphetamine, made up the fourth most prevalent type of 
seizure/purchase amount. See Appendix L, Charts of Dmgs Seized or Purchased, for graphic 
r~'presentation of amounts seized per year., 

The dollar value of these drugs is perhaps a better indicator of task force impact. Table 67 
presents the street level dollar value per gram for powder cocaine, processed marijuana, and tar 
heroin over the last four years as reported by the Washington State Patrol Narcotics Section. 
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Type 

Cocaine 
Heroin 
Marijuana. 

1988 

70 - 120 
300 - 500 

10 - 20 

Table 67 

megal Drug Price List 

Dollar Value Ra.nge 

1989 

50 - 100 
400 - 500 

10 

1990 

90 - 180 
200 - 500 

1~) - 40 

1991 

90 - 180 
200 - 500 

10 - 40 

As can be seen in the above table, the street level dollar v~!ue per gram of illegal drug varies 
on a yearly basis, as does the within-year range. Looking ~.t just these three drug categories, 
the dollar value of drugs removed from circulation; using the U9per-level

l 
dollar amount, either 

through seizure or purchase, is substantial (see Table 68). . 

Table 68 

Dollar Value of Drugs Purchased and Seized by Task Forces by Year 

Dollar Value Range 

'Type 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total 

Cocaine 95,165 5,557 18,412 26,593 145,727 
Heroin 164 118 673 892 1,847 
Marijuana 2794 356 3,238 10,005 16,393 

Total 98,123 6,031 22,323 37,490 163,967 

Note: The above dollar amounts are reported in thousands and rounded to nearest thousand; 
e.g., $18,411,840 is recorded as $18,412. Also, the value is computed using upper-dollar 
figure, . 

'. 
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Over the course of four years, the task forces have removed, by either seizure or purchase 
activities, exactly $163,965,950 worth of these illegal drugs. Even when using the lower 
reported street level dollar value for each year, illegal drugs worth $86,675,990 were removed 
fren circulation through task force activities during this four-year period. Large amounts of 
other drugs were also seized and related dollar values varied. As noted, task forces seized 
43,220 marijuana plants over the four-year period. The dollar value per plant is reported to 
range from $2000 to $3000 and, as such, the monetary worth of these plants range from 
$8,644,000 to $12,966,000. 

Level 2: Comparative Analysis 

By comparing task force county-wide performance on a number of variables to non-task force 
involved law enforcement efforts on the same variables in the same geographic areas, a general 
level of task force effectiveness can be gauged. As noted in the Methods section (Design, Phase 
3: Population Parameters), during the two-year 1988-1989 period, eight task forces covering 12 
counties were in operation, and during the 1990-1991 period, 19 task forces covering 28 counties 
were in operation. By tracking data on three performance levels (Total Drug AlTests, Drug 
Sales Arrests, and Drug Possession Arrests), both pre and post task force implementation, and 
viewing it against task force perform,anee figures, it is possible to make some general statements 
regarding the effectiveness of task force operations. . 

First, though, it is insightful to view overall narcotic law enforcement activities in the 
geographic areas of concern. The Washington State Association of Sl:Ieriffs and Police Chiefs 
collects data on a large number of variables from approximately 97 percent of the law 
enforcement agencies in all counties of the state as part of the Uniform Crime Reporting 
Program (WUCR) , By extracting the number of arrests for drug sales and purchases in the 
counties where task forces operate, a general law enforcement activity level can be obtained. 
During 1988 and 1989, 12 counties were covered by Bureau of Justice Administration (BJA) 
funded tas!.;: forces, and during 1990 and 1991, although more task forces were funded, these 
same counties were still covered by the same task forces. By looking at the WUCR reported 
unadjusted narcotic arrest' data for these 12 counties for the past six years, a snapshot can be 
obtained oflaw enforcement activity relatM to such arrests (Graph 1). 
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Graph 1 

WUCR UNADJUSTED NARCOTICS ARREST DATA FOR 12 
COUNTIES 
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It is important to keep in mind when viewing the above graph that task force activity effects are 
included in the yearly data points. It is interesting to note that the total number of arrests 
increased by 43'percent during the first year of task force operation in these counties (1988) and 
that the area of greatest impact was in the category of purchase arrests, a 49 percent increase. 
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During 1990, an additional 11 task forces covering an additional 16 counties were funded by 
BIA. Although the number of arrests were greater, the overall distribution was very similar to 
the 12-county distribution (Graph 2). As with the 12-county distribution, task force operation 
effects have not been isolated out. 

Graph 2 

WUCR UNADJUSTED NARCOTICS ARREST DATA FOR 28 
COUNTIES 
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Graph 1 and Graph 2, despite increases in population/counties served and number and type of 
arrests, are markedly similar. Part of this effect can be attributed to the inclusion of Graph 1 
data in Graph 2, but certainly not all of it. The general bell shape which these graphs display 
can also be seen on the county/area level (Chart 2). 
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Chart 2 
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This chart, organized by county groupings, covers 'the.geographicareas of the . first eight task 
forces funded in 1988. With each grouping,althoughcertainly not symmetrical, a general 1 bell 
shape is approximated, skewedand/or bimodal perhaps,butbell-shapednonetheless. 

By backing the task force (viz. county) data reported to the Washington State Patrol out.of the 
WUCR county level data, it is possible ,to obtain a non-task furce involved' drug.:.related law 
enforcement comparison group. Keeping in mind that the number, of task force personnel is 
small compared to the number of law enfQrcementpersonnel statewide, and as such, with 
exception, the overall number of arrests are Jewer,some valid comparisons ,can be made 
between task force performance and 'other law enforcement agency.activities. 

Between 1986 and 1987, tota1law enforcement efforts related to arrests of individuals for sales 
and possessions increased from 2095 individuals to 2585 individuals, Le.an increase of 24 
percent. If this rate of increase were to be held constant, 1988 should reflect an increase, of 620 
individuals over the 1987 level (3205 individuals total). During 1988" though, the non-task force 
involved law enforcement arrest figures, fIJr both sales and possession, was realized to be 2866 
(an 11 percent increase). Part of this . apparent lack of performance can be attributed to the 
impact of the first full year of task . force operations in the 12.,.county area. By the end of 1988, 
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the eight BJA funded task forces operating in these counties arrested 822 individuals on various 
drug-related sales and possession charges. Within one year, these task forces increased their 
arrest- totals by an additional 4 percent, while the non-task force law enforcement agencies 
increased their arrest totals by 2 percent (see Graph 3). 

Graph 3 
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Between 1986 and 1987, law enforcement arrests for sales of drugs in these 12 counties 
increased by 12 percent, from 467 individuals in 1986 to 521 individuals in 1987. One year 
later (1988), the total number of individuals arrested for sales by non-task force involved law 
enforcement agencies dropped by 82 percent, and one year after that (1989), it inc~eased by 25 
percent (91 and 114 individuals respectively). After one year of operation, the eight task forces 
covering these 12 counties had arrested 515 individuals for sal.es of drugs. This number 
increased by 15 percent by year end 1989 (593 individuals) (see Graph 4). 

Graph 4 
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From 1986 through 1987, total arrests for drug possession increased from 1628 to 2064 
individuals (Le. a one-year increase of 27 percent). The number of arrests for drug possession 
continued to increase through 1988 (2775 individuals) and 1989 (2897 individuals). The first 
year of task force activity in these 12 counties (1988) resulted in an additional 307 individuals 
being arrested. During the second year, the number of individuals arrested by these eight task 
forces decreased by 15 percent to 262 individuals for the year (see Graph 5). 

Graph 5 
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See Appendix M for the 12-county, task force and other law enforcement agency two-year (1988 
- 1989) performance charts on total, sales, and possession arrests. 

Starting in 1990, an additional 16 counties were covered by an additional 11 task forces. As 
with the 12-county task force and non-task force perform?l1ce comparison, it is possible to 
extract overall drug arrest totals, drug sales arrest totals, and drug possession arrest totals for 
all 28 counties where task forces operated during 1990 and 1991. Also, it is possible to view 
this performance data against overall non-task force involved drug arrest data extending back to 
1986 (task force activity for the 12-county area is backed out of the 1988 and 1989 data). 

Between 1986 and 1989,. total non-task force involve<J law enforcement efforts concerning drug 
arrests increased by an average of 21 percent per year (1986 - 5569 individuals; 1987 - 7915 
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individuals; 1988 - 8917 individuals; 1989 - 9505 individuals, ',ith yearly irJcreases of 42 
percent, 13 percent, and 7 percent respectively). It would appear from these figures that the 
growth rate of total arrests on drug-related charges was slowing down over the years prior to, 
and actually dropped during, the 1989-1991 period (see Graph 6). As mentioned previously in 
the discussion of overall 12-county law enforcement drug arrest activities, much of this apparent 
drop can be attributed to new task force operations (as well as continuing efforts of previously 
existing task forces). 

Graph 6 
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During the 1986 through 1989 period, arrests by other law enforcement agencies in these 28 
counties increased and decreased on a yearly basis.by approximately 30 percent. During 1990, 
the first year with all 28 counties covered, the number of sales arrests by task forces increased 
by 19 percent over the previous years figures (12 counties were covered by task forces in 1989). 
Sales arrests by non-task force involved law enforcement agencies increased by only 2 percent 
during this same period. Task force sales arrests in 1991 increased in these 28 counties by a 
substantial 71 percent over 1990 figures while the non-task force agencies sales arrests decreased 
by 37 percent (Graph 7). By the end of 1991, task force drug sales were 2 percent greater than 
the total of all other law enforcement agencies in these counties (n's of 1207 and 1182 
respectively). 

Graph 7 
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From 1986 to 1989, non-task force involved law enforcement agency arrests for possession of 
drugs increased by an average of 24 percent per year (yearly increases of 46 percent, 23 percent, 
and 2 percent). The 1990 non-task force law enforcement agencies possession arrest totals 
decreased by an additional 19 percent from the previous years totals and the 1991 arrests 
decreased by 12 percent. Despite the fact that the number of task force increa:sed, the arrest 
totals for possession remained virtually unchanged between 1989 and 1990. The 1991 arrest for 
drug possession totals jncreased by 88 percent, though, over the previous year's figures (Graph 
8). 

Graph 8 
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See Appendix N for the 28-county, task force and other law enforcement agency two-year (1990-
1991) performance charts on total, sales, and possession arrests. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Multi-Jurisdictional Narcotics Task Force Program application prepared by the Washington 
,,state Department of Community Development for Federal Fiscal Year 1992, states: 

"Drug abuse and trafficking· and relaled crime has a 
continuing impact on every community, jurisdiction and 
tribe in the state of Washington. Street-level enforcement 
efforts, while es~ntial, are not effective at combating this 
problem alone due to the mobility and profits received by 
drug traffickers. The federal funding provides Multi
Jurisdictional Narcotics Task Forces with the investigative 
resources needed to pursue mid- and upper-level drug 
traffickers beyond those pursued by loca1law enforcement 
narcotics. Working in concert with prosecuting ~ttcmcys, 
Multi-Jurisdictional Task Forces are able to achieve a 
significant impact on drug trafficking and drug abuse 
through increased prosecution, conviction, and the seizure 
and forfeiture of drug proceeds." (p.1). . 

Summary of Evaluation Effort 

A great deal of information was collected through this evaluation activity. This information was 
obtained primarily through three means: 

o A 21-item, 112 variable survey of task force goals and objectives, accomplishments and 
direction, submitted to coordinators of all 24 task forces receiving Bureau of Justice 
Assistance (BJA) funds in Washington State. A 100 percent return rate was obtained. 

o A 29-item unstructured interview relating to task force operation and procedures 
conducted on site with 18 of the task forces (Le. 75 percent of the task forces were 
interviewed on site). . 

o A retrospective analysis of task force performance during the four years of BJA support 
and a cc;;-aparative analysis of task force performance indicators against a comparable in
state database. 

The data interpretations and recommendations offered in the following sections are based on the 
data presented in the preceding Report sections. The reader is referred to these data for a more 
in-depth presentation. 

Observations 

Since BJ A funded its first task force in Washington State in 1988, task forces have experienced 
varying levels of success. Overall, task forces have arrested large numbers of offenders dealing 
drugs at all levels, though primarily in the mid and upper level ranges. A substantial number 
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of those arrested have been convicted and sentenced. Also, large amounts of assets have been 
seized and significant amounts forfeited. The amount of drugs removed from circulation is not 
inconsequential. During 1991, BJA provided support to Washington State task forces in the 
amount of $4,400,000 and during this period 1,699 individuals were ihvestigatedand arrested 
at an average cost of $2,590 each. During this same period, $1,210,545 in 'assets were actually 
forfeited ,at an average of approximately $713 per offender, lowering the net ',per offender cost 
to $1,877 each. Further, in just three drug categories (cocaine, :marijuana,and;heroin},drugs 
worth over $37,000,000 in street value were removed from circulation in that one 'year alone. 
In short, for every $1.00 of federal funds expended on Washington State Multi-Jurisdictional 
Drug Enforcement Task Forces, illegal drugs worth $8.41 were removed from the streets by 
these task forces. 

Interpretation and Conclusions 

Goals and Objectives 

Goals, of course, are often situation-specific, and a high priority goal for one task force may be 
a low level priority for another. Investigation, case preparation, and case prosecution are all 
inter-related enforcement activities and all were recorded as at least ,a medium priority for ,the 
task forces. Most of the task forces, though, .recorded these activities as a high lev:elpriority 
and reported that they have been highly successful in meeting these inter-related goals. It is 
quite possible to have achieved minimal success regardless of the importance of .a particular 
goal. It would seem to make sense that a task force should be at least moderately 'suc,cessful'in 
meeting a low priority level goal. Realistically, though, low priority .goals might not be 
pursued, which is, of course, reflected in the corresponding success level. Another ,explanation 
to the low priority/low success level phenomena, is that individuals reporting a certain ar.ea as 
a low priority, really mean, "no priority" or "not ,applicable". If this is in fact the case, these 
response matches do not reveal much about task force goals and successes. Any other response 
combination is much more credible, and even a low priority goat. which has achieved a medium 
success level relays meaningful, inf ("!7mation. 

Goals do change over time and what was once a high priority area may become a relatively low 
priority area with the passage of time. Of course, the converse is .also true,and the change in 
status may be due to any number of reasons ranging from the realization that a certain goal is 
not all that important to the overall task force mission, to the realization that what was 
considered insignificant or ancillary is in actuality of key importance. In addition, changes in 
task force administration and expertise as well as ,direction from .thestate.~ have a modifying 
effect on objectives. Perhaps of even more immediate influence on these goals, is change in the . 
community "drug picture." Task forces must remain flexible in setting their goals in order to 
respond to "what's happening on the streets. " Part of what's happening is ,task forceac.tivity. 
Task forces modify'the drug picture through investigation and'enfor~mentandadjust their goals 
to reflect this new picture. 

The question can be asked, though, toward what end do these task force goals and . activities 
lead? Reducing drug manufacturing, distribution, and consumption couldb.e viewed ,as the 
primary goals of all drug-related programs. Each of these three .aspects of the drug-use chain 
may be of varying importance to different task forces. Reducing drug distribution was found 
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to be the one area which most task forces "iew as a high priority. This link in the drug:'use 
chain is midway between manufac~uring and use, and impacting it may have the most immediate 
impact on the overall drug problem. The difficulty in achieving this goal can be attested to by 
the fact that only one task force reported being highly successful in reducing drug distribution 
in its area. 

Almost one-half of the Washington State task forces are three to four years old. These task 
forces note that they have changed the direction of their goals and objectives since they first 
started. Changes in the level of targeted offender were cited as the most common goal 
modIfication and, except for one response, the direction was always toward the upper-end of the 
dealer chain. 

1. Targeting dealers 

The primary mission or goal of a task force determines its general direction and, to a certain 
extent, operational procedures. Investigation and apprehension of those involved with 
narcotics are the two overlapping missions which coordinators report as the primary goal 
which directs task force operations. Those individuals involved with dealing drugs, as 
opposed to manuf~cturirig, distributing, or using drugs, is the specific type of individual 
'targeted. Mid- and upper':level dealers were the primary target group for almost three-
quarters of the task forces. . 

The remaining task forces reported that they primarily tirrget low-level dealers; though they 
also reported targeting mid- and upper-level dealers to a lesser extent. Task forces which 
were targeting low-level street dealers generally did so for one of two reasons. First, being 
the only "drug unit" in their jurisdictic:>n they received all cases referred by the community 
or local police departments; and second, some felt pressure from supervisors who were in 
tum reacting to pressure from the community or local politicians and policy makers. 

The drug dealer serves as the primary means of distribution. Targeting the mid-level dealer 
was ranked as a medium to high level priority by the largest proportion of coordinators and 
they reported a medium to high success level in achieving this goal. Respondents stated that 
they try to work up the drug chain or expand the investigation laterally in an attempt to 
identify other individuals at the same level. 

2. Informants and organizations 

All task forces reported developing and using informants as well as penetrating organizations 
involved in manufacturing and distributing drugs. Developing and using informants was seen 
as a high priority in which the task forces have, overall, been highly successful. Penetrating 
organizations, perhaps the more difficult and dangerous of the two activities, was not 
prioritized as highly and the level of success was much more variable. 

3. Asset seizures and forfeitures 

The number of task forces that viewed asset seizure and forfeiture activities as a medium 
priority was virtually the same as the number that viewed it as a high priority. Those who 
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placed it as a high priority were more successful than those who placed it as a medium or 
low priority. This makes sense; task forces which place a high emphasis on seizing assets 
will devote proportionally more resources to achieving this goal than will those who do not 
assign it this level of importance. 

It is somewhat problematic to analyze the proportion of seized assets which were forfeited. 
Assets seized during a particular year may not actually be forfeited until' one or two years 
later, if ever. Although assets worth almost $2.5 million were actually forfeited during the 
four-year period, this amount represents only slightly more than 26 percent of the total value 
seized. There are several reasons for this. An asset reported as seized may never actually 
be forfeited; it may, for various reasons, be returned to the individual. Also, expenses such 
as mortgage payments and insurance premiums must be paid regardless of eventual 
disposition. In addition, the forfeiture dollar amount received is seldom equal to the reported 
seized asset dollar value. Aside from mortgages and insurance payments, buildings must be 
brought up to code, rent or storage costs must be absorbed, liquidation fees paid, and all this 
decreases the net value of the assets seized. 

The basic idea behind asset seizures and forfeitures is to enhance task force financial self
sufficiency. Regardless of the financial self-sufficiency priority level, a low to medium 
success level was recorded by almost all coordinators. Even most of those who assigned 
financial self-sufficiency as a low level priority recorded a low level of success. Many 
respondents stated that caution must be ex.ercised when it comes to seizing assets lest the task 
force is unable to recapture funds expended on maintenance and related costs. At two 
extremes, some respondents stated that they seize everything belonging to the offender, and 
some that selective seizure is the rule (some even stated that asset seizure is simply not worth 
the ensuing complications). Recently Washington State passed a new asset seizure/forfeiture 
law which allows 90 percent of the forfeited asset value to be retained by the task force (see 
Appendix 0). 

4. Training activities 

Training various individuals was a goal noted in many of the task force funding applications. 
The training of detectives for task force duty was recorded, understandably, as a high level 
priority and, due to the nature of the work, it is not surprising that a high level of success 
was achieved. Training uniformed officers and prosecutors'were two additional prioritized 
goals which experienced varying levels of success. Training the private sector was a high 
priority for only two task forces with most recording it as a low level priority. Almost 75 
percent of coordinators who recorded the private sector as a low priority training group also 
recorded a low success level. 

Training of task force detectives was, in a sense, a fairly standardized process. Completion 
of the Basic Narcotics School offered through the Washington State Criminal Justice 
Commission was required of all detectives. Additional training was provided to participants 
and was conducted both within state and out. This training involved such topics as 
background investigation, interrogation, informant handling, and surveillance. Restrictions 
in the amount of training offered was due primarily to a lack of financial resources. To the 
extent possible, in-service training was utilized to make up for this training deficit. Training 
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needs were noted in the areas of financial investigation techniques, asset seizure/forfeiture 
policy and practices, and issues unique to task force coordinator duties. 

5. Coordination and outreach 

Six goals related to task force coordination and outreach were identified. There was a great 
deal of variation in both recorded priority level and assessed level of success in meeting 
these goals. Overall, though, liaison with the private sector and conducting community 
meetings were the two areas which had the lowest levels of success. Interestingly, 
interagency coordination was seen as a high priority goal by almost all task force 
coordinators and over half stated that they had been highly successful in meeting this goal. 

Although holding meetings/strategy development and communication/information sharing are 
goals which experienced a certain degree of overlap, the level of priority and related success 
is surprisingly dissimilar. Holding meetings and developing strategies was seen primarily 
as a medium level priority goal by the largest subgroup of task force coordinators whereas 
virtually the same number of coordinators saw the goal of communication and information 
sharing as a high level priority. Most of the respondents stated that a medium level of 
success was achieved for the former goal and a high level of success for the latter. 

6. Personnel and equ!pment 

Increasing personnel and purchasing equipment were also noted as separate task force goals. 
In the case of increasing personnel, most task forces recorded a low level of success, 
regardless of prioritization. The converse is true when it comes to purchasing necessary 
equipment; mo~t recorded at least a moderate level of success, regardless of priority level. 

Activities and Effectiveness 

The traditional measures used to gauge law enforcement impact are number of individuals 
arrested and number of charges filed. Also, to a sC)mewhat lesser extent, the number of 
individuals convicted and the number of charges which resulted in convictions have also been 
used as effectiveness indicators. It could be argued, however, that such measures are more an 
artifact of the judicial system than of the law enforcement system. 

1. Task force performance indicators 

When controlling for variation in the number of task forces operating during the 1988 
through 1989 and 1990 through 1991 periods, it was found that task forces arrested more 
individuals on drug-related charges from one year to the next. Further, except for a slight 
decrease in the number of charges filed between 1989 and 1990, a general trend of more 
charges being filed was displayed. 

The average number of charges per individual arrested is perhaps a better measure of task 
force effectiveness than are the simple number of persons arrested and number of charges 
filed. It is interesting to note that during the first' two years of task force operation, the 
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average number of charges filed per individual was almost five times as great .as it was 
during the second two years of operation. Viewing this phenomena in a purely negative light 
is an oversimplification of the dynamics of related law enforcement efforts. Examining just 
the number of charges does not reveal anything' about the level of charge filed. As task 
forces mature, gain more experience, and start to realize the fruits of their long-term 
investigation efforts,the type of charges filed against targeted offenders should increase in 
level of seriousness and, logically, the relative number of charges should decrease. 

Fewer charges filed, relative to number of individuals arrested, could also be interpreted to 
mean'lIbetterll charges filed. An operational ethic of quality over quantity replaces the 
previous IIthrow the book at 'emil mentality. Certainly the data bear this interpretation ~out. 
The proportion of individuals convicted of charges filed increased and, despite an almost 
doubling of individuals arrested and individuals convicted, appears to have plateaued at 
around 40 percent. Of course it must be remembered that individuals arrested in any 
particular year may not be sentenced until the following year, if at all. This plateauing effect 
can also be seen in the average number of convicted charges per individual. In both cases 
it would appear that law enforcement effort and judicial proceedings have reached a set 
point. 

When viewing task force perfqrmance against other law enforcement agency activity related 
to arrest for drug sales and for possession in the same geographic arf'AlS, some interesting 
findings appear. The number of task force arrests for sales is significantly greater than it 
is for possession. When looking at other law enforcement agency arrest data, the converse 
is found to be true, i.e. other law enforcement agency arrests for possession are significantly 
greater than their arrest figures for sales. Although this relationship is interesting, it is what 
the data should reveal if the task forces are targeting the appropriate type (If offender. In 
other words, task forces are focusing where they should - at dealers as opposed to users. 

2. Drugs removed from circulation 

. The number of individuals arrested, number of charges, and number of convicted charges, 
as well as dollar value of assets seized and forfeited, certainly are measures of task force 
effectiveness. In addition to these measures is one which, it may be argued, is a more 
meaningful measure of task force effectiveness: the quantity and value .of drugs removed 
from circulation. Data presented in the Findings 'section display that substantial amounts of 
drugs were confiscated as the result of task force activities. These drugs are valued at tens 
of millions of dollars, and even when looking at just cocaine, heroin, and marijuana and 
attaching conservative dollar values, over $95 million worth of illegal drugs (estimated street 
value) were confiscated during the four years of task force operation. 

Sales of drugs, particularly cocaine, was considered the most serious of drug activity overall. 
This was followed fairly closely by marijuana and general drug distribution. Further, over 
one-half of cases which resulted in drugs being seized involved cocaine andone.cthird 
involved marijuana. Overall, large amounts of drugs were seized through task force 
activities. Aside from actual drugs seized, the individuals arrested as part of these seizures 
were key distributors. . 
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Drugs purchased either as a means to establish an individual case, lead to a higher level 
dealer, or identify an informant was also a fairly common task force activity. As with 
seizures, cocaine and marijuana were the most prevalent types of drugs purchased. Unlike 
seizures, though, purchases of crack cocaine almost equalled marijuana in proportion of 
cases. The quantity of drugs obtained through purchase was substantially less than that 
obtained through seizures. The largest amount of drugs confiscated as the result of purchase 
was reported to be 32 ounces of cocaine; substantially less than the 108 pounds confiscated 
as the result of seizure activities. 

3. Drug supply network 

The drug supply network overall was assessed by coordinators as being a very dynamic and 
adaptable system: Respondents often noted that although one segment of the network may 
be staying the same, another area may be growing. Comments on drug types indicate that 
one type may be being held constant, or even shrinking, while another type is gaining (e.g. 
" .. reduction in cocaine has been offset by increases in methamphetamine ... "). In addition, 
observations regarding repeat offenders, new dealers replacing arrested targets, and a highly 
active supply network were common. Not surprisingly, by almost three-to-one, coordinators 
stated that law enforcement activities have had the greatest influence on the drug supply 
network. When factors other than law enforcement activities were cited as influencing the 
drug supply network, market forces (Le. supply and demand) and education were most 
commonly identified. 

Another influencing factor which is often overlooked is the local economic situation: A 
reflection of the local economy is the unemployment rate, which in Washington State ranges 
on a county level from 2.8 percent to 24.6 percent (see Appendix P). These percentages are 
derived from the number of individuals in the county who are filing for unemployment 
benefits and does not include the number of individuals who have used up their benefits and 
are no longer recorded on the unemployment rolls. Regardless of whose figures are used, 
official or actual, certain counties in the state contain a disproportionate percent of 
unemployed.' A number of respondents noted that as unemployment rises, the number of 
individuals involved in drug manufacturing, particularly marijuana grow operations, 
increases. 

4. Drug use patterns 

The case is often made that drug use in the community is reflective of drug availability (Le. 
the drug supply network). Certainly the distribution of coordinator responses regarding drug 
use is very similar to the distribution of responses regarding the drug supply network. Like 
the supply network, coordinators stated that drug use patterns are dynamic and may, for 
example, stay fairly constant in one area but grow in another. Comments on the "type" of 
user were offered, such as, "mom users have become dealers", and "black tar heroin 
becomes more prevalent and users tending to be more in a lower socio-economic class". 
Also, observations such as a slight increase in crack- and LSD use, as well as "hard core 
narcotics," were presented. This is where the similarities between the drug supply network 
and use patterns cease. Whereas most coordinators stated that the drug supply network has 
not been influenced by non-law enforcement activities, most coordinators stated that the drug 
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use patterns have been influenced by factors other than law. enforcement activities. 
Education was the single largest identified source of this non-law enforcement activity and 
almost one-half of the coordinators who identified education referenced the Drug Abuse 
Resistance Education (DARE) program. 

The drug supply network and community drug use patterns, as well as other influencing 
factors, paint a picture of shifting supplies and demands. Task force activities have put 
pressure on dealers causing them to adopt new production and sales techniques. Drug use 
among youth was noted to be declining in some areas but LSD appears to be to be making 
a comeback.. 

Organizational Structure 

In order to respond to the changing and adapting drug network, leadership must also adapt. 
Coordinators stated that interagency coordination and cooperation, asset seizure and forfeitures, 
and political influenc~s, are areas that have evolved since the task forces were formed .. It is 
possible, though, that these changes would have occurred regardless of the task force activity. 
Coordinators were asked pointedly whether or not task force activities have influenced a number 
of areas key to drug interdiction. All coordinators stated that task force activities have increased 
the likelihood of successful investigation and arrest of drug-involved individuals. Information 
sharing related to inv~stigation, the likelihood of successful prosecution, and knowledge of the 
local drug network were also areas upon which task force activities have had a profound impact.. 

1. General observations 

Targeting varying levels of offenders and reducing manufacturing and distribution require 
a consistency in task force organizational structure and a commitment on the part of policy 
makers. Over 200 individuals are participating in the 24 task forces in the state, and a 
sizeable proportion of these individuals are supported at some level by BJA funds. These 
task forces are composed of a reported 178 agencies statewide. These agencies are 
organized at the federal, state, county, city, and town levels. In addition, 16 prosecutors are 
directly assigned to these task forces and eig'at Tribal agencies are represented. 

The stated goals and objectives of a task force are reflected in its operational philosophy and 
organizational structure. Variation was found in all goal areas and relatedly, task force size 
and defined measure of success also varied. The task forces varied from being 
geographically diverse to highly concentrated; from being focused almost exclusively on 
upper level felony offenders to misdemeanants;. from being composed exclusively of law 
enforcement personnel to exclusively of attorneys. Of course most task forces are at neither 
extreme and combine various types of personnel and target multiple levels/types of offenders 
(see Appendices Q and R for descriptions of both a highly generalized and highly specialized 
task force respectively). 

2. Task force coordination, cooperation, and communication 

Since task force activities have had significant impacts on the overall drug picture, it is not 
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surprising that respondents stated that they possess at least some knowledge of other in-state 
task forces. Well over one-half of the coordinators stated that they possess either a great 
deal of knowledge, or slightly less, of other task forces. Further, it was found that the most 
favorable working relationship which task forces experience is with other task forces. This 
is as one would hope; in order to be truly multi-jurisdictional, task forces must work with 
individuals outside of their immediate jurisdiction. It was also found that working 
relationships with county agencies was the next most favorable and, considering that task 
forces in Washington State are organized around multi-county jurisdictions, this is also what 
one would hope. 

This high level of knowledge comes through coordination of activities, cooperation, and 
communication. The largest number of coordinators stated that the current level of both 
cooperation and communication between task forces is an improvement over what it has been 
in the past. Cooperation and communication between federal agencies and task forces and 
also city or town Agencies and task forces, showed the next largest level of improvement. 
Task force coordinators who stated that there is no difference in the level of communication 
and cooperation between the task force and other agencies are not necessarily assigning a 
negative rating; cooperation and communication may already have been high. Por example, 
one coordinator, after recording that there was no difference at the state level, wrote that 
they have "always had good cooperation and communication." No respondent stated that 
such coordination has deteriorated since task force inception. 

Of course coordination must also occur within the task force, and this coordination comes 
in the guise of meetings and intelligence sharing. There was a great deal of variation in the 
frequency and intensity of such coordination. Certain task forces reported that daily 
meetings are held between th~ supervisor and detectives, while others reported that they meet 
more infrequently or as need demands. 

The intelligence and information sharing component of task force investigation is enhanced 
by a computerized database maintained by the Washington State Patrol (WSP). Utilizing the 
monthly reports submitted by each task force, WSP continually updates a database consisting 

. of individuals targeted by the task forces. This database is downloaded to each task force 
on a quarteriy basis. The utility of this database is in the ability to cross-reference task force 
specific targets with those of other task forces. This procedure facilitates the coordination 
of efforts, contributes to reduction in duplication of activity, and minimizes the chances of 
inadvertent interference of investigation acr--lties by other task forces. 

The overwhelming response was that task force support by other law enforcement agencies 
was high. Although for the most part high, the genera1level of support displayed by the 
community and media for task force activities was assessed to be not as gr~t. Whether 
assessing other law enforcement support or the support displayed by the community or 
media, overwhelmingly, coordinators stated that support for task force efforts was high. 

3. Staffing patterns 

Impacting on the drug network through investigation and apprehension, coordinating with 
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other agencies and obtaining support from other agencies and the community/media takes a 
great deal of time and effort. Devoting the necessary amounts of this time and effort 
requires a certain degree of staffing stability. Credibility can be eroded and effectiveness 
diminished through erratic staffing patterns. On the other hand, it has been argued that drug 
enforcement work takes a toll on officers and burnout is an operational· reality. The vast 
majority of coordinator$ noted that the task force core personnel have remained constant for 
at least one year, and many of these stated that they have had the same core personnel for 
over. two years. Staggered personnel rotation patterns of two to three years, as well as a pre
productivity period of at least one year, were associated comments. 

Agencies contributing personnel to the task forces typically put a cap of two years on officer 
participation. During this time extensive training takes place and although generalization of 
investigative duties was the norm, specialization did occur. Respondents reported that it 
takes approximately 1.5 years before an officer becomes productive in the field, and this 
time limitation imposed by the home agency is seen as a detriment to successful 
investigation. Many task forces also have a time limit, though all possess a mechanism for 
assignment continuation. It should be noted that some task forces recruit experienced 
narcotics officers and/or officers with other specialized detective level training. These 
individuals require proportionately less training and relatedly are able to "produce" at a much 
quicker rate. 

The number and type of personnel assigned varied according to task force focus. Most task 
forces were found to be composed of both police officers of various ranks and prosecuting 
attorneys. In addition, various miscellaneous staff were identified, such as Financial 
Investigator for asset seizure/forfeiture activities and Drug Dog Handler for search activities. 

Six task forces were found to have no prosecuting attorneys attached, and two task forces 
had no police officers attached. One county possessed both a task force composed solely of 
police officers and a task force composed solely of prosecuting attorneys. Two observations 
should be noted regarding these prosecutor-only task forces: 

a. One such task force targets misdemeanants not necessarily arrested on drug charges 
(though they must possess at least one prior conviction under the Violation of th'e 
Uniform Substance Control Act). Aside from common wisdom, the actions of this task 
force cannot show a direct impact on the drug network, whether it be amount of drug8 
removed from the streets, meaningful jail time, or assets seized. 

b. Having a separately funded prosecutor task force and law enforcement task force 
operating in the same county increases operational expenses. 

One of these prosecutor-only task forces operates in a county where two other task forces 
are located. These two other task forces work out of their immediate jurisdiction and in 
neighboring counties whereas the prosecutor-only task force does not. 
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Future Needs 

All individuals interviewed, except one, stated that the task force was needed in their geographic 
area. This one'individual expressed .a great deal of consternation over his response and was 
quick to offer a qualifier. This qualifier was along the lines of, "we are victims of our own 
success." The task force involved was in a highly rural and agrarian section of the state and has 
been quite successful in targeting drug manufacturing and distribution, so successful that they 
have been forced to adjust their goal level to accommodate lower level dealers. The respondent 
was quite astute and questioned whether a task force of highly trained narcotic interdiction 
professionals were necessary to go after street level dealers who must go out of the area to 
purchase drugs. In a sense he offered a potential answer to his own question when he observed 
that without the task force's continued presence and activity, mid to upper level dealers WOuld 
shortly move back into the area. It should be notd that this task force works with other law 

. enforcement agencies not only out of its immediate jurisdiction but also out of the state (as did 
the majority of task forces). 

By two to one, coordinators stated that their task force would simply not exist without Bureau 
of Justice Administration support. The funds made available allow the task force to do their job 
and comments such as, "These funds are the only reason we exist," "There is not self-sufficient 
local funding .. ," "Without the federal assistance .. .it would cease to exist," were common. 
Individuals who stated that they would still exist even if these funds were not available, often 
stated that task force effectiveness would be diminished, and a number indicated that these funds 
made it possible to prove the effectiveness of the task force model. Regardless of response, all 
individuals stated that additional resources are needed. Primarily these resource needs are in 
the areas of personnel and training, but equipment needs were also frequently cited. 

Issues and Recommendations 

Although the preceding data and discussions are open to various intel]Jretations and can be 
translated into numerous policy recommendations, a number of issues are immediately apparent 
and are readily supported by the data. 

1. Variability in task force composition and structure was found to be fairly wide. Most task 
forces were composed of police officers and prosecuting attorneys from different agencies 
and different jurisdictions working in tandem to prosecute offenders at the highest level 
possible, though in certain cases this was not so. The multi-jurisdictional component of task 
force structure has been defined by BJ A as: 

" .. .involving two or more separate State, local, and/or federal agencies of the 
same ~ype (e.g., city police for two separate cities) working cooperatively in a 
drug enforcement or other program effort, even if these agencies have some 
concurrent responsibilities (e.g., state police and federal agents). A project where 
two or more agencies of the same government entity work together would not be 
considered a multi-jurisdictional project (e.g., city police and local/county 
prosecutor." (Individual Project Report (IPR) Instructions, August, 1991; p.l.) 
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In ShDrt, certain task fDrces were nDt .operating as amulti-jUI1sdictional task fDrce. It 
wDuld also appear that due tD resource availability, locally defined needs, and political 
influences j at times certain task fDrces are constrained tD pursuing street-level drug dealers. 
It must be recDgnized, thDugh, that in all cases, regarding structure, the task fDrce was 
responding tD local needs. NDnetheless, certain recDmmendatiDns can be made: 

a. Regardless .of ~Durce .of support fDr'the individual positiDn(s), all task fDrces receiving 
BJA funds ShDUld be cDmposed .of bDth police .officers and prosecutors and ShDUld be 
cDmprised .of representatives from different gDvernment entities. This practice wDuld: 

1) Ensure compliance with the BJA required multi-:.iurisdictiDnal component; 

2) Assist in building local capacity, enhancing active multi-agency cooperatiDn, and 
result in the sharing .of personnel and informatiDn as outlined in theWashingtDn 
State NarcDtics Control Strategy; and, ' 

3) In keeping with the state level task fDrce program gDals presented in the state task 
fDrce 'applicatiDn, significantly increase the number .of arrest~, prosecutiDns, 
cDnvictiDns, and asset seizures and fDrfeitures. 

b. It is a federal and state requirement that individuals investigated by multi-jurisdictiDnal 
drug enfDrcement task fDrce perst?nnel be, at the very least, suspected .of invDlvement in 
the manufacturing, sales, or distribution of drugs. Past invDlvement with illegal -drug 
activities does nDt prove current inVDIY~ment. AlsD, nDt all misdemeanor level offenses 
are drug-related. It is questiDnable whether targeting individuals arrested .on 
misdemeanDr nDn-drug-related charges fDr special prosecutiDn treatment has any 
substantial impact .on the local drug netwDrk. All cases investigated andprDsecuted 
ShDUld ShDW a direct impact Dr link with the drug netwDrk. 

c. As nDted in the WashingtDn State Multi-JurisdictiDnal NarcDtics Task Force Program 
descriptiDn and applicatiDn, targeting street-level dealers has minimal impact .on the "war 
.on drugs." It is the federal and state intent that the task fDrce allDcatedBJA funds be
used tD enhance local effDrts in pursuing mid- and upper-level dealers. All task fDrces 
should, in keeping with the intent .of the Multi-JurisdictiDnal Task FDrce model,target 
individuals and networks invDlved in illegal drug trafficking at the highest level possible. 

d. Enhancement of investigative cooperatiDnand communicatiDn is a gDal .of the Multi
JurisdictiDnal Drug EnfDrcement Task FDrce Program. The intent .Df this gDal is t.o 
facilitate investigatiDns across established jurisdictiDnal bDundaries. Task forces which 
share jurisdictiDnal bDundaries Dr are located in the same cDunty ShDUld seek ways tD 
minimizeduplicatiDnDf ·.effDrt and maximize utilizatiDn .of scarce funding dDllars. 

e. Seventy-two percent .of the cDunties in WashingtDn State (28 counties) are cDvered by 
BJA funded task fDrces; the remaining 28 percent are nDt (11 cDunties). AlthDugh 
neighboring task fDrces prDvide investigatiDn and TeSDurce assistance upon request, every 
effDrt ShDUld be made to include law enfDrcement and prosecution .officials from these 
areas in the actual task force structure. This inclusiDn will help ensure that indivjduals 
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involved in the illegal drug network are not able to escape detection through moving their 
base of operation to a non-task force covered geographic area. 

2. The training of task force personnel was an item of recurrent mention .. In .part this training 
need is a result of ongoing deficits, the remediation of which is necessary to optimi2.e 
performance. This need is also in response to a constantly shifting and adapting drug 
network. Four distinct training-related need areas were identified: 

a. A number of respondents noted that although they possessed the investigation and 
management 'skills necessary to coordinate such a program, they felt they were deficient 
in areas related to federal and state requirements flld administrative procedures. 

b. All respondents, regardless of rank or role, noted that although a wide assortment of 
training is available, the resources necessary to access this training is not. No 
respondents stated that the training which .they currently are able to access is ineffective; 
in fact, just the opposite was relayed. Training provided through the Washington State 
Criminal Justice Commission, the Washington State Patrol, and through local resources, 
received high marks regarding content and applicability. Highly specialized training, the 
type necessary to pursue upper level dealers, is both relatively expensive and, currently, 
mostly offered out of the state. 

c. The general issue of asset seizure and forfeiture elicited a wide array of responses. 
Regardless of attitude, and aside from the somewhat misleading current reporting system, 
the ,najority of respondents voiced concern as to both practice and procedure. Training 
related to the new state asset seizure/forfeiture law should go far in addressing these 
concerns. 

d. Related to the general issue of training is the rotation pattern imposed by either the 
individual task force or the home agency. Considering that a minimum of one and one
half years must pass before a: return is realized on task force-provided training, the 
standard two-year commitment seems inadequate. In order to realize a return on the 
train,ing-related investment, a two and one-half to three year commitment would appear 
to be in order. . 

3. A resource pool which task forces across the state could draw upon was also a frequently 
cited need. The type of resources comprising this "pool" are both equipment and personnel. 

a. A surveillance van with state-of-the-art equipment is out of the financial reach of most 
task forces and participating jurisdictions. Having access to such a vehicle, along with 
appropriately trained personnel, would enhance case investigation and further the chances 
of successful prosecution. Ideally two such vans would operate, each covering one-half 
of the state. 

b. A number of task forces stated that due to multiple labor-intensive investigations and 
requests from neighboring jurisdictions, they have on occasio~ found themselves short ' 
of personnel. A statewide task force team which could provide assistance in these 
situations would not only help alleviate pressure on local resources but also provide 
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needed expertise. Related to the issue of expertise is a stated need for an Asset Seizure 
SpeCialist. This specialist could provide technical assistance statewide. 

c. Equipment seized as the result of task force activities could be made available to all task 
forces. This would include not only equipment such as video cameras and computers, 
but also office furniture. Weapons which are confiscated during task force 
investigations, if of high enough quality, could also be made available for task force use. 
Considering that the cost to purchase this needed equipment is much more than what 
would be realized as the result of forfeiture liquidation, such' a practice would seem to 
make sound financial sense. 

4. Due to the varying operational policies relating to forfeiture of seized weapons, it would 
appear that the removal of weapons from the asset seizure/forfeiture record would be in 
order. A false economy is created when task forces report a set quantity and dollar value of 
seized weapons but either have no intention or are unable to capture this dollar value. 
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APPENDIXB 

DESCRIPTION OF TIlE STRATEGY 
'. 



~part'"ent of 
Social and 

Health services 

A. OVERVIEW 

Washington State's response to drug abuse issues is a cOQrdinated effort between 
nonprofit organizations, businesses, education, law enforcement, and community 
leaders. Resources from federal, state, local, and tribal governments are used to 
provide the foundation for communities to implement drug supply and demand 
reduction programs. The federal government plays an integral role in the state's 
response to drug abuse issues through funding provided by the U.S. Departments 
of Education, Health and Human Services, and Justice. Significant amounts of 
federal funding are allocated to state agencies to provide resources to local 
communities based upon a demonstrated need and commitment to implementing 
comprehensive local anti-drug strategies. 

1. Special Assistant for Drug Abuse Issues 

In 1988, Washington State Governor Booth Gardner appointed a Special 
Assistant for Substance Abuse Issues who reports directly to him. The 
special assistant is responsible for implementing the state's Drug Control 
Policy. The Washington State Drug Control Policy is developed by the 
coordinated efforts of the Governor's Council on Substance Abuse, which 
addresses issues related to the demand for illegal substances and the Drug 
Policy Board, which addresses issues related to the supply of illegal 
substances. The Special Assistant is also responsible for coordinating 
efforts among various state agencies including the Department of
Community Development, the Department of Social and Health Services, 
the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction"the Washington State 
Patrol, the Administrator for the Courts, and the Department of 
Corrections. Chart 5 illustrates the relationship among the key agencies 
implementing the strategy. 

IntClragency 
cri.inal Ju.tice 

Work Group 

Governor'lI 
council on 

Substance Abu .. e 

Local Co .. unitie. 
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2. Policy and Advisory Committees 

Two boards assist in developing and implementing the state anti-drug 
strategy. The Governor's Council on Substance Abuse is comprised of 
experts in the fields of education, treatment, criminal justice, and health 
(see Appendix C). The state's Drug Policy Board consists of 
representatives of local law enforcement agencies, general purpose local 
governments, federal drug law enforcement agencies, legislators, and state 
agency administrators (see Appendix D). 

In assessing the state's strategy, the Drug Policy Board e?,amined the level 
of resources dedicated to curtailing both the demand for and supply of 
illegal substances. Based on the assessment (see Appendix A), the Drug 
Policy Board recommends that a significant portion of the U.S. Bureau of 
Justice Assistance funding be targeted toward criminal justice efforts to 
reduce the supply of drugs. 

B. STRATEGY FOR ADDRESSING mE PROBLEM 

Washington State's goal of a drug-free state parallels and supports the national 
goal of a drug-free America .. The seven priorities of the National Drug Control 
~ are incorporated into'the state's strategy. Washington's 1992 overall 
strategy is to proceed with a comprehensive approach addressing each of the 
elements of the drug problem. Demand is reduced by community-wide. 
prevention and treatment programs, and supply is reduced by interdiction and 
prosecution. 

The Department of Community Development administers' two programs to 
implement the anti-drug strategy. These programs are the Community 
Mobilization Against Substance Abuse, and the Washington State Substance 
Abuse Reduction Program, which includes funding provided by the U.S. Bureau 
of Justice Assistance. These programs are supported by federal, state, and local 
resources. 

1. Demand Reduction 

The Community Mobilization Against Substance Abuse program received 
national attention for its innovative design which provides an avenue for 
every segment of the community to be involved in the war against drugs. 
The program raises public awareness so that all community members may 
help reduce the use of drugs through prevention, education, and treatment. 
It unifies the anti-drug efforts of parents, youth, educators, treatment 
experts, law enforcement officials, local governments, businesses, and 
community leaders. The fundamental premise of this strategy is that 
communities know what their specific substance abuse problems are and 
how they can address these issues most effectively. 
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The Community Mobilization Against Substance Abuse program 
reinforces and brings together not only individual communities, but all the 
communities in a county or region. It is estimated that over $8 million in 
state and federal resources will be allocated for the Community 
Mobilization Against Substance Abuse program during the 1991-93 
biennium. An addi.tional $2.6 million in local resources is used to support 
this effort. These funds will continue to be used by regional coalitions for 
activities to strengthen local cooperation and to pursue effective, 
innovative approaches to reduce the demand for substance abuse. This 
strategy is further reinforced by efforts of the Department of Social and 
Health Services, the Department of Health, and the Office of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction to provide and foster prevention and 
treatment of substance abuse problems. 

2. Supply Reduction 

The Washington State Substance Abuse Reduction Program incorporates 
law enforcement and adjudication efforts. This portion of the strategy is 
funded by local, state, and federal resources, including the Bureau of 
Justice Assistance Drug Control and System Improvement Formula Grant 
resources. Its objectives are to reduce the supply of drugs by disrupting 
supply systems, increase the risk and degree of punishment, reduce the 
economic attractiveness of trafficking through asset forfeiture, and hold. 
traffickers and drug abusers accountable for their actions. Programs 
designed to address law enforcement and criminal justice issues that cross 
jurisdictional boundaries are given the highest funding priority. 

The Washington State Substance Abuse Reduction Program continues to 
focus on the reduction of drugs through improvements in the criminal 
justice ,system which inclu.de resources for the prosecution of drug cases 
and resources dedicated to the defense of drug cases. Washington State's 
1992 expenditure plan also includes resources to focus on crime laboratory 
analysis, clandestine drug laboratories, law enforcement training, technical 
assistance and asset seizure, demonstration projects for urban areas, and 
the statewide coordination of multi-jurisdictional task forces. 
The Drug Policy Board's strategy for reducing substance abuse through 
law enforcement efforts is described in Appendix E. The strategy does 
not outline measurable objectives because the Board believes that the 
state's strategy will only be effective through the involvement of each 
individual community. It recognizes that each community's goals and 
objectives vary based on their specific needs'. Local jurisdictions are 
'required to develop goals and objectives based on their specific needs. 
This information is submitted to the Department of Community 
Development in quantified goals and objective statements through the 
contracting process. 
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3. 1992 Fundin~ Priorities 

The priorities for implementing the Drug Policy Board's 'Drug Control 
$trategy include multi-jurisdictional task force funding, drug prosecution, 
drug defense, crime laboratory enhancement, clandestine laboratory 
enhancement, and urban area demonstration projects. It also includes 
statewide task force coordination training and technical assistance, and 
narcotics task force units. The urban areas demonstration projects will 
focus on innovative ways for law enforcement to become involved in the 
war against drugs. Ii is intended that the demonstration projects will 
partially satisfy the need to have major metropolitan area funding. 

4. User Accountability 

In 1989, the Washington State Legislature passed the Omnibus Controlled 
Substance and Alcohol Abuse Act which provides law enforcement with 
the tools needed to effectively hold drug users accountable. It also 
provides for increased sentencing for serious drug offenders as well as 
sentencing for first-time drug offenders. Similar to federal legislation, it 
allows for the seizure and forfeiture of property if the property has been 
used in violating drug laws, or if it has been acquired with the proceeds 
of drug transactions. The 1989 Omnibus Controlled Substance and 
Alcohol Abuse Act also provides for law enforcement agencies to 
internally authorize the interception of drug conversations through one
party consent. This measure allows chief law enforcement officers the 
same flexibility as federal agents to intercept drug conversations. It is a 
recognition by the Legislature that law enforcement officers need 
flexibility to investigate drug crimes by becoming well-acquainted with 
violent, well-organized, and often very ingenious criminals. 

C. COORDINATION OF STATE AND LOCAL EFFORTS WIm FEDERAL 
AGENCIES 

State and local law enforcement agencies recognize the need to coordinate 
narcotics investigative strategies with. federal agencies. Coordinated investigative 
efforts are the most effective way to impact major drug trafficking. Since local 
and state law enforcement agencies have limited resources to investigate major 
traffickers, increased coordination between federal, state, and local agencies 
provides law enforcement with the resources needed to apprehend upper level 
narcotics violators. 

. Current cooperative efforts include local and state participation in four regional 
Drug Enforcement Administration Task Forces. The Washington State Patrol has 
assigned detectives to the Drug Enforcement Administration office in Seattle to 
provide assistance to local law enforcement agencies in seizing drug trafficker's 
assets. This program returns significant resources back to local agencies. State 
and local narcotics investigations involve cooperative efforts with the Internal 
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Revenue Service, U.S. Postal Inspector's Office, U.S. Customs Services, ~d the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. An example of local resource coordination 
between a Narcotics Task Force and a Community Mobilization Against 
Substance Abuse Program contractor (the Together! program) is exhibited in 
Appendix F. 

Washington is also involved in several efforts to coordinate with local, federal, 
and multi-state investigations. The state coordinates with border states to 
investigate and apprehend drug offertders. The Washington 'State Patrol 
participates in a joint cooperative narcotics enforcement program with Idaho, 
Oregon, and appropriate federal agencies. In addition, the Washington State 
Patrol manages the Drug Enforcement Agency Marijuana Program. This 
program is also coordinated with the State of Oregon. The Drug Enforcement 
Agency Marijuana Program provides financial assistance to counties to enhance 
their marijuana eradication efforts. Several federally funded local task forces 
provide office space to, and receive technical assistance from, the Immigration 
and Naturalization Services and the National Guard. 

In addition to investigative coordination, Washington also includes federal 
agencies in developing the statewide supply reduction Drug Control Strategy. 
The Drug Policy Board, which develops the statewide strategy, includes 
representatives from· the Drug Enforcement Agency. The Drug Enforcement 
Agency also provides training and technical assistance to Washington's multi
jurisdictional task force commanders. The state continues to be committed to 
maximizing resources through the coordination of local, state, and federal efforts. 

D. EVALUATION OF mE STRATEGY 

Evaluating Washington's strategy is essential to assessing the effectiveness of anti
drug programs. The Department of Community Development has conducted an 
extensive applicant search and is now in the process of hiring an evaluator for the 
programs funded by the Drug Control and System Improvement Formula Grant. 
It is.· anticipated that an evaluator will be hired by February I, 1992. The 
evaluator will examine research materials prepared by the. Criminal Justice 
Statistical Association, drug consortium members, and other state drug control 
contacts to develop Washington's evaluation. 

Several techniques will be implemented to assess the anti-drug program's 
effectiveness. Research methodologies include an analysis of data generated from 
automated criminal justice reports, development of mail and telephone surveys, 
interviews, and statistical sampling procedures to be used in conjunction with 
research design. Since the evaluation is still in the development phase, the 
Department of Community Development does not have conclusive information on 
the effectiveness of the state's strategy. It is anticipated that this information will 
be available during 1992. Initial evaluation results will be included in 
Washington's annual report to the U.S. Bureau of Justice Assistance. 
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The Department of Community Development is also coordinating with the 
Governor's Office on Substance Abuse Issues, the Office of Financial 
Management (Statistical Analysis Center), the Office of Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, the Department of Social and Health Services, the Washington ~tate 
Patrol's Research ,and Analysis Unit, and the Drug Policy Board in the design and 
implementation of an evaluation of the statewide anti-drug strategy. 

NARCOTICS CONTROL PROGRAM GOALS 

POLICY; 

The State Narcotics Control Program should provide for a unified program which makes 
the most effective use of limited federal, state, and local resources in order to make the 
greatest possible long-term impact on the problem of drug trafficking and consumption 
in the state of Washington. 

GOAL: 

Reduce trafficking and consumption of controlled substances through a coordinated 
statewide law enforcement effort. 

SUBGOALS: 

Establish and execute a program of coordinated regional task forces, including 
prosecutors, to apprehend traffickers and consumers of controlled substances ina manner 
consistent with state, local, and tribal priorities. 

Prosecute drug traffickers and consumers apprehended by task force operations and other 
local anti-drug law enforcement efforts, including asset forfeiture. 

Adjudicate task force cases and other local anti-drug law enforcement cases in a timely 
and thorough manner. 

Provide support and coordination to cooperative local anti-drug law enforcement efforts 
against drug traffickers. 

Encourage the .establishment and enhancement .of drug treatment, prevention and 
education programs with state and local resources. 
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WA DRUG POLICY BOARD MEMBERS 

Ms. Judi Kosterman 
Special Assistant to the 
Governor for Substance Abuse 
Issues 
Post Office Box 40002 
Olympia, WA 98504-0002 
(206) 586-0827 
FAX 586-8380 

James C. Scott 
Executive Director 
Criminal Justice Training 

Commission 
Campus of st. Martin's College 
Post Office Box 40905 
Olympia, WA 98504-0905 
(206) 459-6342 
SCAN: 585-6342 
FAX 459-6347 

Chase Riveland, Secretary 
Department of Corrections 
Capital Center Building 
Post Office Box 41101 
Olympia, WA 98504-1101 
(206) 753-2500 
FAX 586-9055 

Alternate: 
Kathy Gookin 
Department of Corrections 
Capital Center Building 
Post Office Box 41101 
Olympia, WA 98504-1101 
(206) 753-7400 
FAX 586-9055 

Sheriff Larry V. Erickson 
Spokane County Sheriff's 

Department 
County-city Public Safety 

Building 
Spokane, WA 99260 
SCAN: 272-4739 
FAX (509) 456-5641 
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Paul Trause, Secretary 
DSHS 
Office Building 2 
Twelfth and Franklin 
Post Office Box 45020 
Olympia, WA 98504-5020 
(206) 753-3395 

Alternate: 
Jerome Wasson, Director 
DSHS, Juvenile Rehabilitation 
Services Division 
Twelfth & Franklin 
Post Office Box 45720 
olympia, WA 98504-5720 
(206) 753-7402 
SCAN 234-7402 
FAX 586-5317 

Kathryn Bail, Chair 
Indeterminate Sentence Review 

Board 
Capitol Center Building 
401 West Fifth Avenue 
Mail stop FN-71 
Olympia, WA 98504 
(206) 493-9266 

Janet McLane 
Administrator 'for the Courts 
1206 South Quince 
Mail stop: EZ-11 
Olympia, WA 98504 
(206) 357-2129 
FAX 586-8869 

David L. Fallen 
Sentencing Guidelines 
Commission 
3410 Capital Boulevard 
Post Office Box 40927 
Olympia, WA 98504-0927 
(206) 753-3084 
FAX 753-6620 



John Ladenburg, Prosecutor 
Pierce county Prosecutor's 
Office 
930 Tacoma Avenue South 
Room 946 
Tacoma, WA 98402 
(206) 591-7740 
FAX 596-6636 

The Honorable Pat Berndt 
Mayor of the city of Yakima 
Yakima City Hall 
129 North 2nd Street 
Yakima, WA 98901 
(509) 575-6050 
FAX 575-6107 

The Honorable Norman Rice 
Mayor of the city of Seattle 
600 - 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 684-4000 
FAX 684-5360 

ALTERNATE: 
Andrew Laughlin 
Deputy Chief ot Staff 
600 - 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 684-8869 
FAX 684-5360 

The Honorable Gary Nelson 
WA State Senator 
106-A Institutions Building 
Post Office Box 40421 
Olympia, WA 98504-04"21 
(206) 778-4000 

ALTERNATE: 
Dick Armstrong 
Sena·te Judiciary committee 
435 Cherberg Building 
blympia, WA 98504 
(206) 786-7462 

Revised september 2, 1992 
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The Honorable· Irv Newhouse 
WA state Senator 
403 Legislative Building 
Post Office Box 40415 
Olympia, WA 98504-0415 
(206) 786-7684 

ALTERNATE: 
Cindi Holmstrom 
Senate Ways and Means 
Committee 
300 Cherberg Building 
Post Office Box 40415 
Olympia, WA 98504-0415 
(206) 786-7715 

The Honorable Gary F. Locke 
WA State Representative 
204 John L. O'Brien Building 
Post Office Box 40674 
Olympia, WA 98504-0674 
(206) 786-7838 

ALTERNATE: 
Nancy Stevenson 
Appropriations Committee 
John L. O'Brien Building 
Post Office Box 40674 
olympia, WA 98504-0674 
(206) 786-7137 

Lawrence L. "Lusardi 
Drug Enforcement 
Administration 
220 West Mercer, Room 301 
Seattle, WA .98119 
(206) 442-5443 

The Honorable Sandi Strawn 
Benton County Commissioner 
Post Office Box 190 
Prosser, WA 99350 
(509) 786-5600 



Michael Redman 
Executive Secretary 
WA Association of 
Prosecuting Attorneys 

206 - 10th Avenue SE 
. Olympia, WA 98501 

(206) 753-2175 
FAX 753-2842 

Len McComb, Director 
Office of Financial Management 
Post Office Box 43113 
Olympia, WA 98504-311.3 
(206) 753-5451 
(206) 753-5450 

Chief George Tellevik 
WA state Patrol 
Post Office Box 42601 
Olympia, WA 98504-2601 
(206) 753-6545 
(206) 586-2355 
FAX 664-0663 

ALTERNATE: 
Deputy Chief Frank Russell 
WA state Patrol 
Post Office Box 42601 
olympia, WA, 98504-2601 
(206) 753-6545 
(206) 586-2355 
FAX 664-0663 

The Honorable Marlin Appelwick 
WA state Representative 
2611 Northeast 125th, #125 
Seattle, WA 98125 
(206) 545-6570 

Revised September 2, 1992 
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ALTERNATE: 
Bill Perry 
House Judiciary Committee 
John L. O'Brien Building 
Post Office Box 40691 
Olympia, WA 98504-0691 
(206) 786-7123 

Sheriff Joe' Hawe 
Clallam County Sheriff's 
Department 
223 East 4th Street 
Port Angeles, WA 98362 
(206) 452-7831 
FAX 452-0470 

Michelle Aguilar 
Executive Director 
Governor's Office of Indian 
Affairs 
Post Office Box 40909 
olympia, WA 98504-0909 
(206) 753-2411 
FAX 586-3653 

Christie Hedman 
Executive Director 
WA State D~fenderAssociation 
810 3rd Avenue, suite 800 
Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 623-4321 
FAX 447-2349 

ALTERNATE: 
Sally Harrison 
WA State Defender Association 
810 3rd Avenue, suite 800 
Seattle, WA' 98104 
(206) 754-4897 
FAX 447-2349 
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MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT 
TASK FORCE SURVEY 

The following general questions relate to the goals and 
mission of your Task Force. Please be as complete as 
possible. 

1. Recognizing that Task Force operations are guided by often 
unique circurllstances,. what would you say is the primary goal 
or'mission of your Task Force (you may indicate more than 
one): 

Investigation --- Apprehension 

Coordination between jurisdictions Education 

Training of Task Force Members --- Other: -------

2. Realizing that different' Task Forces have different 
objectives, please rank order the following using "~,, to 
indicate the most important objective, "2" as the next most 
important, "3" as the next, and so on (you need not use all 
objectives and please feel free to use the "other" category to 
identify those objectives unique to your Task Force): 

To remove/reduce street level drug supplies. 

To cooperate on drug investigation efforts. 

To arrest and prosecute drug users. 

To arrest and prosecute manufacturers and growers. 

To seize property of those involved in use, sale, and 
manufacturing of drugs. 

To arrest and prosecute: 
[please rank order level] 

Other: 

low-level dealers 
mid-level dealers. 
upper-level dealers 

Comments (if any): __________________________________________ __ 
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3a. The following general goals have been identified by various 
Task Forces throughout the state. Please identify the relative 
level of priority and': in your estimation, the degree to which 
you feel you have been successful in achieving this goal. 
(circle your answer) 

Enforcement :---Priority Level---: :---success Level---: 
Low· Med. High Low Med. High 

Case 1 
Investigation 

Case 1 
Preparation 

Case 1 
Prosecution 

Reduction in: 1 
Distribution 

Consumption 1 

Ma~ufacturingl 

Target: 
street level 1 

Mid-level 1 

Upper-level 1 

Develop/use 1 
Informant 

Penetrating 1 
organizations 

Asset Seizure/ 1 
Forfeiture 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3' 

2 

2 3 

2 3 
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1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 



Admin·l :---Priority Level---: :---success Level---: 
operation Low Med. High Low Med. High 

Financial 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Self-sufficiency 

Training: 
Detective 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Uniformed 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Prosecutor 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Private 1 2 3 1 2 3 
sector 

Other: 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Increase 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Personnel 

Equipment 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Purchase 

Coordination :---Priority Level---: :---Success Level---: 
and outreach Low Med. High Low Med. High 

Interagency 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Coordination 

Meetings and 1 2 3 1 2 3 
strategy 
Development 

Communication 1 2 3 1 2 3 
and InfQrmation 
sharing 

Liaison with 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Private Sector 

obtaining 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Public 
Support 

Community 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Meetings 
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3b. If there are any goals or objectives missing from the above, 
or are unique to your Task Force, please identify and rate 
like the above: 

:---Priority Level---: :---success Level---: 
Low Ked. High Low Ked. High 

other(s) 
1 2 3 1 2 3 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

1 2 3 1 2· 3 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

Comments (if any) : 

4. Since your Task Force's inception, have your goals and 
objectives changed at all? 

Yes No --- ---
If "Yes" please explain: ____________________ _ 

The impact of law enforcement and prosecution on drug 
supplies and use patterns is, admittedly, difficult to 
directly measure. Please provide your professional 
assessment of T~sk Force activity impact. . 

5. Rank the relative lev~l or seriousness of drug use in your 
area (place a "1" next to the most used/available drug, "2" 
next to the next most used/ available, "3 11 next to the next, 
and so on): 

Amphetamines 

Barbiturates 

. Cocaine 
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(#5 continued): 

Crack (as separate from cocaine) 

Heroin 

Hashish 

LSD 

Marijuana 

other(s) (please;identify) : ___ '--_____ _ 

6. All things being equal, what type of illegal drug related 
activity is of most concern in your area? (place a check mark 
next to your selections): 

Use .Sales Manufacturing 

Distribution other (please identify) 

7. Please provide approximate percentages of cases/ investigations 
which resulted in drugp being seized during last year (1991). 
For this question, the disposition of the actual case is not 
important, so please consider all related activities which 
resul ted in drugs being seized (separate from drugs being 
purchased). Again, an approximation is all that is necessarYi 
not an absolute percent. [total cannot be greater·than 100.0%] 

% Amphetamines % Barbiturates % Cocaine 

% Crack (as separate from cocaine) % Heroin 

% Hashish % LSD ____ % Marijuana 

% Other(s) (please identify}: __________________ __ 

Comments, (you may want to use this space to describe any 
unusually large or highly significant 1991 Seizures): 
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8~ Please provide approximate percentages of cases/investigations 
which resulted in drugs being purchased during last year 

. (1991). For this question, the disposition of the actual case 
is not important, so please consider all related activities 
which resulted in drugs being purchased (separate from drugs 
being seized). Again, an approximation is all that .is 
necessarYinot an absolute percent. [total cannot be greater 
than 100.0%] 

% Amphetamines % Bari.>iturates % Cocaine 

% Crack (as separate from cocaine) % Heroin 

% Hashish % LSD __ % Marijuana 

% Other(s) (please identifY): __________ _ 

Comments, (you may want to use this space to describe any 
unusually large or highly significant 1991 purchases) 

9a. Within your Task Force geographic area, do you feel tha:t 
during the 12 months of 1991, drug use has generally been 
(place check mark next to appropriate entry): 

---De(.:reasing. 

____ Staying relatively the same. 

__ ~.Increasing. 

____ Shifting. 

Comments regarding this observation : _____________ _ 

9b. Have the drug use patterns in your area been influenced by 
factors other than Task Force and other law enforcement 
activities? 

Yes No 
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(#9b continued) 

If "Yes", what was the source of these influences? 

Demographic chang~ 

Market forces 

Education 

other (please identify) __________________________ ___ 

lOa. within your Task Force geographic area, do you feel that 
during the 12 months of 1991, the drug supply network(s) has 
generally been (place check mark next to appropriate entry): 

Decreasing 

staying'relatively the same 

Increasing 

Shifting 

Comments regarding this observation: ---------------------------

lOb. Has the drug supply network(s) in your area been influenced by 
factors other than Task Force qnd other law enforcement 
activities? 

Yes No 

If "Yes", what was the source of these influences? 

Demographic change 

Market forces 

Education 

other (please identify) ------------------------------
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11. Please provide,a narrative description regarding; (a) how the 
narcotics picture has changed in your area of operation since 
your Task Force was formed, and (b) how Task Force leadership 
perceptions have also changed during this time. 

12. The following are qualitative questions requiring somewhat of 
a sUbjective judgement on your part. Please indicate which 
items you feel Task Force activities have had an impact on 
(please add any which are unique to your Task Force): 

General information sharing related to investigations. 

General information sharing related to prosecution. 

General community awareness ~elated to interdiction. 

The likelihood of successful investigation. 

The likelihood of successful arrest. 

The likelihood of successful prosecution. 

Reduction in duplication of effort between agencies. 

Knowledge of the local drug network .. 

Knowledge of the statewide drug network. 

other: 

Comments regarding th~ ~ of effect: --------------------------------
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communication and interagency cooperation are areas key to 
multi-jurisdictional investigations_ Please provide 
information related to the 'following_ / 

··13. How much knowledge do you have of the form and structure of 
other Task Forces in the state? (place a check mark on line to 
indicate your assessed level of knowledge) 

1-------1-------1-------1-------1 
a great deal some none at all 

Comments, if any: -------------------------------------------------

14. Realizing it's often difficult to generalize, please rank your 
working relationship with: 

Federal Agencies: 1 2 3 4 5 
I I I 
I I I 
poor average excellent 

state Agencies: 1 2 3 4 5 
I I I 
I I I 
poor average excellent 

County Agencies: 1 2 3 4 5 
I I I 
I I I 
poor average excellent 

Tribal Agencies: 1 2 3 4 5 
I I I I 
I I I I 
poor average excellent 

City or Town: 1 2 3 4 5 
I I I 
I I I 
poor average excellent 

other Drug Task 1 2 3 4 5 
Force!?: I I I 

I I I 
poor average excellent 

Comments, if any: 
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15. Since your Task Force was formed, please identify the relative 
degree of change realized related to the following: (It is 
realized that the Task Force may experience varying degrees of 
cooperation, for example, with different Federal Agencies, 
also for example. Please try to generalize your assessment of 
the relative degree of change for each agency type.) 

Federal Agency cooperation 

Federal Agency communication 

state Agency cooperation 

state Agency communication 

county Agency cooperation 

county Agency communication 

Tribal cooperation 

Tribal communication 

city or Town cooperation 

city or Town communication 

other Task Force cooperation 

other Task Force communication 

Improved No difference Worse 

Comments, ifany:· _____________ ~--------------------~-----------------

16. What do you feel is the general level of support for Task 
Force activities by other law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies? 

High Low Indifferent opposition 

Comments, if any: -------------------------------------------------
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17. What do you feel is the general level of support for Task 
. Force activities by the media and the community? 

High Low Indifferent opposition 

Comments, ifany: ____________________________________ ~ ________ __ 

Please provide information related to Task Force staffing. 

18a. Please describe the staffing pattern bf your Task Force: 

Highly stable (same core personnel for at least two 
years) . 

Relatively stable (same core personnel for at least 
1 year, but less than 2 years). ' 

Fluctuating (core personnel have changed within 
past year) . 

Comments, ifany: ______________________________________________ __ 

18b. Does this staffing pattern represent a change from earlier 
staffing patterns: 

Yes No 

If "Yes", please explain: -----------------------------------------

19. What is the normal, or average, staffing level in number of 
full-time equivalent positions (FTE's)? 

FTE Coordinator FTE Detectives FTE Uniformed 

FTE Prosecutor FTE Clerical other ----
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Thank you for your time in completing this instrument. 
Please address thsse last few items and return to DCD at the 
address below. Thank you! 

20. If these federal funds were not available, do you think that 
a multi-jurisdictional interagency task force such as you 
currently have,. would exist in your area? 

Yes No 

Whether "Yes" or "No", please explain: ---------------------------

21. Different Task Forces, both within Washington state and 
outside, have experienced different levels of success or 
difficulty in areas related to start-up, administration, case 
documentation, meet.ing certain reporting requirements, 
coordination of effort, and public relations, among others. If 
needed, would your Task Force be interested in receiving 
technical assistance (TA) from BJA related to an area of need? 

Yes No 

If "Yes", in what area(s): 
------------------------------------~ 

Would you prefer this TA be presented: 

on-site Off-site 

Would you be willing to assist DeD staff in formally composing 
a proposal to be submitted to BJA? 

Yes No 

Patrick Moran, Evaluator 
Local Government Assistance 
Department of community Development 
906 Columbia street s.w. 
P.o .. Box 48300 
Olympia, WA 98504-8300 
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HULTIJURISDICTIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT TASK FORCE 
UNSTRUCTURED INTERVIEW OUTLINE 

Task Force: Date , Time: 
---------~------ -------------

Respondent: _________________ Ranle/Role: _______________ _ 

ROLE , TRAINING OF TASK FORCE MEMBERS 

1a As a member of the Task Force, please describe your role and 
responsibilities. 

2. How long have you been with the Task Force? 

3. How did you become involved/recruited for Task Force duties? 
[what is recruitment procedure] 

4. What kind of training did you receive as a member of the Task 
Force? What kind/type of training do Task Force detectives receive 
upon assignment? 

5. Is this typical of the type of t.raining Task Force members 
receive? [if not ask why not & what is typical] 

Yes No 

6. Do you feel that this training was SUfficient to prepare you for 
your Task Force duties? To prepare detectives/officers for duties? 
[if not, why not/what are deficiencies/what are respondent 
recommendations?] 
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FOCUS OF THE TASK FORCE 

7. What about the organizational struoture? Has this changed in any 
way during your ____ mths/yrs with the Task Foroe? [see ques. #2] 

Yes No 
[if "yes!', how has it changed] 

8. What is the normal rotation pattern of Task Foroe partioip~nts? 

9. How does.the Task Foroe deoide which eases it will investigate/ 
pursue? 

10. How are personnel assignments made? 

11. What is the ~ain targ'et area of this Task Foroe? (e.g. a 
specific type of drug', conducting investigations, ar.rest of 
users/dealers [if so get level; low,med, high], prosecution, etc.) 

12. Has this target area(s) remained fairly stable? 

13. Have you.notioed any changes in the levol(low, med., high) of 
drug dealing in your area, since you 'v. been with the Task Force? 

No Yes (how much of this change in level do 
you think can be attributed to Task Force 
activities?) 
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14. Have you noticed any changes in the type of drug dsaling in 
your area (e.g. marijuana to cocaine), since you've been with the 
Task Force? 

No Yes (how much of this change in type do you 
think can be attributed to Task Force 
activities?) 

ANECDOTAL INFORMATION 

15. Please describe a major Task Force case or accomplishment. This 
doesn't have to be one you were personally involved in; anyone 
that you know of will do. 

16. Any other significant achievements? 

17. Any kudos, recognition, that type of thing. Any press coverage, 
judicial ~r some other public type of recognition? [obtain copies 
if. pocisible or citation (e. g. newspaper & date)] 

18. Because of the complexity' of this kind of work, I'm sure you 
can tell me a number of horror stories, please tell me about the 
Task Forces most disappointinq case. [why was it disappointing] 
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COORDINATION OF TASK FORCE 

19. How often do the members of the Task Force meet? 

-when (regularly scheduled/as needed) : ________ ....:.-____ _ 

-what for (what's the purpose) : _______________________ _ 

-whoattends: ------------------------------------
-whereheld: ______ ~-----------------------------

20. What about meetings with other law enforcement agencies? 

-whoattends: _____________________________________ __ 

-what for (what:'s the purpose) : _____________ ~---------

-when (regularly scheduled/as needed) : ________________ _ 

-whereheld: ----------------------------------------
21. Has the Task Force worked with: 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, & Firearms 

u. S. Co'ast Guard 

U.S. customs 

Drug Enforcement Administration 

Federal Bureau of Investigations 

Internal Revenue Service 

Dept. of Immigration & Naturalization 

Military Police 

Tribal agencies 

other Law Enforcement (list) 

22. Does the Task Force. share informationlco-'i,nvestiqate with, other 
Task Forces? [ask about State & Federal (DEAl and who, what, when, 
& where] 
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23. Any problems with this relationship? Does it work fairly 
smoothly? [if there are problems, what are they and how can they be 
resolved] 

24. Is there a set procedure/policy regarding sharing information 
with: [if "yes" try to obtain copy of policy/procedure] 

other Task Forces: ------ other Agencies: (which): ---

FUTURE DIRECTION AND MISC. INFORMATION 

25. Regarding the future of the Task Force: Do you foresee a 
continued need? 

No (why not) ____ yes (where should the focus be placed 
(e.g. arrest, prosecution, asset/seizure 
activities, information sharing, etc.» 

**Are additional resources needed: Yes No 

Please explain: 

26. What role do asset seizure/forfeiture funds have in T.ask Force 
operation? 

27. Are there any changes' you'd like to see implemented regarding 
the direction or operation of the Task Force? [regardless of 
response; why?] 

Yes No 
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28. Related to your own career, do you see Task Force duty being' a 
positive or neqative experience? [regardless of response; why?] 

29. Inquire about facilities. [where's head quarters, whe:r.-e are 
'activities coordinated out of, any field branches, etc.?] 

MISC. COMMENTS, OBSERVATIONS., ETC .• 
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APPENDIX F: SURVEY ITEM 11 

MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT TASK FORCE 
NARRATIVE/OPEN-ENDED ITEM RESPONSES' 

SURVEY 

Question 11: Narrative Description regarding; (a) how the narcotics 
picture has changed in your area of operation since your Task Force 
was formed. 

"Traffickers have beceme much mere cautieus. Undercever .officers 
must nearly always be Hispanic." 

"Drug dealers are beceming mere sephisticated"and are dealing in 
larger ameunts." 

"TNET was created in 1986 with hispanic cecaine/herein 
erganizatiens previding the majerity .of the case lead. Herein was 
readily available in larger quantities than currently and "crack" 
use was minimal te nen-existent. Cecaine hydrechleride was the drug 
.of cheice. "Crack" and methamphetamine are new drugs .of cheice with 
herein declining." 

"The narcetics in .our regien was centrelled by blacks and whites 
when the task ferce was fermed and since has been taken ever by the 
hispanic pepulatien." 

"Many individuals have getten .out .of the drug business. due te 
intense law enfercement pressure and higher risks asseciated with 
dealing." 

"In the early 1980' s majer drugs such as cecaine and herein were an 
inner city phenemena and net much .of a preblem in tpe Task Ferce 
jurisdictien. Teday, the Task Ferce has experienced a significant 
increase in the quantity and quality .of marijuana, cecaine, herein, 
and LSD in the Task Ferce jurisdiction. These invelyed in the sale 
and distributien are well .organized, making it difficult te 
infiltrate majer erganizatiens which have ne beundary lines te 
centend with." 

"The increase in drug enfercement in the Yakima ceunty' area has 
pushed seme .of that areas dealers inte .our area." 

"Less "street" presence, fewer arrests fer centrelled substances by 
.officers threugh reutine patrel. Greater "dealer" cautien and 
sephisticatien." 

"Mere users have beceme dealers. Mere cecaine addicts alse use 
herein .or have switched entirely to herein. The hispanic supply 
system which has been bringing cecaine inte the area are new 
bringing tar herein & cecaine." 

"Drugs have net been se visible en the streets. Drug dealers are 
very much aware .of the T.F. which has created mere .of a challenge 
te g~tting at the suppliers and their patterns." 
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"Cocaine use has been dropping. Grow operations are dropping and 
becoming more difficult to locate. Low level dealers are now 
travelling to large· populations/drug centers; Le. Spokane, 
Seattle, Tri-Cities." 

"Our supply seems to be coming more out of the. Kelso-Longview
California system as oppos.ed to the ·California-Yakima system' 
except for Black Tar Heroin, which is still out of Yakima." 

"Heroin and marijuana use and distribution appears constant .• Grows 
moved indoors with greater sophistication of concealment. Cocaine 
among school age kids may have lessened some but. 20-40 yea:r olds 
still abusing and demand is present enough to allow kiTo dealers to 
be complacent in moving product. LSD returning to schools in a few 
instances." 

"originally we thought that we had a small street drug problem. 
Once the Task Force was started we found the prpblem to be' more 
complex." 

"The Narcotics Networks have become more sophisticated, however, so 
have we. Regardless of our small size in term~ of taJ:ent & 
manpower, we continue to have an even greater impact." 

"Meth labs had beel1 a major influence in drug investigations. 
During 1990 and 1991 they subsided slightly. They are now on the 
upswing." 

"The Task Force has put pressure on the mid-level dealers causing 
them to be less open in their operations. It is. costing them more 
to stay in business." 

"The narcotic picture in Lewis County, since the Task Force 
inception, has changed from methamphetamine use and production to 
cocaine use and distribution. Labs were a particular problem when 
we started up, and have dropped of'! in the past few years as a 
primary problem. Replacing that have been more organized and larger 
drug trafficking distribution schemes." 

"We are cooperating and sharing more with other agencies. The cost 
of marijuana is increasing. Methamphetamine is sometimes hard to 
find. Cocaine. is more available. LSD is becoming popular again." 

"Dealers are cautious, drive beater cars, do not deal to strangers 
and hide cash. M.J. growers using sophisticated equipment to hide 
odor of M.J." 
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Question 11 (continu~d): Narrative Description regarding; .(b) how 
Task Force leadership perceptions have also changed during this 
timeo 

"More manhours are needed'to get the dealers convicted." 

"Perception of our leadership has changed significantly from the 
vision of a small local problem to our area providing distribution 
through mUlti-state operations. Another leadership perception 
change is that drugs and dealing outside of .the local jurisdiction 
don't have an effect on the local jurisdiction." 

"We have and are targeting these hispanic families that are the 
source of most of the drugs brought into our area." 

"Task Force direction is going for the upper' level dealers with 
assets and the use of financial investigations, Rico's, etc." 

"I feel we're more successful in our coordinated efforts. I'm also 
very pleased wi th our court conviction rate. The fact that 
marijuana is going up in price shows an impact on supply." 

"We are responding in kind to Yakima's effort." 

"Greater awareness of the quality of drugs being dealt and the 
quantity of illegal "assets" generated by drug sales." 

"None." 

"Concern has gone from drugs being a nuisance to being a 
destructive force that needs to be dealt with urgently." 

"Asset investigations are necessary to find hidden profits, dealers 
maintain a low profile." 

"Task Force assessment of mid and upper level dealers was high -
now concentrating on low-level dealers." 

"It is (now) evident that the problem' is widespread and major 
quantity drugs are moving into our area." 

"We have become better organized through caring leadership role of 
the Lt. and our staff. We've improved relations with D;E.A. and 
Customs which gives our small unit more flexibility. We are 
beginning to focus on more short range projects with our C.I.'s 
rather than long range projects." 

Gang related drug activity and violence, " ... have not been factors 
in directing task force operations." 

"An idea of working "just" major cases was planned at one time. Now 
we take what we can get." 
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IiDue to local politics, higher visibility targets, generally lower 
to mid level violators, must be arrested for media/publicity 
coverclg~ on a semi-frequent bas,ts." 

"Realization that reducing .supply is a long term project. There 
will always be' suppliers as long as the profits are high." 

"Managem~nt philosophy has remained relatively constant with one 
exception and that being an aggressive stance toward asset 
forfeiture .. " 

"Leadership more knowledgeable as are all TF members.. Focus has 
shifted to higher level distribution, organizations, .conspiracy 
cases. Day' to day work with FBI and ATF." 

"The perceptions of leadership have also changed in that we realize 
that law enforcement efforts alone can not resolve this maj.or 
social issue. It requires the assistance of the jUdicial system, 
education, treatment, and each citizen if our efforts are to be 
realized." . 

"Leadership perceptions have se.emed to change toward ·theoverall 
approach as opposed to independent geographical areas. In other 
words, team approach is now the common rule and not the exception.·11 
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APPENDIX G: SURVEY ITEM 20 

MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT TASK FORCE 
NARRATIVE/OPEN-ENDED ITEM RESPONSES 

SURVEY 

Question 20: Comments related to question: Would Task Force exist 
without these federal funds? 

YES - Task Force would exist without these federal funds. 

"It may still exist but on a much smaller scale - maybe 4 or 5 
detectives." 

"The Task Force has been in existence since october 1981 and would 
continue to exist if Federal Fundi~g were eliminated. Agency Chiefs 
are committed to Task Force approach with respect to Narcotics 
Enforcement." 

"It would exist but would not be as efficient or successful due to 
loss of personnel and purchasing ability (equipment)." 

"The need is there. The desire of the respective agencies is also 
present. The federal funds make it much easier." 

"Frior to federal funding this would not be the case. After seeing 
the success of the Task Force, the agencies have indicated they 
will keep the Task Force in operation." 

"Would still function, but with a skeleton crew. And, would not be 
as effective without the federal fund support." 

liTo some extent TNET existed prior to any federal funds. Whether or 
how long the agencies would maintain this cooperative effort, 
absent federal funds, is open to question." 

"But we would not have the enhancement personnel nor the mandated 
training or federal standards which has.made us more effective and 
professional." 

NO - Task Force would not exist without these federal funds. 

"If it did survive, it would be on a much smaller scale, due to 
monetary support." 

"Local ability to fund positions.not likely. Would see a reduced 
level ot investigative ability." 

"Unable to support staff." 

"I.fost agencies within Task Force are small and not able to dedicate 
full-time personnel. Without funds our meager 3.25 positions would 
not exist ... 

"Expense." 
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--------~-----------------------

"Because the budget is about $400,000. The city provides 1 - Sgt .. 
and 2 ... Detectives, the C()Unty provides 1 - Detective. The Grant is 
about $125,000. The city Gould be very creative with their officers 
back into the labor pool .. " 

"These funds are the only reason we exist. Local politicians do not 
spend money in this area on drug. enforcement, unless they 
absolutely have to." 

"'rhere is not' self-sufficient local funding or overall support by 
participating agencies." 

"Without the federal assistance to operate the Drug Task Force in 
our area, it would cease to exist, as local funds are unavailable 
to support it. Being a rural area, with a timber-dependent economy, 
the general taxing revenue is decreasing." 

"The financial burden would be too much for the' involved/ 
participating agencies." 

"cost of the Task Force is primarily wages, most departments in 
county can not give up staffing without compensation. 

"The Task Force takes a lot more to· operate than our communities 
have to offer. We are not able to get the seizures that everyone 
had hoped we would." 

"The federal funds make possible the High Impact Offender Project. 
without these funds, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
have both the County and City to fully fund· the Project." 

"Currently, local law enforcement agencies do not have the funds or 
manpower to commit to a Task Force without Federal assistance. It 
is hoped that enough assets will be generated over the course o~ 
this operation to make local funding possible." 
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Es~aped. killer, drug suspect 
·''' ... ·L .. """f' .., , ., catigIlf"'a let tip ftorn"citizi~~n": 

BEAVER - Two escaped prisoners - a convicled 
murderer and a man facing a federal drug indictment -
were recaptured near Forks Wednesday.aClce authorities 
received a tip from a citizen. 

Al 9:30 a.m. lbree federal mar.;hals and Iwo Clallam 
Counl¥ Drug Task Force deletlives converged on a moG"e 
home In Ihe Old Chiefs Place lrailer park on Highway 101, 
" Beaver, sherifrs Sgl. Jim Newton said. 

The officers had been walching lbe Irailer for aboul 24 
hour.;. Forks and Port Angeles, along wilb sherifrs 
depulies. a!;sisted in Ihe investigation. he said. 

Two men who allegedly overpowered a counly jail guard 
in Poulson, Mont., on Ocl. 23. were inside. They were: 
.rresled wilhout incident. said Sg!. Dan Gates of Ihe task 
force. 

A loaded sholgun was found. he said, ndding ,h., one of 
Ihe SUspeclS was running· (0 thaI room when officers 
'stormed the trailer. 

One man was idenlified as Donald Dale Gingras. 32. a 
Montana stiUe: fugitivc:, who was in custody aW3i1ing 
sentencing for a murder conviction. 

ENOUGH! 
I've rC:lson to Ixlicvc th:lt 

The olher was identified as Richard Lee Muschik. 42. :1 
federal fugitive who h.ad been in custody ilwaiting trial on a 
federal grand jury indiclmenl of selling LSD and 
conspiracy 10 sell lbal drug. 

The IwO were believed 10 be in Clallam CounlY because 
Gingrns h .. relalives in Pall Angeles. NeWlon said. 

"He was lbe only of lbe IWo lbal has any conlaclS in Ihe 
are:!, ,as far as we know," he said. 

A 36-yeor-old woman who lived in Ihe lrailer was also 
arrcSled on Clallam COUnlY Superior COUll warranls for 
failure 10 obey court orders, he said. 

Authorities were assisted in the investig.llion through 
"operation enough, t' a controversial informant program of 
the tilsk force. Unveiled Ihis month. it involves a flier, that 
:tsks people to write down inform;llion iJbout peoj)le 
allegedly involved in drug aclivily. 

Gates said he received informOltion through one of the 
coupons, proving the program works. 

"Well, I think Ihe proof is in Ihe pudding." he said. 
adding the program is not iln auempc to violate anyone's 
civil rights. 

I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF /)/{UU~ 
IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD! 

-
(iii"'" I' "'"'0-"1 

("44.-- 1l101\oO-n) 

-----

is usinc/dealinc druCS. 

J'm suspicious 01 activities at 
(A.d4r-) 

I'ye noticed the (ollowinc license pllt .. on 
cars in the vicinity olsUJpe<:tcd druC acdvity 

(lM1~ • .sh") 

OPTIONAL 

My Name: 

My Addr~: 

My Phone II: .--

e MAlt. T\); ENOUGH! 
CI..AU..AM COUNTY DRUG TASK FORCE 
C/o 223 E. 4th St. 
Porl Angeles. Wa. 98362-3098 

OR CALL 
Porl AngeJcs---.. -Scqulm Forks Cla.llam Bay 

'152-9096 374-532'1 963-2700 

YOUR CONFlDENTJAUT1' WILL BE GUARDED. .-
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~v LEW PLNPHAEY 
Wo,ld.tttfwnl., 

\YENAT:IIEE - Two couplel 
OIrrcsh!d ~i"rid:l)' In \Ytlnalehue 
had b~l!fl I:uled !'rom Iholr 
hom~s In Suohumilh :md Spa. 
kan.: (ounlj!;!S by dlUllloslc (on:o 
QlICnlS. WilD moved In on Ihe 
suspecu :aller two pound. o( 
marijuana allt!cedly chanced 
handl In I Wen lichee motel 
parklna loL 

The (oor people 'trelled 
friday nirhl (.lce Chelan Councy 
charges. :utt th~ invesilliluon 
which Iud 10 their 3tTests eamo 

18 are arrested in drug raids 
By LEW PUMPHREY 
World Slall writer 

CHELAN - A sweep by tlte 
Columbia River Dru~ Task 
F'orce i· rtday Right III {jhclan 

'resulled ill tlte a"cst or 16 
p~oplo nn suspicion or ::;r.IIII1~ 
dnJgs. Two other::; had been lit. 
rested (mrlier, but their names 
were /lot released until tltis 
morning. 

Th" 18 people were booked 
Into the Cholan CO/lnty Re
gional Jail on suspicion or 64 
counts or delivery of drugs. 
mostly cocaine but also heroin 
and marijuana. 

Chelan County Sheriff Dan 
Breda said the arrests were 
made by the drug task force 
agents. Chelan Police Depart
men~ the sherltrs department 
and Liquor Control Board 
agents. 

Breda. alleges that drug trar-

licking went on at three liquor 
establishments, where sonte of 
the arrests were mode Friday. 

nreda said "gents arrested 
Luis Villa Vargas, 21, Manson, 
aller he allegedly sold lour 
ollnces of cocaine to dnlJ~ task 
force i1~cnts lor $5.()On. lie wns 
arrc'slcd last Wmlnr..'Hlny, hut 
his arrest was not Illude puhlic 
until this m(Jrn~ng. lie's being 
held in jail on suspicion or fivc 
counts or unlawrul delivery or a 
controlled SUbstance. suspected 
to be cocaine. 

Bred" said a man Identified 
as Carlos Perez was arrested on 
suspicion or three counts o('un
lawrul delivery or cocaine In 
conjunction with the weekelld 
sweep. However, ItO OlIC by that 
name is lOGged at the Jail. /I 
man who uses an alia.s similar 
to that name has be .. , In j"iI 
since Jan. 17 011 susp!cion or 
possession or a controlled sub. 

51allces with intent to deliver. 
Task rorce omelals could not 
clorlJY the cOlltu.ion over the 
suspect's name. 

Those arresteel Friday. "Ii or 
Chelon, and ni I nrrcstcfl nil 
su::cpicioll of delivery or a con~ 
trollncl subst:lfIl'u. SIISIJl!ctr.d to 
he cucaine. inclutlr. Joso Luis 
Pena, :12. lhf(~e COII~lt'i: Salvador 
Chuve7. Munguia, 25, four 
counts; David M. G"rrell. 41. 
two counl<; Clyde F. Mead, 26, 
two cOUlltS; Daniel G. Garcia. 
26. five cO'lIlls; .Jay K. Harding. 
27. one count; Martin Dravo, 26. 
four counts; Duain F. Spurgeon, 
42. one count; Aurelio Duenez 
Torrez. 23. three counts; and 
JUDII Garlb"y Rodriguez. 26. flve 
COUllts. I\lso arresled was ne. 
nJarnin Gonzalez Salldoval, 31, 
Waterville. on fOllr eoullts or 
suspicion or delivery of • COII
trolled sllbstonce, suspected to 
be cocaine. 
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Also arn!sted were Jesus Sa. 
lias Moreno. 30. Chelan. on six 
COllllts or suspicion or unlawn,l 
delivery or controlled sub. 
stnnce, tflf"ce counts of !'illS. 
peeled cocahlr.. twn counts uf 
SUSllcclcd huroin :md one co1I1I1 
or ::;uSP(~I!IClI mnrJju:ma. 

J)~lIl1is .y. 1I'"l1l1oni;. 41. 
Chelnn [i'l1l1s. \Va!'; arf(~sted fJlI 
suspleioll of delivery or a CUII
trolled :Substancr.. suspected to 
be marijuana. J. Dolores Luj. 
ano. 23, ChC!lan. was arrested on" 
susplcloll or three counts of on. 
lawrul delivery or Ii controlled 
SUbstance, suspected to be mar. 
lJuon •• and one count or aldlllg 
alld abetting delivery or mario 
juana. 

Reported 011 Friday w"S the 
arrest of Dlanll3 It. Morris. ~Il. 
Chelan.· 011 suspicion or fl"e 
counts of unlawful delivery or " 
controlled substance. suspecled 
to be cocaine. 



'Drugs make foundation for county's crjm~ 
By MATIHEW ERLICH 
o"h.H.~1d 

Police make 
cocaine haul 

Accardin, to law enror,em~n' 
offidals. J babncc or educat'~n 
and cn(or;emenl is nc:ceSS3ry In 
Grant Count,··s n,hl .at:Unst rlrug 
abuse, a sou::c (or a \'3.riclY or 
olh::cn"Tles. 

"]USL 3~ut every crime in Grant 
Count\' is drug.related in some 
\U\':'i:&I~S!;e:iir9111\\ie5ler, 

He Slid 3 tri'iC31 cJ.3rnple 
in\'oh es :-esi!endal burglarics and 
car pro .... !s. 01,:n5, radv deteclors 
and stereo C'c;uipmenl arc among 
thc hems uJ;en in those insunees. 
c\,cntualh' 10 h3J'".:r ror druiS, SJid 
Wiesler. ~ 

MOSES LAKE - Perhaps 
the biggest cocaine bust ever 
within the city limits here 
was made Wednesday, Moses 
Lake police s~id this morn
ing. . 

Authorities bought 11,2 ki
los of cocaine, estimated to 
be worth more than $100,000, 
then arrested two men who 
allegedly sold them the drug, 
said Dean Mitchell, assistant 
police chief.. 
• Gerardo Garcia Saucedo, 

19, Moses Lake, and Jer
onimo Barragan Nava, 22, 
Kennewick, were booked 
into the county Jail on sus
picion of possession of co
caine with intent to deliver. 

Both men were armed with 
handguns, but were arrested 
without trouble, 1,fitchell 
said. The incident occurred 
at about 6 p.m. 

"To my knowledge this Is 
the largest cocaine seizure in 

the.citY iimits of Aloses Lake 
ever" he said. "These men 
are 'very significant in ~e 
drug trade to come up WIth 
that much cocaine. • 

"We feel we've made a 
significant impact on the 
cocaine market' in Moses 
Lake with this busl But 
there's a lot more out there, I 
,can assure you of that,"· 
Mitchell said. 
. The drug bust was a joint 
effort involving POIiC~ 
s;oul{' Interagency a _. 
lcsnforcement Tficim, an 
officers of the s~o ne Re
gional Drug Task oree. 

Mitchell said an arrange
ment was made with the 
suspects within the past few. 
days to buy cocaine at a local 
motel. Once undercover drug 
agents exchanged money for 
the drug. the arrests were 
made. Officers also seized a 
car and $200 in cash. 

"I,'s quite common at the street 
level (or money not to cxchange 

. hands," $aid Wjemr. InstC2d, hc· 
said, there is a tr.hJe in stolen prop. 
en)' for drugs like cocaine. 

It's on1)' :11 higher le\'els of the 
dlsuibution oC illegal drugs thai 
stolen items are exchanged Cor cash 
or more drolS fot dealers. 'Nle5let 
said. 

He said suspects .mested afler a 
series o( burglaries have the s:l.me 
c:omrr.enL 

"E\'ery group lells us they have a 
sevcre drug problem." said Wiesler. 

Because o( its loeaLion ncat the 
center of the stale, Moses We is at 
something o( a crossroads o( drug 
tnllic. he said. High ..... ays provide 
casy Iccess bet .... ·een Seal1le and 
Spokanc and nonh from Yakim.a. 

"(DtUI.related) c:uh and nat· 
colics sucam Ihrolich Ihis area," 
sa.~Wies1Cr, 

One solution has been an 
e;apanded drug enforcemenl lC3rn~ 
ISET. The Inter· local X'arcolies 
Enforcement te:am. {ormed tnrlc 
'years ago. IS mide up of represcn· 
utjyes Crom the shc:rilC's ollice. and 
Moses We, Ephr:at.a .and Quincy 
policc depanmcnts. 
• The learn cxp4llded (rom wee to 

fivc oCficers with a federal granl 
obt.ained ran September. The 

~=e~~o~ ;~s~I~:I~~U(;~: 
. st:ale Dcp:artmcnl oC Communily 

·.t.~,~.~.I.i,~I.~$M 
'o.t: .. :. 

Gr:anl County Shlritl BiD Wiester display. an Uzi m:adline gun. on. ollhe wea::oni in Ihe sherilt's ~ffice :lIse~'11O 
r.ghl drug ;6use. Wre.tl' s:lid Ihe drug :l:uu pro':ll.m n8l0' 10 be solved wllh a b:a/OInc:. ollidueahotl and 1r,.Jt:I· 

min!. 

De\·clopment. 
An additional 531,844 in county 

malching Cunds ..... 3$ added 10 the 
laullo help get the grant. Wiester 
creditslhe couney bo:ud of commis· 
sioners 10 obuin!he funds. 

Wie$lct h:as said county Ia ..... 
enfortemcnl fxes'a "re:1l problem" 
from indoor Iro ..... ing opc:r:auons of 
m:ariju.an:a. 

According tn !NET sluistics, 
more than S:!D,OOO in equipment 
used 10 tJ'Ow mariju:ana, along .... ·ith 
more th:an 1.000 m3.l'iju:an:a pl3nts 
NYC teen seized in arrests. One of 
Inc larges1 included equipment 
sci.tCd in the :tm:S' 0( 2 Mu!.Cs 1.3I;e 
denun. 

Wicslcr gid he !us ken pleased 
..... ith the incre:a~e in If'oOET st'lfcb 

W3tranLS served. 53, and resulling 
3tJ'CSLS. 6i While mariju3na glo .... ·• 
ing opef.ltions pose a problC'm, so 
does seiling other drugS. 

\\'jester SJld cooine has b¢come 
the drug of choice among userS, 
mOSI of wl\om are in their ~s. Tlw 
age h:as decreased since about seven 
yws ago, s:aid Wiater. 

h's an age thai could be innu· 
cnced throulh education with UpS 
(or drua abuse pt'cvention. WtcSltr 
has emptwiud the need (or roue.a· 
tion like WI available tbrouJ:h the 
Moses Lake Police Ocp;lIlmenl 
DAREprogr.l.m. 

"A lot of the )'QUnCcr ~ct:J1)on 
is usinG cocaine; hc said. Sincc 
L'-'ET'S inception. he s.:aid the Wctt 
p-ice pcr ~r .. m 01 the d.~~ ~." ~cn 

raised Crom 5"·580 10 Sl:!.O In 
..... h:al Wiester calls a uibule 10 
L'-"ETserrons. 

He elplained ""hen the prIce 
iOCS up. it shows act!\'e 
cn(orcernent on the SUCtU. 

The drug origin:ales in M::lico 
and moves tbrough C.alirornu, 
berore irriving iQ ,he Tri·Cities 
U~ and Moses Lake, ~id \\"M:stet. 
I:-:ET h:as cooldinated arrests in 
Ihosc areas wit,. ~Iber anti·drug 
wk(ortcs. 

Ephrata Po/ice Chief Larry Carpenter shows off the anti-drug truck acq~/red through drug raids 
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Pickup now .~elps In drug fight 
EPHRATA - A visible sign 

of the success of Grant 
County's war on drugs will be 
on display at community fesli
vals and parades this summer, 
say officers of the county's l!!:.. 
~~~11?~lm~arcoUcs Enforce .. 

. A pickup seized in a drug 
raid last fall has been COII
verted into a drug awareness 

vehicle promoting both INET 
and the Drug Abuse Resis
tance Education program 
(DARE). 

Grant County sheri/rs offi· 
cials said the pickup was well
received at its first appear
ance in Grand Coulee last 
weekend. 

"It demonstrates the type of 
assel! being taken away from 

drug traffickers," Sheriff Bill 
Wi ester said. 

Dubbed "Flat Faa!," the 
1974 GMC pickup features a 
high·lift kil and 40-inch lires. 

The tnlck's engine, carbure
lor and exhaust system were 
rebuilt using money seized in 
drug raids, alon~ with dona
tions from indlviduais and 
businesses. 

The sheriffs office and po 
lice in, Quincy, Ephrata an< 
Moses Lake suppiy officer 
and money for INET. 

Moses Lake's DARE pro 
gram Is slowly spreading ti. 
olher Basin communities. 

"Both programs are workin 
and d6 work hand in ha nd, 
Wiester said. 



In Ellensbu~9 

.. Four ·.ar·rested 
in drug ..aids 

Membe ... of the KltUtas ~ 
Counr.=RegfOnal Drug Tiii 
erres ell a man and a woman 
yesterday on drug·mated charg~ 
bringing to lour the number of per
sons attested in the last thne days 
as pal , of an ongoing iDve5tfgatlon. 

There Is a warrant autstandlng 
lor one more person whom ill
vestigalol'! upect to charge within 
the nut day or two, said Joim Blor. 
ris, task force coordlnalcr. 

Last night an EUenaburg man, 25, 
.... amsted at his home and 
charged with one COIIIIt of deIInry 

of coca1ne, two counts 01 deUvery of 
controUed substances, and thne 
counts of deU.ery 01 1IlI!tham
phetamlne. Bail w .. set at $20,000. 
Attested at the same residence .... 
a woman, 24, who was charlled with 
two counts of being an a""ompUce 
to deUver controUed suhltances. 
She Is being beld on $10,000 ball. 

Two ath .... arrested on Tuesday 
In a separate raid were 8 31·y ..... 
old EUensburg woman who w~ 
charged with conspiracy to deliver 
coca1n. and a 3O-y ...... ld man at 
the same residence who was 
charged with lour counts of delivery 
of coca1ne. The woman Is free after 
paotIng $1,000 ball whUe the man Is 
beJng held on $10,000 ball. 

The raids are the culmlnatioo of a 
Ibree month InvesUgation by the 
tu& lorce in cooperation with local 
and county law enforcement ag .... 
clis. 't:be assistance of the United 
Slates Justice Department aDd 
Deportment of Community Devol
opnent was also Instrumental" Har
riuald. 

"We bell...,e we're making Pros
, ..... Any IIIIlI! we can arrest four of 
live people I think we make a 
'IiCnIfIcant impact on th. local drug 
trade," HarrIs said. 

In addltlon to a small amount of 
marijuana and m.thamphetamine, 
Monts seized an automobile valued 
at $1,000, a »30 rifle and a D
caliber rifle, and drug parapbema
Ua. 
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DRUG BUsr pollee. : 
tUe away Olll! ,lIIIpeete ..... 
rated WedDeaday alter a dnIC ' 
bullll ag~ry .... paJ'Idq \aI 

... tted apprnlmiotely Olll!po\UId of 
eocalDe. Th. operation, wblcb ill
wl,ed .... ra1 law enforc.m.DI 
... DeI .. , wa. coonllDaled by 

mimben O! lb. Klltlia. County 
Drug TI.k Force. (Record pboto 
by David Granl) t, 

, . .; 

'~'ltAa;ohidru9!~usf here 
fiefS' '$45,000 in cocaine 
~ve.Ugaton arreated two men'! pickup and a IeCOi!d vehicle, where 

Wedneaday night In the parking lot the coca1n. was found. •. ' 
of an EUensburg ~orocery.tore and', ''Tbo impact Is consld.rable. We 
conu.cated approximately one think there' ...... ral thousand d ..... 
pound of cocaine with aD estimated contained In the packag.. It'. a 
.treet value of ~,ooo. " .. " ,'. IremendllUl Impact on drug lraf· 

Members of the KltUtas O"mtY Ocltlng In Ellensburg;" said John Po Task Force -"liiiI'i8eucylii HalTla, coordinator of the KI!Utas . 
• monlh.long ·lnYl.tlsatlon, County task forc.. .': 

a&lllted by EUelllburg pollce, the HalTla said the rock·Uke con-
Grant Counly Drug Task Force and alstency of !be cocain. - which was 
leveral other agmcJH -lletted the packaged In a c1 .. r plasUc bag -
pair ata p.m. . indicated It w .. v.ry high quaUty 

Arrested were aD Elhlnsburg and would Uk.ly have be.n cut he-
man, 22, charged with delivery of fore being sold In smaUer amounlJl. 
cocaine and a Wapato man,:Ill, He eltlmaled the wholesale prlt .. of • 
charlled with conaplracy to dell.er the cocaine at,12,ooo. 
coca1n.. David Pitt., KltUtas Counly pro-

AlIa arrested were two' other secutor and conunsnd.r of the 
EUensburg men, all" 2t and 20, at. nve-persOl: tu& force, aald ha was 
housoln the &00 block of North Pine' not sure of !be plaMed final desU· 
Street. Both were charged with naUon of the drug but he .uspected 
deU.ery of cocaine. tbatlt had come from Yakima. 

Besides Ibe cocaine, task force "EU ... burg IJI Just Uk. every 
IIlI!mbel'll •• Ized an uni .. ded.22 community In the state. Drugs ere a 
caUber handRun, $252 cub, a problem," haaaid. 

The arreslJl went smoolhly, with 
1~ law enforc.ment personnel par. 
UclpaUng. Other agencl •• Inv91.ed 
In !be bust w.re the NaUonal Guard 
which sent an Interpreter, Washing. 
ton Department of Community De
veloprmnt, U.S. Department of 
JlisUc., and C.ntral Wa.hlngton 
Unl.er.lly pollee. Harrill aald he 
.. peelJl more arreslJl as a re.ult of 
the Inv .. Ug.Uon. 



Agencies seize 
pot plants in 
two area raids" 
• Drug detectives from three law, 
enforcement agencies teamed up 
to confiscate an estimated $138,000 
In grOwing marljuana In raids this' 
week, the commander of the 
Snohomlsh'Regional Narcotics Task 
,Force SaId Tbui'Sday. 

The marljuana was found as part 
of an ongoing Investigation Into 
Indoor pot farms by task force 

, detectives working with their' 
, counterparts at the federal Drug 

Enforcement Administration and 
, the State Patrol narcotics dlvlslon, 
" task force commander, Bill, Karban 
, said. " , , .' .. " 

A total of 54 mature marijuana 
plants were found In a home In the 
13400 block of 239th Place SE on .. 
Wednesday, he said. A womn was ' 
arrested and her truck was seized. . 
'. That rald led to another Indoor . ." 

pot farm In the 21300 block of 45th 
Avenue SE, Bothell, where 154 
plants, prlmarlly lnunature ' 
starlers, were found .. A man was 
arrested and five guns plus 
computer records were seized, 
Karban said, I ,;. " " 
, wWeare anticipating additional : 
Brrests Bnd additional (mariJuana) 
grows," he added. 

::Arl ingtorl'; POt. bust, nets :,. 
i$,f~,§' K,. !.U;·,.T~!H,r~j)lgQiS: 
.:- ,:~;. pa~toi an' a;e~~~ide patr'~;:'f~~'nd'the'~arijuana 
" crackdown, a home just north ' growing in a home in the 
, of Arlington was raided and ',' ?.5500 block of Mountain 
389 marijuana plants !:eized "Drive in the' Meadow Ridge, 

'by drug enforcement officials.. subdivision, Karban srud.· 
An ,Arlington man was ... The detectiveS were backed 

arrested a?d an estimated, up during the raid by Sno
'$23.~,OOO lil near.ly ,mat~re;, ihomish County' sheriff's 
. manJuana,Pl!illts ,sel~d ~lln~g ::I,.deputies, Karban said. ,:' , 

'" the Ap~ll ,.18 ~ald,,! said." A man, 52, was arrested for; 
, Sh?homlsh Regional Na~~ allegedly manufacturing a 
r .c~tiCS Task ~or~~ <::o~l?~~,~ controlled substance. He has 
.•. ~.lllAKI arban. 'f' ,.' t d ' . e' 'an' , . two ,prior convictions, so fed-

so con Isca ewer ' , ., 
, undisclosed amount of grow-';' : er~l charges are P?ss,~ble, m 

ing ,equipment and two dober-' , ~I]l~ case, Karban said: 
, man pinchers. The dogs were :" H~, co~ld be looking, at 10 
: taken to the animal shelter ", years, srud,Karban. , 
. Karban said. ...,'.. . "'" ":'1,;,::,;; The task force, DEA and 

Drug detectives with the ,". state patrol, worked, the ~ase 
: Snohomish Regional Nar-~' t?gether bccal:lse,.th.:y.recelved 

coties Task Force, federal.:", tipS about the manJual)a farm 
Drug Enforcement Adminis-. 'almost simultaIieo~sly, Karban 
tration and Washington State " said. " '; " "'. ,;""}':::,,,~: 
; ... ; :, :, ..' , .,' ,', •• " , ••••• j • '. ',.... '.: 'I, I. '. • \ .1',;' .";, ,'. 

City drug tas~ tor~e says a~est 
halts second major cocaine ring 
By Bill Marlin " 
Staffwri(er 

For Ihe sccond time in a week, Spokane law enforco· 
mont officials said Wednesday they have broken a major 
cocaine ring CIpable of distributing a kilogram or more of 
the drug every week. 

In Ihe latest case, Joseph P. Compagno is accused of 
heading an organization that diltnDuted more than. '<ilo
gram of cocaine each week, said officer.; assigned J the 
Spokane Regional Drug Task Force. 

Compogno, 35, was arrested Sept 19 at a Spokane mo
lei, where a kilo of cocaine, $5,500 in cash and a .45-
caliber semiautomatic handgun wc:rc confiscated, agents 
said. 

A kilo of coc:iin~ - 2.2 pound> - ~Us for 528,000 in 
the Spokane arC!, but is worth far more when sold in 
smaller quantities, agents said, 

Arrested witb Campagna were Arlene C. Bryan~, 40, 
Christopher C, Kettlety, 31, and Daniel K. ungan, 30, all 
of Spokane. They were booked on state charges of posses. 
sian of cocaine and may faco federal charges, authorities 
said. 

Compogno was indicted Tuesday in U,S. District Court 
on charges of po!oSCSSion with intent to dj,<tribule cocaine 
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and use of a firearm during a drug trafficking crime, said 
Assistant U.s, Attorney Tom Rico, 

A search of Compogno's residence at E2328 Rockwell 
turned up evidenco of a cocaine distribution organizaticlo1, 
including kilo wrappers, sCIles and firearms, task force 
officorssaid. 
, A day befoce Compogno's arrest, officers went to E2501 

'Queen and arrested Kathleen A, Deardorff, 2g, and Mark 
~. ~alozzie, 35, for their alleged involvement in the organ' 
lzatlon. 

They were booked on state charges of po!oSCSSion of co
Cline with intent to deliver, but also may faco federnl 
cbarges, authorities said. 

The case was the second cocaine arrest announced in a 
week by tbe drug task force, whicb is composed of cily 
police, sherifrs deputies and State Patrol officers. 

last week, the task focce announced the arrest of An, 
thony P. Caronna, 53, I':ho was accused of bringing tl"" !O 
four kilos of cocaine into Spokane every six weeks. 

Caronna, who had be:n a federal fugitive since 197i. 
was arrested at a cabin at Diamond uke in Pend Oreme 
County, 

He was indicted Tuesday in US. District Court on fed· 
eral drug charges. 



~~~~~rt "!r~~ 25 ~~~l?f._~~g C~e! 
lOaus Fredert _ a Hoodsport The sentences were handed , .!'""S~:";;'/.!""., ,"'" '-:' ," '" Cotnment ~7 

man convicled in April for "leading down by. Judge Robert J. Doran, " The dnlg swe."p by the~ 
organized crime" Ul South Pugel who also ordered Fredert to pay c/!/,nty ~cs T~ an " lscey pollca U. John Suessman, 
SOund'- was senlcnced Monday in $50,000 In fines to the Thurston Ger' 4v.tl O:..yemen ageJlcies head olthe Thurston County 
Thurston County Superior Court to County Inlcrlocal Drug Fund - was conducted. a~ two Thurston Narcotics Task Forc9.s~ld lala 
25~ years In prison '. money ',used to fight dnlg·relatcd • County homes, a Mason County Monday 01 Klaus Foda,rt 5 prison 

.' "', ,. . " crimes:'ln Washington state, lead-' home, B ThurslDn County business, 5enlence: "\I cartalnly sends a clear 
Froderl. 38, a1~0 was sentenc~d Ing organized crime carries a max.' and 00 bitersta~,5 10 Vancouver, messagelhal drug dealing and 

.ID 20 years In pmon for a conVlc, Imum jleIllIlty of We in prison." .'.,. Wash., the authontles sald.., , •. : organizing Is nol going 10 be 
Uon or delivery of cocaine, and to " "'" ~', ,..:... . . .. '.1::. I ''r''lriU!~ Mirtin~ ' ..... '. ." . ',.,. '. tolerated in our· community. This is a 
lesser terms for convictions of pas. 'The conVIctions stemmed rr<lm "F"C "'-'ckin ;jlalilYchbusmess was; substantial senlenca. We pul a lot 01 

. f . d d li f the Oct: .. 3 three-coun~ bust of .. H.. g" ,w was owned hard ork I !hI " sess!on 0 cocrune an every 0 Frod rt' ~!...' hi by Frodert and' one of the oth w n s case.: , 
marijuana. But all terms are ID be e. u.< .. g nng, w neUed R. • ers 
served concurrenUy. . dozen other suspects, all but two of . conY'cted, Steven D. !Jollins, then 

'" , I,' " .... I • ,.' whom have been convicted on re- ,~g. '~: •.• r;;::-:' ·i:~· ~.'" ., ., : 
Frodert was found gwlty of the lated charges. 'lbe two were not . "', Police said the trucking company 

ch"l1les by a I'ury in April, but was charged Among those convicted 'wal used to Jaunder money from 
ac~u'tted a two other drug ,!ere 1"rD?ert'~ wife, Lori Jean Fro- th,~ ~! •• rlng.~:. ~ey ,8~., the 

mDney.I.W;d~rIn~ alIegaUon was 
part of the leading-organized-aime 
~e againsl Froderl 

County· dr~g ~!S,~~'~~'''''''''' ·--~~~~~g~'~.lt1~P!:~t§'~',£S!~§§l:gl!)Hyg~r. 
• A task-force officer credits, .', '" 'j 

federal funding, more ~. ';~!.!~~L!~~~~~ 
detectives and close work, . :.: ',~" 'Public safety In South ·,C: ..... CI ~."" 
between police agencies for~;:'·:.' Co', " , ',- ;;: .. ·i 'j 
seizing over $100 000 in drug ",;, "i "We always wanl do 

. ' • ,.\ I . - 'but It was the 
moneym1991." '. "','Olympia police 

". " ' •• ' .task·force Intelligence "wee,'.", .. ",,' 
By Armando Machado . ~..i Ii", ~ ;:~jIl hr j' Per!dns noted that "the 
The Olyinpian ""," :~'.': I ", ',for the previous five years 

It was a very good year for lhe Th .. ~lnn .. ' 1991 alone, we ,had wN,e~Il,~:~~t~~!~~~~~~i~ill'J.~~o~~~~;;~I~'~~~~$j~~~?;; 
C 

1 U '-"""""'" '.' He attributed the s 
oun yNarco csTaskForce.", ".' I'",.,; police' aQend::i,es:r:f.f~~!tl,~~:~:~sl~~!:;:e'~1~l~=~~~:~~2~~~~~ 
In 1991, the task force made 160 arrests and having D 

(141 for felonies) and seized $4.4 million In ;\ the taSk (orce: . ~'~~~~1~;~~:i~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~J~:~~ cocalOe, methamphetamine ·an~. other ,",' He also noted that th,: :WllShlnl!lton' 
dnlgs, $101,400 In suspected dnlg money. receiving federal funding , ' '. '.' 'H,I" 
and 100 firearms,. according to a police " ment and B dnI~UPS hoWne Watch app68f!I rnoothly In the'South 
reportreleuedWednesday." ., • 19!1?:~~.I~.Jcell,o~.~f~. 8ect1on.Wn;f,.'m .', . . , ... 

Narcotics task force, registers suqcesses 
't'I • - ' 

• Also a national organization demeanor suspects; served 3D search Westem StDtes In'ormotlon Network, a 0' drugs has not diminished," , 
, I d th Th t warrants; rDlded 13 marijuana growing (ederol organization that provides drug In· The Thurslon County Narcotics Task 

rcecogtn ze ~ .u
t 

rs on 0ceratlons; and seized 902 marijuana telligence InformDtion to law en'orcement Force, (ormed Dbout 10 years ago, consists 
olln Y group ,or I s pants, 28 firearm. and (our vehicles. agencies In Washington, Oregon, Calif· oC eight Investigators from the Olympia, 

cooperation between "We're maldng lots of arrests; we'ra ornie, Alaska and HawaII. Lacey and Tumwater pollc~ deparlments, 
jurisdictions. seizing lots of drugs," sold task (orce su- During the annual WSIN con'erence In the Thurston C~unty She"!f

s 
Office and 

pervlsor John Suessman, a Lacey police Sacramento Jasl month, the task force _ Ihe Washington State Patrol, 
lieutenant. ,one oC 22 In Washington stale _ WDS Also assigned to It are two Th~rston 

By Armando Machado 
The Olympian , . 

Members or Tb~rslon cOlllfs n,rcot. 
ICI lask (orc9, say t iy are ma ng ga ns m the war on rugs butlhat Ihey need more 
halp from the public. 

"For all 0' Jast year we seized over $4 , named Washington's Agency of the YeDr, County deputy prosecutors Dnd three 
miliioll, olld for the O"sl six mOlllhs oC this for oxemplifying the cooperntlon necessary supporl slaffers, one Crom the stnt~ Na· 
yeDr we seized over $3 million _ 80 we're (or effcclty. narcotics enforcement. • tlonnl Guurd Dnd two Crom the cIty oC 
ijolng very well." Because of Increased Informallon shor· Lai~~' unll's' biggest succe~s story this 

MOI'e Ihan $3 million worth or drugs and 
$16,000 in suspected drug mOlley were 
seized dUling the first six mOlllhs of 1991, 
police said this week. 

Suessman sDld the unit Is receiving lng, (or example, a drug CDse i.n Spokane or yeDr come in April on Tilley Road, when $2 
plenty oC d,"g tips. However, some poten· SeatUe may lead to an Olympia connection million worth oC methylDmine was confis· 
Ual IIpsl.ers "Dre a bit reluctant 10 ~other wh!ch in tum may lead to DII OlympiD busl, coled and one mDn was arrested. Methyl· 
the pohce departmenl - and It s 110 POhCD said. amine is a chemical uscd 10 produce 
bother; that's why we're here. We need the Suessman noted that the WSIN nwnrd melhumphetamlnc. 

Also during that period, lhe task force 
arrested 10 felony suspects and 15 mls· 

Involvemen~ for them 10 keep in close "should nol make anybody think lh·,t we'vo 'I'hc sllspect Warren IIamblin Inter 
contact wilh us." won Ihe war on drugs, 'rhe slrcet ~nlue of, pleaded guilty ~nd was senlcnce~ t~ thrce 

The ~sk (orce was recognized by the drugs has nol gone up, and the availability' and a halC years in prison. 

I Around South Sound 

17 arrested on suspicion of 
drugs, firearms possession 

The ,'hurslon County NareoUcs Task...flwal nr· 
rested 17 suspected Celons and seized m,ore Ulan 
$158,000 worth of cocaine, heroin and other dl'ugs 
during December, a task force spokesman said, 

Also confiscaled were several sticks oC dynamite, 
, " stungun and lhree firearms, said Lacey police LL 

John Suessman, who heads lhe force. 
The lask force, which operatcs wilh help from 

federal funds, is made up of deleellves from the 
Thurston Coullty Shcriffs Omce. Olympia, Lacey 
and Tumwatcr police, and the Washington Slate 
Palrol .. 

Anyone with information that may lead to drug 
arrests is asked to caU 456,4080, Suessman said. All 134 
caUs are kept confidential. . 

~ SOUTH SOUND SNAPSHOT' 



r;;,W9 Grandv'iew residents 
~'pprehended in drug raids 

.1'" 
iU.YTOM MCCRADY 

Foui:-~ Lower Yakima Valley 
aduJ~ mcluding two from Grand· 
view, wac arreslJ:d lasl Wednes· 
day;'.April 17, on cocaine·related 

view areas over tlle \:lsI four 
months. MOle arrests are amici
p3led within !he nexl 30 days, he 
said, 

charges in a raid involving over 60 He said over 60 oC/icers from 
law enforcement oflicers. Grandview. Granger, Mablon, Sun· 

A '::'~ied 'were ~. 10":0 Mendo...... nysiuc. Toppenish. Wapa!o, the no... ~, ~ Yakima Nation. Zillah, Yakima 
Ccja,' 29;, Grandview: Ramon County Sherifrs OC/ice, and the 
CasliUo-Galvan. 35, Sunnyside; Ig- Washington Slal.C P:lIrol partid. 
nacio Barnjas·Mala, 34. Sunnyside; . P'l~ in !he drug mids. They were 
:tnd Maria' Aurora Garcia, 31, asststed by porsonnel from !he Bu
Grandyiew. Castillo-G:tIvan and reau of' Alcohol, Tob:Jcco and 
B:lrojas-M:ua were :llT:ligned on Firearms: !he U.S. Immlgralion and 
~harges of delivery of a controUed Naturalization Service' and the 
SQ~SUlnCC. ·.Mendoza.Ceja was ar- U.S. Drug Enforccmen't Adminis. 
,r:ugncdforsaJeofaconlroUedsub- tralion's Yakima ~ ,Tri-Cities 
'II:W:c,...a04: Garcia for possession'" I:IsIc forces. 

Avenue, Sunnyside: and 413 1/2 
South II th SIICC~ Sunnyside. 

In .Odilion to the arreslS. oC/iccrs 
seized S21.552 in cash, 14 ounces 
of suspected cocaine, four semi· 
automatic handguns, and four vehi· 
cles. Sg~ Zweiger said cocnine has 
a . wholesaie v:tlue of 5800 per 
ounce. One Suspecl had aboul three 
ounces of suspcclJ:d cocaine on his 
person, :tIong with 51.000 in cash, 
Police seized S21,OOO in cash from 
bis home, 

'11 was very successful as far as 
who we arrested, and what we ac· 
complished: !he I:IsIc force super· 
visor said of the mids. '11 was the 
besl inter:tgency errort I have ever 
seen.. I have never seen anything 
come close to iL· ')f a cootrOUed substance with in

cnt io.tdcIiver, All appeared in 
:'aldnllLCoonty Superior Court'on Seven searcb wamutlS "'e", He said coordinating the many 

agencies involved was 3 
iu~:~23. . . 

~"" - ' 

Ac~g IQ Sgt. Tom Zweiger, 
upcrriSot· of the Lower Valle), 
~Pl.'29J.a!iaslc Force, ihe U1VesU
::W~, s from sever:tl under· 
over.pu'rc!iases of cocaine in the 
:unnXf~'. Mabton, and' Grand-

. served on Gmldview and Sunny- 'monumcnt1l erfort', It took a 
side area residences begiMing al weclc to plan the mids, and one d:ly 
aboul 8 a.m. WarnIJllS wem exe· . to brief the offICers involved. A 
euted' Ill. 206 Douglas Street, command J>?SI was established 111 
Grandview;- 1005 Cooestoga Way, !he Sunnysu.lc Police Depanmen~ 
Grandview: 230 Nicolai Avenue, SgL Zweiger said the suspects 
Sunnyside; 2990 Maple Grove w= Dot 'streel level" violators. 
Road, Sunnyside; 501 Conlin.nt1l bUI rnther "leilo traflickers." A leila 
Road, Sunnyside; 2351 Lincoln is aboul2.2 pounds of drugs. 

SusP~~~.··~etted in 'Drug/Sting guilty. 
. ,.,... " . '." 

Feds take poi~;;$.qs~ 
OlllAK.':' The U.S. atlor· eonvicted.')n ',okanogan 

ney's office has taken over County. . 
the case of a rural Omak . The federal government 
couple charged with growing also is taking over a case' in 
about $100.000 worth of mar- which the Oakes' $100,000 
ijuana in their Crumb:J.chcr house would be confiscated 
Estates home. because it was used to grow 

Jerald ,1. Oallc5, 29. and his marijuana, ?Rls~l',g.;;.~id. . 
wife, Colleen M. Oakes. ,26, If the ~ounty ~uc~~eded In 
have been indicted on fed. can lis eating the h~,use .. abo!'t 
eral charges of possessing, 80 percent 0f·,wl.ueh"s paId, 
growing and delivering mar. fnr, the slale would lake 75 
ijuana, said Joe Solseng, pe:e~nl of the ~rpfit" Solseng 
deputy proseeulor in Ok. saId: -, ; • 
anogan County. oi~;!h s!~~;n~'~lill~tI~~n~1~ 
. Concurrently, charges filed house, the eouuty would reo 
In Okanogan County Supe· eeive aboul90 percent of the 
rior Court against the Oa~ses profit, he said. ,., 
were dropped, Solseng saId. The Oakeses were arrested 

'Solseng said penalties by agents of,the:. North Cen· 
against the couple would be Iral waShin~ton 'Narcoti~s 
much higher under federal Task Force ov; 4 aher 2~ 
.law - a minimum of five mariJuana plan~:·'.·and five 
years in prison instead of pounds of .marijuana buds 
about 90 days in jail - than were found In the basement 
if they were prosecuted and of their home .. ;: " .. 

OKANOGAN. A f';nn~r Oroville to was on March 28, 1990. He was ·were dismissed during plea 'bar~ain-
m.n was sentenced to ne>rly two. . originally chargcd with three other ing, In add ilion 10 his sentence Bar. 
years in j.iI after ad milling to one narcolics chorges as well. bUI I~ey tell was fined $1,000. . 

~iJ~}~rfi~~~~~~;~"c~~n;iY"~~~~~: M aJ-0 r . CO ca in e bust 
Kevin Bartell. 38, Okanogan, plead 

guilly to Ihe Charge in Okanogan • . 

CountySuperiorCourllaslweek,He I-,n Brewst.er ar'ea was sentenced 10 23 monlhs in jail, 
and 12 months of community place. 
ment, said Assistanl Criminal Dep. 
uty Prosecutor Mike McNeff. 

"He was allowed 60 days before he 
has to report to begin serving his 
sentence," said McNeff. "He willihen 
be sent to a facility at SheltOn, W A. 
be~o:e ~.cing pla~d al a correctional 
faCIlity. ,.,,,.' ','" , 

Barlell WaS one of seventeen sus· 
peclS rounded up in the largest drug 
sling operation in Okanogan Counly 
hislory. The drug sting was based on 
invesllgalions made by Ihe North 
Central WaShington NarcolicS'l'iiSk 
Force. ." ' ....... . 
"Aiilici lime orBartell's bail he>ring 
Okanogan County Prosecutor Jack 
Burchan! accused the suspect ofbcing 
"a cocaine dealer and making his liv· 
:Jng.~~Ii~g;'if?I\~t' .. S~:r,~ 
:111~ delivery.l~a.I.~arteli plead guilty 
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BREWSTER - Over a kilo of co·, Portillo, Rafael M. Garibayand Ven· 
caine with a slreet value in excess of tura M: Valdobinos. .,. .' 
S15,000 was seizcd in what is being Valdobinos, 39, was charged with 
Callcd the county's largest drug bust deliveryofacontrolledsubslanccand 
in over two years. 'possession of a conlrolled substance 

Members of the North Central (cocaine) with intenllo deliver. . 
Washin ton • olios as 0 ce Garibay, 45, was charged wilh deliv· 
t e .anog30 unty henfrs de· ery of a conlrolled substance and 
partmenl, and troops from the Na· conspiracy to deliver a controlled 
tional Guard were called in to aid in substance (cocaine). 
the arrcst Ihat occurred hi a mobile Portillo, :16 was charged for posses-
home located south of Brewster. sion of a conlrolled substance. . 

Authorilies surrounded, Ihen Weed said thaI the bust was the 
searched a mobile home where more result of over two monlhs of under_ 
than a kilog"m of cocaine, S4,500 in cover work by Ihe drug lask force, 
cash and. small caliber semiauto· adding'that a confidential informanl , 
matic riOe were found. for Ihe task force had allegedly pur· 
.t,\.woman and IWO men, all resid,enlS ~)w~ed .,1J~\C,pnce,pf,.f9.cainefrQm 

. oClllrewsler werelarrested.,. Booked 9})S£f Ihe s~Sp~ClS. t;j.~;Zi'-:Z.j.;;~t:.,~ 
into thecountyjail \\'ercAorcncia G: ' -;-::;. ~;.,,~.!~ ... : ',' .. ~; -. ..... ~~~ •• "4_~" 



ByANDYNORSTAD~. :: :;-t~:llrr.~·, ';".,,,., .. 'c,, •• ,,, 
• o(tb.~ Herald st:Jff. " ....... ",::'.:-'f'::j ',:, 
• Two 19·year-<lld men were arrested sUn· 
dav evening ailer the, body of. a, man W,", 
foUnd iii the Nooksac!< RIver just DOrth of " 
Nugents.Corne,r: .:.' '- ."~o '.' 

Dee' 

Oak 

orcilat,Jy, ,tied Thursday, evening at the 

B dlan
ncard' !hd.e : ~ugeD~., ~o,\.!',~r,.;: 

ran.. ",SfIf .' '. !'~!"" ' ...• 

said, one, o( the suspects 'i>": 
_'~"IIv,_. casual acqu,ainlance of: the, 

... 
NI 

T 

CountY, 

'cion of homicide., '" ••..• "~~~!iJ~~~~~~~~~~SJ Deputies are: "!)O pen:ent sure" of,!he.: 
: victim's ideDtity, but will await COnfirmatiOD '.-." ",' __ ,_ 

D~lg raid :oUDty's largest 
Tho men arrested, street v~lue pUt at $50 million Sanior"' and, Porks saiq, Bcllin~ham is be. 

t;omJn~, "J:1 !nct:e3.!lngly! iml?o~nt. s~ging 
area. for· ship,ment. of: -druqs~ be.t:ween; ttte,' 
U.S~ and C.1naaa; By C,ITm: I.OGG 

nfthellcroldstnlT 

BLAINE -, ~':I~.)ritics arrested two men 
;Jnd ~~ized, .' .. tis, 1)( coc:Jine \\-it11 a 
.'itreet value lPk " S50, miUion in. the lan~· 
est druI;' t:J,id. ever 10 Wh3tcom CounLY, fcd· 
erato officipjs. announced here ~~s morn,Jn'4. 

Timothy Andrew ~Iurr.lYI 42. or Surrey. 
B,C. is bClng hold WlthoOL bail in. Seattle. 
Ile, appeared before 0 U.S, maglstraLe Ihere 
on Fnday. ruler his, arresl I.st Tuesday in 

Bellingham. 
Federal investig;:)tors also anestcu ~tur. 

my's aUc!lcd . .lccompUcc, Mols,t!s Uadillo 
Sanchez. a P:mamaman citizen. repnrtcdJy 
li\Jn~ iUegaUy in Miami. Fla. 

Authorities arrested, Sanchez in a New 
York Cit'! hotel room as the cocaine ::tnived 
from BeUin~am, said Robert D, Porks, 
Dru~ EnIorcement Administration's) agent' 
in charge in BI.ine. , , ' 

The uncut cocine is YOllued. at 512 mil. 
lion 10, $15 miUio.n, .ccording to (edcrnt 

guidelin.es. The street v<Jlut! so~rs, aller Ute 
dru~ !s cut. Vlilh olher.- subsum~cs <u~d· pack· 
3getJ, In sm~U .lmOunlS. for llaJC. 

Sanchez was a1T:lIgncd by a fcdernl, m:l\!. 
istrnte in New York. and will. be returned, lo 
Se.tUe 10, (ace chor~e,s with, Murroy. in Ii,S, 
District Court. Porks said. 

,he cocaine, shipment is, believed, 10 be 
the largest' ever to pass throu~ Whalcom 
County, said ~bert L. Sanford. U,S. Cus. 
(oms . enforcement Olgent in, charg~ -in. 
Blaine., 

The an:e~ls and t4'uq:. seizu(,c stemll)t!l!, 
irarn 3, flJu.tine t;3r~'1. in~p~lio_n Jan. l7 b~' 
":Ustoms a~cn~ in LoOq Beilch. C~iif,. 
Parks said. '\~enlS discovered, the coc:ur., 
irolJl Ecu:Jdor· conccnied in 3, sttipment Q • 

manganese destined (or BeUingham, 
In\'estil~3tors, seized the, cocaine,' in C:ill 

fornia and: substituted ba~1 of cement :i! 
the. shlpmenl couJd,continue' 10 Beliimlharr 
b~ commercial "",,"cr. Parks saig. The co 

(Se~ llRUGS. roge ,<\2, Coll 

several<box;es he. bou~t locally, San-n'm' gs ford said. .~! 
•:,,'.' ". '." InvesU~ators' arrested, blm there 

on Jan, 28, aided by Whatalm, Coun· 
(Contl~ued rrom, I'ag~ All Ly sheIiifs. deDuties.· and the" 
'caine. was:'JlolVTl 'on a, government : task!orc." Saruord sai~ . . 
plane under he3VY guatd and stored ,'l\IUl1<lY a~ed to. coop.",le with, 
tempor:lIily in a Customs warehouse ;investlgators ilnd he WilS. ac.; 
before belDl>,mo,vcd l? a warehouse ' comparued lD New Vork by a DEA 
where Mw::af.,p:ck".d,11 up: ", '.agen~'~an!ord said. The two dellv· 
. (]n~w;u;, 'of the govennenL sur·. ered part of the coc:une W. ~anchez. 
veillance MurraY, removed. the co' .. : and. New Vork ~uslDms and DE.\ 
caine. fl;ti.;. the bags, of manganese , a~ents arresled him as he. met, WIth 
and plo?,d: il. in two'suilcases and, MUn;:Jy, S3Ilford s~d. 

COun..ty,'C9Upl~.· a.fS~~~t6f s~c~ild:)ne(ml~]J 
By CATHY tOGG, " " Th" ageot;said there. were enough .' waS. to, be unp.o~ed SOO!!.E..\h~ .. 1988 
oftbe Herold'staff ..... '. chemIcals to, make, abou.! four: ,case:.'~" '!"", ' . "i,""":' '" ' , ' 

,\',', ;,' . . pounds, of methamphe~!'o blown ., Fridat~; r:'!d,adds; to ."'~,:£!l~ples, 
A Whatoom County couple ar- .on, th~ slr!e,~as.,"C\'OI1k.' :'''''':::-;,' :::. ,.,tro~bles., .. !t,)\'~ qwte OD,VlCU' that. 

rested frl!!"li,nlght when authorities,. ~~ , 
rntded a,-susnl'<'ted.. ",_. 
mIii~' !abo1;i~~ .. .~f. .~ 
~g a ~r a~9~ . ! ~ , e .w:is::Pght 1i8ck.a~ it.:Anytime: we' , . ::TI1in?,~ '';''e~ pot h~I)l~!;;v~"n: 

ptinpeal, imiIar" <lnig' I b ,'/,." ,~" ,Mve 'something like, that; we would, ollicers a\T1~ed ail!tut,5 p.m. to seNe' 
a gas .; a: ." • I " make. that, a priority, That always a' search' warr:!D~.' he said.. ODe o! 

Jack r; Darwln, 57. andJchaona peakSourin!el:OsL", '.,';' " .. their children and a,noighbot chil.d 
G, D"!IV"'o 3.9,.018760 Custe,t.School , The Darwins were:arrested, April: were l/Ie onl~ ones at; the residence. 
Road are "'!ch. bemg heldlD lV!!~t. 28"1988,, when, sherili's 'deputies. He, said the nei~bot'ChllJi was,sen! 
com COWlty Jail on $20,000 baJ!. : ,Il DEA , ageDts: and, members: of. the home. . .'.. " 'r .. •• • 

The couple's four children;, ages 2 Northwest Regional Drug Task An ollicer arresled the c,Duple 
months,.. ~, .. !5 'years,. ha~e: been Force' ratd,ed: the .. Duple's home. tn,' wiJhcut incident a,s they, approached 
placed. "'Ui Child Prctective Ser- vesligators at that. time seized a the house' the sergean~,said. 
vices. said Wha!~m Cg~~ty Sherili's large 1Imo"nt' of property; inel~dirig, ' lie said. about a 'dozen ollicers in. 
SgL Jelll'a!!<:s- ,;,' '" ••.• • moreljlan,$6,300 in cash; eluding DEA and, U.S. Customs. 

Parks said invesUgators seized an !n A~liust that year, the couple ro- agents, Belllryghorn po~ce, \¥hatcom 
undisclosed', amount of; suspected, celved,: a four,year sentence. much, County Shenifs depu~es: and st.:'te, 
methamphetamine; chemicals. and, stilfer'~ the, s«an<!M? . rang" of Department, o,f Corr~ctions p:obaUon 
equipment used to make the drug. A th~ee, to) rune month. In Jail, accor,d. o.fficers partiCIpated In thr" ratd. 
fede!'al Drug Enforccmeqt:A~is. ingto,courtp'apers,' . T~e·d",,~ lab was, found in a.ga. 
tralion chemical. waste disposal The, two. appealed the sentence. "'gO; which, now has been posted 10 
leam removed the toxic: chemicals and were a,waiting a, higher court re- warn. people that il has been, ex. 
and equipmenl after investigators view,. In January, the st.:'te Court,o( posed to, hazprdous chemicals. , 
remo,Ved samples. and, the. suspected Appeals alIirmed the senlence. ' Sgl Parks said the chemIcals will. 
drugs, said DEA Agent B~b Parks, Autho~U'" said ~e priscn: ~rm, be tesled. , , 
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Police break up three-state drug ring 
By Rick House 
ChronlcieStafl 

A major cocaine distribution 
rJng, operating out of at I .. st three 
West Coast state., was severely 
disrupted during the weekend, ac· 
cording to police who arrested 
seven people and uncovered 
$500,000 buried In a back yard of 
home in California. 

The drug operation, at Its peak, 
was distributing about 100 
kllogroms of eucaine a month to 
locations In Washington, Oregon 
and Callfornin, and was funneling 
millions of dollor. a monlh 10 loca. 
tion. In the three states, according 
to Gordon Spanski, coordinator for 
tbe Trl·Agency Narcotics Nelwork, 
a drug enforcement unit In Lewis 
County. 

SPANSKI SAID the arrests and 
discovery of the buried cash during 
the weekend were a cuJmination o[ 
a three·month Investigation by the 
drug enforcement team, which un· 
covered an operation so intricate 
Ihal police were amazed by Its 
enormity. 

The hlghligbt of the invesUgation 

came on Saturday, at D Los Angeles 
suburb, where olllcers from Lewis 
Counly and the San Bernardino 
County, Calif., Sherlll's Office 
served a search warrant and un· 
covered the burled cash. Police are 
wllhholdlng the exact 10caUon 
where Ihe cash WDS burled because 
of an ongoing Investigation. More 
Drresls are expecled, according to 
Spanski. 

Drenl Pfundheller, a ~ 
commander, said MondaYiJiii[1lie 
money was buried In plastic bags, 
cellophane and inside D plasUc 
pipe. ThL money wos burled nearly 
two feel deep. The pipe, which can· 
talned $200,000, was burled and then 
covered with with concrete, he said. 

strcets of Lew .. County, he said. 
A separale operation was used to 

funnel money back 10 the original 
suppliers, said Spanskl. Duslnesses 
throughout Ihe Ihree states were 

one made during the weekend by 
the Lewis Counly dr~g team are 
part of the same orga"lzation, satd 
Spanskl. 

being used 10 launder the proceeds FOUR PEOPLE were arrested 
from the drug sales, he said. In California in connection wilh the 

Police believe the burled money discovery of the mon'Y' and three 
was laken out of circulation long Centralia residenls were ar,·ested 
enough to keep It from being traced in a raid on a Centr.lla home, at 
back to drug sources. Aller a cool. 1208 Windsor Ave., durin, the 
Ing.off perlod,lI waS then transpor. weekend. 
ted back to Ihe main suppliers. One of Iho,e arresto<! In Central. 

As many as ISO people could be la, Jody I •. Jacobs, 2J.ls a "major 
Involved In the operation, and at player" in the organization, said 
leasl two of those arrested dUring Spanski. /Ie wa.s boo (cd Into Ihe 
the weekend were hlgh.ranking county jail (or inveslibatlon of can. 
admlmstrators of the organlzalion, splracy to deliver cocaIne. 
said Spanskl. . I.uls M. Garcia, 20, and Noel L. 

"We think we've significantly Alvarez, 23. were aJsc arrested at 
LEWIS COUNTY was the hub of crippled a major organization for a the Centralia home an~ booked Into 

Ihe distribution of Ihe drugs, said considerable time," said Spanskl, the counly Jail for Inv,.tig.tlon 01 . 
Spanski. lie said SO to 60 kilograms explaining thaI a similar drug ar. four counls of dellyer' of cocaine 
or cocaine was being tunneled rest last year by Oregon police and one count DC p,ssessJon DC 
Ihrough Lewis Counly and Ihen resulted in :I slgniflcanl drop in the sIal en property. 
portioned out to be delivered and a mount of cocaine being shipped In ,addition to Ihe '(izure of the 
sold In the Puget Sound area, East. through Lewis Counly. ' $500,000 In Cali(ornia, 11\·0 weapons 
ern Washington and Oregon. In Ihat Incldenl, $318,000 was' and a vehicle were' a~O taken by 

While the majority of drugs were \ seized by police from a man who police. Authorities ",II also go 
being shipped elsewhere, some of \ was transporting It back 10 Callfor. I Ihrough properly stlzure pru. 
the cocaine was being sold on the nla In his car. ThaI seizure and Ihe cedures for Ihe Califorr.ia home. 

Police turn the tables 
and take away property 
By Rick House 
Chronicle Stall 

, In another move involving an aUeged marijuana 
grower a drug task force Friday confiscated an 18. 
foot pI~asure boat, a car, jewelry and other goods 
from a Lacey man who was arrested last month for 
Investigation of rwmlng a growing operaUon •. 

While there bave been many cases in recent years 
wbere police have complaLoed about drug dealers 
receiving relaUvely light senlences, authorlUes are 
sLoging the praises of ,eizure laws. 

"Tbat's wbat hUrts 'em most'- get their assets and 
get things they profited from (drug sales)," Spanski 
said. 

The seizure of property Is an example of the how 
far poUce can now go against those aUeged to be 
dealing In drugs, said Gordon Spanski, coordinator of 
the Unified NarcoUcs Task Force operating In the 
LeWIS count~ area. 

Officers from the federaUy.funded drug team pull. 
ed up to the Lacey home, located on Sparrow Court in 
northern Thurston County, and bauled away thou· 
sands of doUars worth of property. 

The owners of the home, Lynn and Wendy Waters, 
could only sit and watcb as poUce loaded UP fur. 
nlture diamond rings and electronic equipment and 
took It all away. Lynn Waters was arrested In a drug 
raid last month. He Is free on bail, awaiting trial, ac· 
cordLog to Splnski. InformaUon on Weody Walers 
was unavailable Friday evening. 

The task force coordLoator said UNET bas become 
mucb more successful at moving Loto operaUons that 
are beLog run as a business. The success comes from 
more experience In dealing with drug sellers, wbi~h 
allows the team to develop more information to set up 
• more sORbisticated Inteillgence network. 

He said that success Is shown througb staUstics 
that Indicate UNET Is now bringLog Lo nearly twice 
.s mucb money as Ills spending on drug buys. 

AuthoriUes on the drug team said Friday's proper· 
ty seizure was especially satisfying because the orig. 
loal tip on the alleged drug operation came from a 
concerned ciUzen. That tip led officers to wbat they 
believe. Is • marljuana.seUing business that was 
feeding areas from the Puget Sound region down Into 
Oregon. Three separate warrants were served, and 
elgbtpeople were arrested,ln connection with the in. 
formation against Waters. 

Sheriff's office 
seizes tavern 
in drug probe 

Spanski Is hopLog UNET will be able to keep the 
goods, sell them and use the proceeds for!uture drug 
sUngs. Tbe owners have a chaDce to appeal the 
seizure. but Spaoski said seizure appeals ~ave not 
beeo too successful recenUy, noUng that police bave 
been careful to seize goods that bave either aided a 
drug operaUon or been purcbased with drug pro. 

ce~~~ doeu~eDt it pretty well," said Spanski. liAs 
long as we can tack it to that, then we get it." 

Property taken by police Friday from Waters' 
home Locluded a 1987 BayUner Inboard.outboard 
boat, a 19&J Porshe 924, a 48-Locb big screen televl· 
sian, a videocasselle recorder, a sateillte antenna 
dlsb and controls, a china butcb, a fa. fur coat, two 
end tables, two diamond rings (~.c.rat aDd one 
enral). a t,i.carat dJ.3mond braceleland a c.ertifIcate.' 
of deposit with a value of $4,000. 

Agents 
seize 
4 Ibs. of 
cocaine 
Sy JACK DOIILEY 
-"';t'r: ,.~ .. J.' '.' 

Tri·Cit\' nrc:! rlrlll.! n~cnts conns~ 
~'3tCJ mf.lr{' 'linn four pounds of 
t'ncainc T~ '''l:rl;1:' nnd arrested 
I"·,, pctloh .. \ one n( the hil!!.:cst 
'rr'!~ hu=:c: lfIllll! ~fid "ululHhia. 

Henton r;t)unl!o' ShcrJrr Jim 
!~CIlIlCtly O::licilhc arrests c:1Ppctl 
:J t'ollr'ffi'lnth intcstiaation that 
i'c!!~n 111"1'1 rnliCfl1n Pro.'iser. 
/JrtJ~ ,u.:r:nts sci7ed two kilos of 

~"cnil1l~. r}r nUIlIIl-lA pound5. ;1S 
-"cr! :1e: r;nnCIl!UUS, nnf'S nut! two 
'd'hiclf1~ 

'I:C ;lrr~ct" wen' 1I1nrlc in:t I!ro' 

Drugs 
.COntinued from Page A1 

j!nry :it~m p:ukint: Jot in Prosser 
1Jtcr .\fclrn :u:cnts paid the sus~ 
f'ccl~ sr,n,OOo. 
f\~lInc"y ~ilid th.,t Is the most 

!'!lOney ~Ictro hi11C' "\'Cr pOlid clurin~ 
n dru~ in'''c!'ili~:H.rm. 

The in\'estieotion started aner 
Pro!iscr p"licc received OJ tip, 
ArrC'!'led were: 

• Alberlo F. Mojica. 24; Sixlo 
Hernandez, 21: i'Ulf! I\m~el PI· 
Uleott'l. 27.:i1l ,,( lR55 r.. ~rel1de. 
So. "·3, Prosser, Hernandez and 
Pimentel arc bcin~ held on 
55Q.OQO boll, and Moilca Is under 
nn 1",00..11"011\" hold and boil has 
!lnt been !'ct. . 

II Bertha Sonchez. 29. ond Juon 
Fori .. Son chez. 32, both or 1422 
',\', Firth 1'1:lcr.. Kennewick. 
Hf'rtha Sanchez',1Ii h<1iJ WilS"gct at 
~::!5.f)l)O. and Juno Sanchez"s Wll3 
• ..:r.t O1t $50,000. 

,\.:cnts found 01 number of 
·• .. (':lpuns at Qr ncar the two homes. 
'jlll! round one WC:1fllJn in :J .'iUS· 
I'eel's car. All the u'capons wcre 
;1)i1dcd. 5nicJ Kennedy. :lnll " cou. 
lilt' rillrs had Ir.lescollic ,'lites. 

f1H'}' could h:l\'C !leen vcry cos" 

i1y used to take one QrOUr officets 
down," he said. 

Cash ror Ihe drug buy was·ob· 
toined from a local bank •• -=. 
Kennedy declined to say which 
one -and In return. Metro wrote' 
the bank a check ror the .mount. 
The check was secured by money 
and property confiscaled In pre. 
\'Ious busts. :: : 

Kennedy said the amounll)f co: 
r.ilinc shows the operation wa'50: 
phlsticated, and Ihallhe sellers 
'-"cre not small-time street deaJ • 
ers. 

O\lIhou~h low nlncers are h6p. 
ing the arrests will pul a denlln' 
area drug trade, they doubt It wllJ 
halo'c much of an Impact. • j 

Said Chief nay Cotey of Ihe' 
rrosser PoJlee Department. "I 
reel there have been some In· 
rOilds m01dc, but r don't see nny 
end. Thero wll! .Iways be some
onc to takc their place," 

Coley nnd Kennedy proisedOtb~ 
~Ietro unit (or the smooth opera .. 
Itt)n. ,\Ilhoui{h Kennedy a~rees 
there will be no IOOiHerm erfect 
rrom the bust. he said I,letro's 
work has helped keep the TrI.Clty 
tlreiJ rrf)m helm; n dantt:erous 
plncr. to th'c. 

By Laura Towey 
Cbronlcle Staff 

A NapavLoe tavern and the prop· 
erty upon which It sits have been 
seized by tbe Lewis County 
Sheriff's Office as a result of a drug 
and firearms investigaUon and raid 
by the cOWlty', Unified Narcotics 

nlorcemeat Team, 
rasty 5 avera, complete with 

appliances and furnitllrc-. waS seiz. 
ed by law offie.rs Friday. 

The county's seizure of the build· 
Log and real estate stems from a 
raid last October, in whicb UNET 
officers Infiltrated narcotics and il. 
licit firearms activiUes allegedly 
origLoating from tbe tavern. pur. 
chasLog the illegal drug metham· 
phetamine a-1 banned firearms 
sucb as chin, ,e machine guns and 
sawed.off sbotguns. 

Five people, including Jerry 
Marks. ace of the tavern's owners. 
were arrested in connection with 
the raid. Federal firearms cbarges 
are expected to be lodged against 
Marks for tbe alleged gun sales. 

Marks has aiready pleaded guilty 
to two counts of methampheiamLoe 
delivery and will be sentenced for 
those convictions later this month 
U1 Lewis COWlty Superior CDlU"t. 

In regard to Friday's property 
;eizure. under state statutes. law 
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entorCew.~Dt agencies are permit. 
led to seize property linked to Illicit 
drug activlUes, and to liquldate 
those assets for future law eo· 
forcement activities, 

But wbat makes the Frosty'S 
Tavern case a landmark Is the fact 
that tbis Is Lewis County's first· 
ever case in seizing real-estate 
property as tbe result a! a 
methampaetamLoe raid. 

According to lewis County Depu. 
t, Prosecutor Ruth Vogel. the 
county "may well be the firsttl in 
the state to deal with such a case. 

Sbe added tbat such matters typo 
Ically have been dealt wilh on the 
federal level. aDd in this case. ber 
office would be analyzLog bow ,ucb 
Locidents bave been handled 00 the 
foderallevel. 

Gordon Spanski. coordLoator of 
UNET, agreed with Vogel's Slate· 
ments. 

"We're blazing new territory 
bere. If he said. 

At this point. Vogel said. the tav. 
ern building has been shut and a 
person who lemporarily opened the 
building for busLoess after the raid 
bas beeD permilted to remove his 
property from the facility. 

"The property has been clasen 
down and ,ealed." Vogel sa.d. 



APPENDIX I 

TASK FORCE DRUG DEALER 

INFORMATION CIRC(Jl;AR 



ENOUGH! I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF IJJ.!U<.;.S 
IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD! 

I've reason to lx:licvc that 
(Nun<.' ~nown) 

is usin£Vdealinr; drur;s. 

I'm suspicious of activities at 

I've noticed the following license plates on 

cars in the vicinity of suspected drug activity 

(Ir>d~c SI.Ie) 

OPTIONAL 

My Name: 

My Address: 

My Phone It: 

MAIl-TO: ENOUGH! 
CLALLAM COUNTY DRUG TASK FORCE 
c/o 223 E. 4th St. 
Port Angeles, Wa, 98362-3098 

OR CALL 
Port Angelcs---··-Scqufln 

452-9096 
Forks Clallam Bay 

374-5324 9G3-2700 

YOUR CONFIDENTIALIT}' WILL BE GUARDED. 
If you cnn deeail specific illformati"n. dntr..~. times or IJ(Jditionnl infolllll/l'II". f11t::I.\C 

usc ,~ sCI'."nt~ s/,cet of {J31>er. 
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APPENDIXJ 

INTERLOCAL AGREE:MENT 



"" 

SKAGIT COUNIY INTERLOCAL 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT TASK FORCE 

NARCOTICS ENFORCEMENT 
MULTI-JURISDICT10NAL TASK FORCE 

INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT 

This Interlocal Agreement is made and entered into pursuant to the provisions 
of RCW 39.34, between City of Mount Vernon, City of Anacortes, City of·Burlington, 
City of Sedro Woolley, Town of Concrete, Town of La Conner, Skagit County, San 
Juan County, and Swinomish Tribal Community. The City of Mount Vernon and its 
Police Department wilT be the applicant jurisdiction and the following agencies 
are signed as participating jurisdictions! 

1. Anacortes Police Department 
2. Burlington Police Department 
3. Sedro Woolley Police Department 
4. Concrete Police Department" 
5. La Conner Police Department 
6. Skagit County Sheriff's Office 
7. San Juan County Sheriff's Office 
8. Skagit County Prosecutor 1 s Offi ce 
9. Swinomish Tribal Police 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The participating agencies have experienced a crime problem due to drug abuse, 
which has rapidly increased from the '1970 ' s to 1990. This increase stems not 
only from an increase in population in all areas and in changing drug abuse trends, 
but also from the lack of resources to maximize drug enforcement efforts. A 
significant number of major crimes, such as residential and commercial burglary, 
robbery, assault and murder are committed by drug abusers. This experience is 
consistent with national trends that reveal a greater number of crimes committed 
by drug users. 

Enforcement efforts directed at reducing drug trafficking in our area have, until 
recently, been fought by law enforcement agencies working alone. There has been 
.1 ittle coordinated and concentrated effort directed at drug offenders and offenses, 
despite the fact that drug traffi ckers and the crime they gener,ate do not respect 
jurisdictional boundaries of municipalities and counties. Significant drug arrests 
have occurred because of detailed investigations by existing investigative units; 
however, multi-agency task force operations have been proven more effective at 
all levels of investigation. An intensive and concentrated effort directed at 
such offenders cin result in significant crime reductions far in excess of the 
results of additional manpower devoted to normal police patrol functions. 

NEEDS STATEMENT 

The criminal justice system must do its pa~t to reduce the drug abuse and related 
problems in our area by a coordinated and concentrated effort, initiating and 
conducting drug investigations at all levels possible and enforcing the criminal 
provisions of the Uniform Controlled Substance Act; RCW 69.32, 69.40 and 69.50. 
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" 

~ .. ., 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

. ~ .. ~;'~'~""'.' 
.~ i\{,is proposed that a special investigations unit or task force. be created, within 

:: the', Skagit and San Juan. County areas effective on July 1, 1991. The task. force 
" wi 1 r he compri sed of personnel assigned from 1 aw enforcement agencies withi n 
. Ska~git'and San Juan Counties and the Skag+it County Prosecutor's Office. It is 
agreed: that one. fun-time inv'estigative. person, or' more will: be assigned. from 
each of the following agencies: 

, ' 

,. Mount Vernon PoHce Department 
2. Burlington Police Department 
3. Anaco.rtes Police Department 
4. Skagit County Sheriff's Office 

CONTEMPLATED UNIT TASKS ' 

The·taskforce's contemplated tasks are investigations .centering around narcotics 
trafficking and manufacturing to impact all levels of dealer where pOSSible, 
with the primary focus on mid and lower level dealers. 

UNIT OBJECTIVES 

This section identifies specific targeted objecti.ves to be met by the,tas,k force. 

1. Identify, arrest and assist in the prosecution of drug dealers. 

2. 'Identify a·nd seize marijuan'a grow op~rations. 

3~ Intercept illegal drug suppHes in, transit to or through Skag,it 
and San Juan Counties. 

4. Identify and eliminate clandestine· drug: laboratories. 
5. Seize assets and restrict use of structures known to be used: 

by drug dea 1 ers and' manufacturers •. ' 

6. Impact drug trafficking organizations previously untouched~ 

WITNESSETH 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Anti Drug Abuse Act of 198&~ the State and Local Law 
Enforcement Act; the US Department of Justice, Bureau of Justic~ Administration 
has appropriated monies to the State of Washington to fund a coordinated state
wide Narcotics Control Program; and 

WHEREAS, the Washington State Department of Community Development, here';,nafter 
referred to ?s DCD, has been designated to adlJlin,ister the Narcotics. Control Program 
for the State of Washington; and 

WHEREAS, eligible applicants include cities, counties, and Indian tribes;+ and 

WHEREAS, OeD is soliciting applications. from consortia of elig,ib1e app,licants 
. ' for. the purpose of funding regional, multi-jurisdictional d'rug law enforcement 
.' task force projects to reduce drug trafficking and, consumpti'on in. the State. of 
. Washington; and 
": .• '.,1 
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WHEREAS, DCD desires to enter into a contract with one participating jurisdiction, 
hereinaftef····referred· . to as the applicant jurisdiction, to administer the task 
force project on behalf of the participating juris~ictions;.and . . ,,' . , . . . 

WHEREAS, the participating jurisdictions desire to enter into an agreement to 
enable the applicant jurisdiction to be the receiver of any grant, to administer 
th~ grant, and to be responsible for its terms and the task force project on b~half 
of ~he participating jurisdictions; . 

NOW, THEREFORE, the participating jurisdictions do hereby agree as follows: 
I 

SECTION ONE - PURPOSE 

~ The participating juri~dictions: 

1. Authorize their respective representatives to execute any and all 
necessary documents to. obtain grant funds available pursuant to the 
State 'and Local Law Enforcement Assistant Act for th~ purpose of 
establishing a multi-jurisdictional task force; 

2. Authorize personnel from their respective jurisdictions to participate 
in the activities of the task force according to the work plan 
established in the application for grant funds; and 

3. Authorize personnel from the law enforcement agencies of their 
respective jurisdictions to enter into operation agreements, such. 
as those pursuant to RCW 10.93, if not already established, to enable 
these agencies to participate in multi-jurisdictional task forces • 

. SECTION TWO - DURATION 

This Agreement shall commence on the day and year it is executed by the respective 
representatives and, in the event the grant application is funded by DCD, shall 
continue until such grant is terminated. 

SECTION THREE - FINANCING 

Respective participating jurisdictions in the aggregate agree to provide no less 
than twenty-five percent (25%) of the financial resources to support task force . 
project activities according to the budget described in the application as attached. . . 
In addition, each respective jurisdiction assures that the financial r~sources 
provided by jurisdictions do not supplant or replace cur'ren~ly appropriated resources. 

The Executive 80ar~ Chairperson shall be responsible for the accounting of task 
force expenditures. 

Jurisdictions entering the Agreement will be required to execute a contract which 
will specify the degree to which they will contribute to the matGhing funds requirement 
of the grant. Explicit in this Agreement will be the manner in which contributions 
wi 11 be documented.' ,. " . 
--' ..... : 

:. '. ~ 

. All cash seizures will go to the Skagit County Interlocal Drug Fund to be' made 
:; available to the task force for continuing drug investigative use. 
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Assets will stay with the task force in accordance with RCW 69.50.505, Seizures 
and Forfeitures. In the event the Unit is disbanded, such task force equipment 
derived from seizures will be held as pool equipment by the applicant agency. 
However, if only one agency terminat~s, equipment derived from seizures will 
remain with the Unit. See Section Six. 

SECTION FOUR - ADMINISTRATION 

The City of Mount Vernon is the applicant jurisdiction. The applicant jurisdiction 
agrees to provide the r1ecessary documentation to receive grant funds and ensure 

. that the provisions of the application as attached, which is the basis for which 
any grant is awarded, are met. The participating jurisdictions will arbitrate 
among themselves any dispute arising under this Agreement. 

- , 

Any disagreements or disputes concerning property disposition~ repo~rces, or 
any other problems that cannot be resolved between the agencies shall be put 
in writing by the complaining agency and forwarded to the Executive' Board Chairperson. 
The Chairperson will cont~ct the other agency in the dispute and allow that agency 
to offer a written rebuttal. Upon receiving' both written documents of dispute, 
the Chairperson shall submit them to tHe Executive Board at the next meeting 
for arbitration. The Executive Board will issue a ruling in writing to both 
agencies as to their decision which will be binding to both agencies. 

SECTION FIVE - BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND ORGANIZATION 

Overall governance of the Unit's operations, including the setting of investigative 
priorities and general operating procedures, will be vested in an Executive Board, 
comprised of appropriate representatives from each participating law enforcement 
agency wi~hin Skagit and San Juan Counties. Each member of the Executive Board 
shall have an equal·vote in the conduct of its business. One member will be 
elected by the members as Chairperson and will remain in tha,t capacity, for one 
year. The Chairperson shall be responsible for keeping parties to the Interlocal 
Agreement informed on all matters relating to the functions, expenditures, accomplish
ments and probiems of the task force. If the task force continues in existence, 
a new election will occur each year. The Executive Board will conven'e at least 
quarterly to review the Unit's activities. The Chairperson may call extra sessions 
as necessary. When the Board votes on any matter, a majority shall be required 
for passage. 

In emergency situations, the Chairperson may conduct a telephone poll of the' 
Executive Board members to resOlve an issue. 

Under the direction of the Executive Board, the Project Coordinator, Mount Vernon 
Assistant Chief of Police Mike Barsness, shall act as principal liaison and facilitator 
between the Executive Board and the task force. The Project Coordinator shall 
be responsible for keeping the Executive Board informed on all matters relating 
to the function, expenditures, accomplis~ments, and the problems of the task force. 

All persons assigned to the task force shall work under the immediate supervision 
and direction of the Task Force Supervisor,who shall be selected by the Project 
Coordinator, subject to approval of the Executive Board. All persons assigned 
to the task force shall adhere to the rules and regulations as set forth in the 
Unit's Policy and Procedures Minual, as well as their individual departmental 
rules, policies and procedures. 
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For the purpose of indemnification of participating jurisdictions against any 
losses, damages or liabilities arising out of the services and activities of the 
Unit, the personnel so assigned by any jurisdiction shall be deemed to be continuing 
under the employment of that jurisdiction and its Police Department, see Section 19. 

~ - . 
Each agency contributing manpower to the task force will continue that 'employee 
as an employee of the contributing agency and will be' solely responsible for that 
employee. 

Any duly sworn peac~ officer, while assigned to duty with the Unit as herein, 
provided and working at the direction of the Executive Board, its Chairperson, 
Project Coordinator, and the Task Force Supervisor, shall have the same powers, 

'duties, privileges and immunities as are conferred upon him as a peace officer 
in his own jurisdiction. 

SECTION SIX - ACqUISITION AND USE OF EqUIPMENT 

In the event that any equipment is acquired with grant funds received from OCD, 
the participating jurisdictions agree to use the equipment only for specified 
program purposes during the life of the grant. After the grant period ends, the 
participating jurisdictions agree to use the equipment only for approved 1aw enforcement 
purposes and to devise a process for disposition that meets federal requirements, 
should the task force operation end. . 

Th~ furniture p~rchased with the initial outlay of ~rant funds shall be retained 
by the applicant agency after the term of the grant expires. They shall use the 
equipment only for approved law enforcement purposes and will dispose of it through 
a program that meets federal requirements. 

SECTION SEVEN - INTEGRATION 

This Agreement contains all the terms and conditions agreed upon by the pa~ties 
including necessary operational agreements between the law enforcement agencies 
of the respective jurisdictions, if any. No other understandings, oral, or otherwise 
regarding the subject matter of this Agreement shall be deemed to exist or to 
bind any of the parties. 

SECTION EIGHT - DEFINITIONS 

The following terms shall have the following meanings, unless the context indicates 
otherwi se: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

"Assisting Agency" - Any or all other police agencies contacted 
for mutual aid by the primarily responsible agency. 
"Task Force" - The consortium of offi cers from the 1 aw enforcenent agencies 
that are responsible for carrying out the terms of the grant and 
drug investigations. 
"Mobilization" - To organize or put into readiness for active law 
enforcement serv; ces. 
"Mutual Aid" - Aid or assistance in which two or more 'agencies agree 
to perform in corrunon. 
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E. "Applicant Jurisdiction" - The primary agency, in this case; City of 
Mount Vernon, who is responsible for administering the DCD grant. 

F. "Participati.ng Jurisdiction',' - Agencies agreeing to participate in' 
the grant with the City of Mount Vernon and Mount Vernon Police 
Department as an assisting agency. 

G. "Primarily Responsible Agency" - The law enforcement agency within whose 
local geographical jurisdiction a drug investigation is taking place. 

H. "Signatory Agency" - Agencies agreeing ,to aid the task force and who 
signed the Mutual Aid and Interlocal Agreements. 

SECTION NINE - INTELLIGENCE GATHERING AND COLLATION 

'. Each participating agency as well as the applicant agency will use the standardized 
"information sheet" to gather intelligence to be used for targeting task force 
attention. The forms, and all othe.r' intelligence will be forwarded to the task 
force headquarters where it will be entered and filed:for the use of ail participating 
agencies. 

SECTION TEN - USE OF RESOURCES 

It is the intent of the Mount Vernon Police Department and its participating agencies 
that the task force be utilized to its fullest potential in combatting the drug 
problem: in.the Skagit.a·nd .San.Juan County .. areas. Operations of·the task force shall be in full 
~ooperation and coordination with the local jurisdictions in which the investigations 
are taking place. In all cases, the local agencies will be kept apprised of the 
status of the cases within their jurisdiction. 

In the event of a drug operation occurring within Skagit or San Juan Counties, ihe first law 
enforcement resources to be used after those of the task force, shall be those 
of the participating jurisdiction within whose area the operation is taking place. 
In the event that these additional resources are inadequate to control the situation, 
a request for mutual aid under this plan will be made directly to an assisting 
agency by the primarily responsible agency's supervisor in conjunction with the 
Task Force Supervisor. Such requests for assistance shall, if pOSSible, specify 
the number of police officers and types of equipment required, and shall further 
specify where and to whom the equipment should be delivered. 

In all cases, the task force shall endeavor to work closely with the jurisdictions 
in whose areas the investigations are taking place in regards to manpower and. 
resources'. 

SECTION ELEVEN - RESOURCE LIST 

The parties to this Agreement shall provide the names, add~esses and phone numbers 
of its staff who have the authority to commit or request manpower and/or equipment 
to any mobilization effort. 

SECTION TWELVE - PRESS RELEASES 

All agencies participating in th~sAgreement will make all press releases through 
the Project Coordinator or jointly, if requested by the primarily responsible 
agency. ' 144 
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SECTION THIRTEEN - ARREST POLICIES 
'-! .• : 

. ~rrest policies will be determined by mutual agreement of the agenci~s . 
. ~ ...... : 

" 

'SECTION FOURTEEN - TRANSPORTATION OF PRISONERS 

Transportation of prisoners to the county jail will be coordinated by the supervising 
officer in charge of the incident. 

SECTION FIFTEEN - REPLACEMENT OF SUPPLIES 

In the event of sudden call outs for assistance, the primarily responsible agency 
should be responsible for supplying and/or replacing supplies needed and/or used 

" by officers from assisting jurisdictions, whenever possible. These supplies include 
food, gas for police vehicles or any other supplies that are reasonably needed to 
sustain the officers in enforcing the law. Each agency will be responsible for any 
repairs and/or damages done to their own vehicles as a result of participation in 
mutual aid. 

SECTION SIXTEEN - SALARIES AND OVERTIME PAY 

The primarily responsible agency will not be responsible for salaries or overtime 
pay for officers from assisting agencies. Each agency shall only be responsible 
for the actions of its own employees and shall ensure its own employees for false 
arrest, assault and battery, false impri'sonment or detention, malicious prosecution, 
libel or slander, wrongful entry or eviction or other invasion of rights of private 
occupancy and/or wrongful death, bodily injury, property damage and comprehensive 
liability. These conditions will also apply to members of the task force provid~d 
by the participating agencies. It is further mutually agreed by the participating 
agencies that any control exerted by the Project Coordinator and Task Force Supervisor 
shall not supersede this clause. 

SECTION SEVENTEEN - INSURANCE COVERAGE 

Each agency shall carry, for the duration of this Agreement, general liability, 
property damage and false arrest insurance with the following minimums: . 

General Liability - $1,000,000 
Property Damage - $1,000,000 
False Arrest - $ 500,000 

This ,insurance policy shall have a ten day cancellation notice in the event of 
termindtion or material modification of coverage. In the alternative, any agency 
may satisfy the requirements of this section by remaining a participant in a 
self insurance pool with protection equal to or greater than that specified herein. 

SECTION EIGHTEEN - INJURY COVERAGE FOR OFFICERS 

Whenever any commissioned officer of a signatory agency, acting pursuant to this 
Agreement is injured and thus unable to perform his/her duties by reason of engaging 
in mutual aid, but is not at the time acting under the immediate direction of 

, his/her employer, the officer or his/her dependents shall be accorded by his/her 
. employer the same benefits whi~h he/she or they would have received had that 
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.officer been acting under the immediate directien .of his/her empleyer in his/her 
~wn jurisdictien • 

. '.' 

SECTION NINETEEN - COMMISSIONS 

Full-time, paid, cemmissiened .officers whe are respending te any call fer mutual 
aid shall be autematically cemmissienedby virtu~ .of this Agreement., threugh the 
cemmissiening autherity .of the primarily respensible agency and, therefere, shall 

" be empewered to exercise the same paliceautherity during the time ·af the mutual 

'. 

aid as theugh they were full-time cemmissianed .officers .of the primarily respansible 
agency. This provision shall apply whether the mutual aid request is .of: 

A. A formal nature between department heads; 

B. A less formal nature through agreement .of watch commanders .or shift 
supervisors; or 

C. When the officers of one jurisdictian cross jurisdi~tion'beundaries 
to aid or assist the .officers .of another jurisdiction signatery to 
this Agreement. 

SECTION TWENTY - RESERVE OFFICER COMMISSIONS 

If signatory agencies have reserve officers or part-time :efficers, in addition 
te full-time, paid commissioned .officers, they shall .norma.lly be exempt from the 
autematic commissioning as outlined abeve in Sectian Nineteen except those reserye 
.officers working under the immediate supervisien .of a full-time .officer. Reserve 
.or part-time officers may be extended autematiccommissieningat the directien 
of the department head whe requests mutual aid, PROVIDED HOWEVER that such 
determinatien should be worked .out in advance among the heads .of the signatory 
agencies. 

SECTION TWENTY-ONE - TRUSTEE 

The applicant agency, as the base of ta.sk force operatiens and records, shall 
hold in trust all seized property on behalf .of the task for.ce,and shall have 
the autherity, upen approval .of the Executive Beard, to -sell, auctien, or otherwise 
dispese .of seized property. 

A.1l property seized by the ta.sk ferce .or on behalf .ef the task force shall be 
stered under the care of the task force. All property farfeited by the court, 
or hearing examiner, shall be~ome the property of the task force. All seized 
cash or property converted to cash shall be deposited into the Skagit County Interlecal 
Drug Fund. 

An inventory shall be maintained by the Praject Coo.rdinator indicating the nature, 
. disposition and location of all task force assets. 

SECTION TWENTY-TWO - MOBILIZATION PLAN 

Each .signatory agency should develep and maintain a current plan for the mobilization 
of its manpower and ether resources in .order teeffeciively ,previde mutual .aid 
te the other signatory agencies. 
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SECTION TWENTY-THREE - WITHDRAWAL FROM AGREEMENT 

Ariy signatory agency may withdraw from this Agreement for any reason after ,sending 
written notice of its intentions to withdraw and when a period of thirty (30) 
days elapsed or immediately upon written notification that said agency is unable 
to sustain the required funding. Said notification is to be made by registered 
letter to the other signatory agencies at their normal business addresses. Withdrawal 
or non-execution of this Agreement by anyone agency shall not affect the continued 
efficacy of the Agreement wi+h regard to other signatory agencies. 

SECT10N TWENTY-FOUR - VENUE 

This Agreement has been and shall be construed to have been made and delivered 
in the State of Washington, and it is mutually understood and agreed by each party 
hereto that this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Washington, 
bott, as to interpretation and performance. 

Any action in. law, suit inequity, or judicial proceedings for the enforcement 
of this Agreement or any provisions thereof, shall be instituted and maintained 
only in courts of competent jurisdiction in Skagit or San Juan Counties. 

SECTION TWENTY-FIVE - MODIFICATION 

No changes or modification to this Agreement shall be valid or binding upon parties 
to this Agreement unless such changes. or modifications are in writing and executed 
by the parties. . 

SECTION TWENTY-SIX SEVERABILITY 

It is understood and agreed to by the parties hereto that if any part of this 
contract is illegal, the validity of the remaining provision shall not be affected 
and the rights and obligations of the parties shall be construed as if the Agreement 
did not contain the particular illegal part. If it should appear that any provisions 
herein is in conflict with any statutory provisions of the State of Washington, 
said provision shall be deemed inoperative and null and void insofar as it may 
be in conflict therewith, and shall be modified to conform to such statutory provisions. 

SECTION TWENTY-SEVEN - NONDISCRIMINATION 

The signatory agencies shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant 
for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The 
agencies shall take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are considered 
for employment and treated during employment, without regard to their race, color, 
religion, sex or national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited 
to, the following: upgrading, demotions, or transfers; recruitment or recruitment 
advertising; layoffs or terminations; rates of pay or o~her forms of compensation; 
selection for training, including apprenticeship; and participation in recrea~ional 
and educational activities. Th~ agencies agree to post, in conspicuous places 

, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices identical to those 
used setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. In all solicitations 
or advertisement for employees placed by them or on their behalf, the agencies 
shall state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment 
without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national origin. 
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SECJION TWENTY-EIGHT - CONCLUSION 
~ ,":,t ••• 

Law:' enforcement agencies are faced with the responsibiJity of narcotics investigatio.ns 
with"decreasing resources. Nationwide, mu1ti-agency .. ~ask forces have proven their. 
ability: ,to make significant impacts on"crime.', Such units are an extremely efficient 
use" of;: law' enforcement funding.·· The cost effectiveness of this UnH for, Skagit' 
County."r,esources is enhanced by the participation of the,County ProseciJtor',s ,Office 
and Swinomish Tribal Community. This integrated law enforceme.ntapproach to n.arcotics 
investigations have been proven throughout the country'as'a positiveapproaclil 
to combatting the increasing lawlessness that surrounds narcotics within our society. 

SAN JUAN COUNTY' - DISCLAIMER 

(See Attachment "A") 

SWINOMISH INDIAN TRIBAL COMMUNITY'-'JURISDICTIONAL UNDERSTANDING 

(See Attachment "B") 

, " 
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ATTACHMENT A 

It is hereby agreed between the City of Mount Vernon and San Juan County 
that San Juan County will not be subject to SECTION· THREE - FINANCINq. of this· 
agreement. San Juan County agrees with all other terms and conditions as 
outlined in the agreement and requests copies of the fully executed agreement 
and grant application to the WS Department of Community Development. 

.. .. 

ATTEST: Si A. Stephens, Auditor 
and Ex-Officio Clerk of the Board 

",' 

... . . 

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
SJI.N JUAN COUNTY I WASHINGTON 

Thomas R. Cowan, Member 
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ATTACHMENT B 

JURISDICTIONAL UNDERSTANDING 

Because participation by the Swinomish Tribal Police Department 
on the. Narcotics Enforcement Multi-Jurisdictional 'Task Force is 
desireable and necessary to effectively reduce drug trafficking 
throughout skagit County, the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community 
signs this Interlocal Agreement subject to the 'l:1nderstanding of 
the parties hereto, that the exercise of criminal jurisdiction 
within the exterior boundaries of the Swinomish Reservation is 
subject to and limited by Public Law 83-280 CRCW 37.12.010 et " 
seq.). Accordingly, crimes committed on the Swinomish 
Reservation are not necessarily subject to State law, but may be., 
depending on the particular crime, the Indian status of the 
perpetrator and victim, and the situs of the criminal act, within 
the exclusive j~risdiction of the Federal government and/or the 
Swinomish Indian Tribal Community. 

~#~A~ Jt Chairman 

Rick J. Balamsr:t Chief 
Swinomish Police Department 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ZSi1-day of~--tE'r""--~ 
19 q, . 

(, 
I, • : . 
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APPENDIXK 

MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT 



APPENDIX B . 

STATE· OF IDAHO AGENCIES 

POLICES AND PROCEDURES 

QUAD CITY DRUG TASK FORCE 

I 

MEMBERSHIP OF THE QUAD CITY DRUG TASK FORCE 

The Quad City Drug Task Force is comprised of members from the 

following law enforcement and prosecution agencies: 

1. Lewiston Police Department: Chief Kent Reesor 

2. Nez Perce County Sheriff's Office: Sheriff Ron Koeper 

3. Moscow Police Department: Chief Dave Cameron 

4. Asotin County Sheriff's Office: Chief Robert Anderson 

5. Clarkston Police Department: Chief Robert Anderson 

6. Pullman Police Department: Chief Ted Weatherly 

7. Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney's Office: 

Prosecuting Attorney Steve J. Tobiason 

8. Latah County Prosecuting Att()rney's Office: Prosecutor 

Craig Mosman 

9. Whitman County Sheriff's Office: Sheriff Steve Thomson 

10. Whitman County Prosecuting Attorney's Office: Prosecutor 

Jim Kaufman 

11. Asotin County Prosecuting Attorney's Office: Prosecutor 

Tim Ohms 

Each agency shall be represented by the Chief Law Enforcement 
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officer or prosecutor set forth' above or his or her designee- as· a 

member of the TaskForce Policy Board, which, shall oversee' the, 

operations of the Task Force.. That said Task Force has applied for 

and received a monetary grant from the Idaho Department, a,f Law 

Enforcement to be used in the investigation and, prosecut,ion of drug 

of,fenses;, commencing in the calendar year 1988 and continuing 

through to· the calendar year 1989, if so required" to, complete· the 

goals and purposes pf said Task Farce. 

II 

GOALS OF THE DRUG' TASK FORCE 

The primary purpose of the Drug Task, Force is to init'fat!=! and 

conduct both overt and covert inves,tigations directed at iI,licit. 

drug activities within the jurisdiction of each Task Force member 

to de,tect" apprehend and seek criminal prosecution, for those 

persons involved, in illegal drug activities. 

The secondary purpose of the Task Force is' to gather and 

document intelligence information concerning' o,the'r criminal 

activities and ensure that such. intelligence information is 

forwarded to any concerned law enforcement agencies., and assist, in 

the detection and arrest of persons involved, in other criminal 

activities:. 

III 

DRUG TASK FORCE LEAD AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES·, 
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The Lewiston Police Department is hereby designated as the 

lead agency for the Drug Task Force and Lt. Ron seipert is hereby 

designed as Project Director and sgt. Tom Lee is hereby designated 

as Proj ect Treasurer. '1'b.e Lewiston Police Department as Lead 

Agency will fulfill the following areas of responsibility: 

1. Manage the grant funds and maintain records of 

expenditures and prepare any and all reports necessary to satisfy 

the requirements of the grant administrator. 

2. Compile any and all statistics regarding drug 

investigation and prosecution and prepare any and all reports 

required by the grant administrator. 

3 . Schedule periodic meetings of the Task Force Board members 

to review the status of the investigations and operation of said 

Task Force. Distribute any information or reports required to be 

provided to Task Force members by the grant administrator, or 

necessary to the successful operation and completion of the 

aforestated project goals. 

4. Notify the appropriate law enforcement officer in his or 

her respective jurisdiction, of any ongoing Task Force 

investigation, and comply with any directives of said law 

enforcement officer concerning drug investigations conducted in 

said jurisdiction. 

S. Employ one officer with sufficient training and experience 

to work full time in the investigation of drug offenses within the 

jurisdictional area of the Task Force members. 

6. Request and obtain ei ther directly or through an' 

appropriate task force member, any legal advice or opinions from 
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authorized ,legal counsel that is responsible topxovide legal 

advice for the speci£ic jurisdictional area. 

7. The Project Director shall be responsible for the day,to 

day oper~tions, supervision and control of the Task .Force 

investigative activities. The Proj,ect Director will report 

directly to the Task Force Policy Board. The Proj ec:t Director 

shall keep the Task Force Policy Board apprised of all TaskForce 

Investigations and activities; provided that theproj2ct director 

shall obtain the consent of the respective chief law enforcement 

iofficer prior to release of information of an ongoing investigation 

to the Task F,orce Policy Boardoranyom., els,e that would jeopardiz,e 

the safety or effectiveness of any TaskForce investigation 

8. The Project Director, as well as the 'Task Force members., 

will activ'ely seek information concerning illicit drug ,activities 

within their respective jurisdictions from .other police p(~rsonnel 

and ,agencies as well as assist other .lawenforcementofficers in 

their drug enforcement. 

9. The Project Director shall approve the Task Force funds 

for the purchase of any and all controlled substances being 

obtained pursuant to .aTaskF.orce investigation. 

10 . The Project Director shall review all reports concerning 

any investigation activities of the Task Force members. The 

Proj ect Director shall provide a summary of saidinv,estigationsand 

activities to the Task Force Policy Board on a timely basis. If a 

,problem arises in the preparation of reports by a TaskForce 

member, theProj ect Director shall consult wi tIl Jche specific 

member's chief law enforcement officer before ,any corrective action 
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is taken. 

IV 

RESPONSIBILITY OF ALL TASK FORCE MEMBP~S 

1. participation by Task Force members within the activities 

and operations of the Task Force is voluntary and does not create 

any employer/employee relationship, nor any property rights as a 

result of participation in Task Force investigations and/or 

activities. Furthermore, the Project Director has the absolute 

discretion to refuse, restrict, or terminate the participation in 

any investigation and/or operation of the Task Force of any Task 

Force member. If the Project Director refuses, restricts or 

terminates any members participation, it is not to be considered a 

disciplinary action, and is solely a discretionary decision by the 

Project Director for the overall effectiveness of the Task Force 

operations. Because participation is voluntary, there is no legal 

right to a hearing to be afforded to any Task Force, member based 

upon any decision of the Project Director. 

2. Task Force members shall conduct themselves as 

professional law enforcement officers, and adhe+e to his or her 

agency's policies and-procedures concerning personnel, conduct and 

performance of duties. Acts of actual or alleged misconduct shall 

be reported to Project Director, and the Project Director shall 

contact the Task Force member's respective chief law enforcement 

officer to take whatever action, if any, that is appropriate. 

3. The Drug Task Force membe+s sh~ 11 complete reports of 
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investigations and activities on a timely and accurate basis and 

submit them for review by the project Director. All reports of 

pas.t or pending Task Force investiga.tions shal.l remain confidential 

and shall not be. released to the general public. Furthermore, any 

information concerning the identi ty of a confidsntial informant 

Hhall not be released except as absolutely required by s,tate· 

statute, court rules or case law interpretation thereof.. The 

Proj ect Director is responsible for the effective operation of the~' 

Task Force and to ensure that the goals of the Task Force are met 

and for compliance with the policies and procedures· of the Task' 

Force. 

4 . No press release concerning. the Task Force operation. or 

investigation will be made by any Task Force member. All inquires. 

from the media concerning the Task Force shall be directed to the· 

Task Force media representative. The Task Force media. 

representative may, after contacting the chief law enforcement 

officer of the respective jurisdiction, release written information 

concerning the Task Force operations and investigations to the news' 

media, provided that there shall. be no release of information by 

the Task Force media representative that. would. jeopardize the 

·safety of Task Force members or the effectiveness. of an ongoing· 

Task Force investigation. 

s. All pers.onnel assigned to the Task Force shall be: required 

to be armed while on duty, unless it is determined to be tactically 

inappropriate·. All Task Force members shall be require6: to qualify 

under his or her approved department's policies concerning the use 

of handguns and/or firearms. 
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6. Each individual Task Force member shall ensure that proper 

care, maintenance and security is taken for all issued equipment. 

7. While assigned to the Task Force, personnel will be issued 

varied amounts of Task Force funds to be used in their 

investigations. Task Force members shall be responsible to account 

for the use and expenditure of such funds. The supervising law 

~nforcement agency shall com~ly with the requirements for payment 

of monies to confidential informants as set forth in the Office of 

Justice Prvgrams Requirement, Document No. M7100.1C-CHG1, Appendix 

XI, entitled "Control and Use of Confidential Funds". 

8. All overtime to be paid by grant funds will be kept to a 

minimum and must be approved by the Director. -

9. All Task Force members will work under the. authority of 

Idaho Code Section 67-2337, entitled E~~tra Territorial Authority of 

Peace Officers, and Revised Code of -Washington 10.95.090, which 

will give the Task Force members reciprocal police power while 

performing their duties in areas outside of their normally 

recognized jurisdiction. Any Task Force. member operating under 

said extension of authority shall comply with all the statutory 

conditions specified in the Idaho and/or Washington statute, 

whichev6:: is applicable. With the exception of investigations 

initiated in thedr respectiye area, the Task Force personnel will 

not normally b~ assigned to d.uties outside their department's 

enforcement area. Any extended duties outside their respective 

area by i-ask Force personnel will require prior approval by the 

chief law enforcement officer or his or her designee fer said 

jurisdictional area. The employing law enforcement agency shall be 
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wholly and completely liable for any actions or inactions of Task 

Force members operating under the extended. authority of the 

aforementioned statutory provisions. Furthermore, the provisions 

concerning said extended authority and responsibilities related 

thereto have been furtper specified in an intergovernmental 

agreement that has been executed by the governing body of each 

respective participating governmental agency. No Task porce agency 

members shall be liable for the actions, conduct nor practices of 

any Task Force member committed within the scope of Task Force 

investigation or prosecution where said member is not an employee 

of the member I s law enforcement or prosecutorial agency. Any 

salary, payor benefits for Task Force members E:hall be the 

responsibility of the agency which appointed such member to the 

Task Force. 

10. Request for assistance of the Task Force concerning 

special operations and nondrug investigations shall be directed to 

the Project Director. Task Force members shall not conduct nondrug 

criminal investigations, unless the si tuation involves an immediate 

threat to person(s) or property. If a Task -Force member, based 

upon immediate threat to person(s) or property, conduct a nondrug 

investigation said member shall immediately notify the appropriate 

chief" law enforcement officer or designee, and the Task Force 

Proj ect Director of said i'nvestigation. 

11. A Task Force investigation m.ay result-in the successful 

forfeiture of assets. If the successful forfeiture of assets does 

occur, then with the consent of the chief law enforcement officer 

-for the jurisdiction where the seizure occurred, the non-liquidated 
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assets may be used in future Task Force investigations in that 

jurisdiction or in other jurisdictions where the Task Force is in 

operation. At stich time as the Chief Law Enforcement officer of 

the seizing jurisdiction decides to liquidate said assets and said 

assets are liquidated, the cash proceeds shall be distributed as 

mandated by state statute. When state statute does not mandate the 

method of distribution, any proceeds shall be divided between the 

Task Force and the law enforcement agency where the seizure 

occurred on a percentage basis with 50% going to the Task Force, 

and 50% going to the law enforcement agency_ 

V 

PARTICIPATION BY OTHER TASK FO~CE MEMBERS 

It is hereby agreed by and between all' of the participating 

law enforcement agencies of the Task Force that each particular law 

enforcement agency wiJ.I contribute in some manner to the operation 

of the Task Force in the investigation and detection of drug 

offenses,- and it is understood that participation can be in the 

form of contribution of monies for the purchase of drugs, payment 

of informant fees, contribution of the equipment to be used in the 

scope of the investigation and/or contribution of maI:lpower to be 

. used in the overall operation of the Task Force investigation. The 

particular level of participation, and .the conditions of 

participation shall be resolved by and between the proj ect director 

and. the particular member's chief law enforcement officer or his 

designee. The participation by the Task Force member's 
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prosecutorial agency shall be primarily to provide legal advice to 

the members of the Task Force while operating within the specific 

jurisdicti.on of the prosecutorial agency, and where feasible and 

legally authorized, to contribute legal assistance in the 

prosecution of the cases submitted to the respective prosecutorial. 

agencies at or near the conclusion of the investigations conducted 

by the Task Force law enforcement agency members. 

It is understood and recognized that, because of the division 

of jurisdictions between the state of Idaho and the state of 

Washington, there is limitation in the ability to contribute 

prosecutorial assistance across state lines by reason of legal 

restrictions concerning the practice of law, and therefore any 

pr~secutorial assistance will be primarily between the counties 

located within the same state jUrisdiction. 
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APPENDIXL 

CHARTS OF DRUG SEIZED OR PURCHASED 
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APPENDIXM 

CHARTS OF 12 COUNTY 

DRUG ARREST COMPARISONS 
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APPENDIXN 

CHARTS OF 28 COUNTY 

DRUG ARREST CO:MP ARISONS 
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APPENDIX 0 . 

WASHINGTON STATE ASSET SEIZURE LAW 



I' , 

32 ?oorcJ'"''''';:3:ted "'"C1I1S;"C''1 ee ....... _.. t"'-- _ ..... -- ... 7 - .. REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON 69.50.505 

2 aervic2!:. .:::uch ffionsys shall !!5t suppla!!t pre2xistin':J EU::di!1':J sourccs. 

3 (ii) :~oney -eeposited accerding to ~is secEion mUSE be deposited 

4 ',iithin: ninety days of the date 3f :inal dispositioH 3f zither the 

5 administrative seiztlre or the judicial sei::mre)); 

6 (3) Request the appropria~e sheriff or director of public safety 

7 to take custody of the property and remove it for disposition in 

8 accordance with law; or 

9 (4) Forward it to the drug enforcement administration for 

10 disposition. 

11 (g) (1) When oroperty is forfeited. the seizing acrency shall keep 

12 a record ;ndicating the identity of the orior owner, if 'known. a 

13 description of the property, the disposition of the property. the value 

14 of the D~operty at the time of seizure, and the amount of oroceeds , 

lS realized :rom disposition of the prooerty. 

16' (2) ~ach seizing aaency shall retain records of £or~eited prooerty 

17. for at :east seven years. 

19 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

~6 

(3) ~ach seizing agency shall file a report includir.cr a copy of the 

records 0f Forfeited property with the state treasurer ~ach calendar 

auarter. 

(4) The quarterly report need not include a. record of forfeited 

property that is still being held for use as evidence during' the 

investigation or prosecution of a case or during the appeal from a 

conviction. 

(h) (1) By January 31st of each year, each seizing agency shall 

remit to the state treasurer an amount equal to ten percent of the net 

27" proceeds,of any property forfeited during the preceding calendar year. 

28 Money remitted shall be deposited in the drug enforcement and education 

29 account under RCW 69.50.520. 
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1 (2) ::'he net oroceeds of ::::::-:~; :=d !:)!"coe!"::';' i.s :::e 'fal:.:e sf:::~ 

2 forfeitable interest in the oroperty after deducting the cost 

.'""\ 

! 3 satisfying any bona fide security interest to, which the property is 

4 ' sub.ject at the time of seizure. and in the case of sold property, after 

5 deducting the cost of sale. including reasonable fees or commissions 

6 ,2aid to independent selling agents. 

7 (3) The value of sold forfeited property is .the sale price, The 

8 value of retained forfeited property is the fair market value of the 

9 property at the time of seizure, determined when possibl·e by reference 

10 ,to an applicable commonly used index. such as the index used by t.ne 

11 deoartment a~ licensing for valuation af motor vehicles. A seizina 

12 aaency may use, but need not use, an independent aualified aonraiser 

13 to determine the value of "'-etained nroperty. If an aopraiser ,';s used, 

14 'the value of the oroperty appraised is net of the cost: of the 

15 aooraisal. The value of destroyed nroperty and retained firearms or 

16 illegal proner~y is zero. 

17 (i) Forfeited property and net orcceeds not required to be naia to 

18 the state treasurer shall be retained by the seizina law enforcement 

19 aaencypxclusively for the expansion and improvement of c:ontrolled 

20 substances related law enforcement activity. Money retained under this, 

21 section may not be used to suoplant pre-existing fundina sources. 

22 .ill Controlled sUbstances listed in Schedule I, II, III, IV; and 

23 V that are possessed, transf.e.rred, sold, or offered for s.ale in 

24 violation of this chapter are contraband and shall be seiz.ed and'" 

25 sununarily forfeited ,to the state. Controlled substances listed in 

26 Schedule I, II, III, IV, and V, which are seized or come int.o the' 

.. :7 possession of t,he board., the owners of which are unknown, are 

28 contraband and shall .be summarily forfeited to the board. 
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APPENDIX Q 

IDGHL Y GENERALIZED TASK FORCE: 

AN EXAMPLE 



THURSTON COUNTY NARCOTICS TASK FORCE 

3. EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Thurston County is located on the Interstate-5 corridor 
between Portland and Seattle. We are at the southern tip of Puget 
Sound. We have two airports as well as several private airfields. 
These unlimited avenues allow easy accessibility for drug 
traffickers to enter our county. These factors allow for a growing 
demand of marijuana, methamphetamine, cocaine, and heroin in our 
communi ty • Thurston County is the home of the Washington state 
Capi tol, olympia. We have a large commuting work force, especially 
when the legislatURE is in session. We have had a population 
increase of a little over two percent since the end of 1989 
(155,100 to 161,800). 

The Thurston County Interlocal Task Force was enhanced in 
September 1990 with the Federal Assistance Grant. It increased our 
investigator staff by two detectives and it also added one 
additional support staff person. In June 1991, we added another 
support staff person from the Washington National Guard. 

The Task Force is made up of members from the Thurston County 
Sheriff's Office, olympia, Lacey, and Tumwater Police Departments 
and the Washington State Patrol. The unit serves and provides 
detective assistance to nine police agencies in Thurston County. 
These include the Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater, Yelm, Tenino, and the 
Rainier Police Departments, the Nisqually Tribal Police, the 
Thurston-County Sheriff's Office, and the Washington state Patrol. 

During the past five' years, the Interlocal Task Force has 
averaged 127 cases per year. This is through December 1990. These 
are actual cases that have resulted in either the seizure of drugs, 
search warrant execution, drug sales to an undercover officer with 
an arrest made, or referrals made to the Prosecutor's Office. We 
have seen an increase in intelligence reports on persons who deal 
in controlled substances. Last year the average was around eighty
five per month, and so far this year, that number has increased to 
about one-hundred and nine per month. 

We have also seen a significant increase in the Interlocal 
Task Force's seizures durin'g the first quarter of 1991, 'compared 
to that of 1990. The street value of drugs seized increased from 
$168,820 to $535,170; a 217% increase. ,Cash seized was up from 
$4',225 to $16,111; a 281% increase. Fifty-one arrests were made 
this year, compared to 19 arrests made in 1990; a 168% increase. 
The most significant increase was in the amount of weapons,seized. 
During the first quarter of 1990 there was one weapon seized, and 
in 1991, twenty-two weapons were confiscated during drug raids; a 
2100% increase. There was also a SUbstantial increase in weapons 
seized in the year of 1990, over that of 1989; forty-eight weapons 
Versus twenty-one w~apons. 
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This trend is parallel with the increase of methamphetamine 
cases seen by the Interlocal Task Force. We have noticed that 
methamphetamine is more and more becoming the local drug of choice'. 
with this comes the more violent drug user, and thus more weapons 
in our violators' possession. 

The Thurston county Interlocal Task Force has not identified 
any traditional organized crime activity within our.jurisdiction. 
We have connected some of. our methamphetamine violators to 
motorcycle gang organizations. One particular methamphetamine cook 
had been a member of a motorcycle gang from California. We have 
also had intelligence information that we consider reliable, that 
shows motorcycle groups involved in the manufacturing and 
distribution of methamphetamine within our county. 

The Task Force was .involved in five laboratory cases, and a 
substantial increase in methamphetamine cases in 1990. Our prior 
intelligence information that had been developed from informants, 
suspects, and arrested persons about the increase in 
methamphetamine. use had been confirmed. We have also found booby 
traps and dynamite at our methamphetamine lab sites. This not only 
creates a new drug problem for us, but it also creates an 
ecological problem to all of our citizens. Because methamphetamine 
is manufactured in clandestine laboratories, the' dangerous, 
explosive, caustic materials, and by-products are often dumped in 
secluded areas of Thurston County. We have responded to reports 
of found glassware and dumped chemicals. 

Another problem identified is an economic one to innocent 
property owners. Innocent citizens rent or lease their pro~erty 
or buildings to someone who purports to be opening a legal 
business. Later, a laboratory is discovered in the building and 
the property becomes condemned. The owner is then stuck with a 
piece of property that he cannot use, lease, or sell. 

Methamphetamine is definitely causing problems wi thin Thurston 
County. We have identified the trend moving towards 
methamphetamine as the drug of choice in Thurston County. We also 
continue to have problems with heroin, cocaine, marijuana, 
hallucinogenics, and pharmaceutical drugs. The heroin is 
transported mostly from the north, namely Pierce County. We also 
have intelligence that some heroin is being brought in from the 
Yakima area. Cocaine is brought into Thurston County through the 
north-end and the south~end of the Interstate-5 corridor, from. 
Tacoma and Seattle, and from the Tri-City and Yakima area. The 
marijuana is mostly grown indoors within Washington state, with a 
lot of it grown locally in Thurston County. 
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The specific problems that will be addressed by the Interlocal 
Task Force are diversified and complex. The Task Force will attack 
all levels and classes of dealers and violators. A zero tolerance 
atti tude is our goal. We stress' this in our training of loc'al 
police officers. We will continue to aggressively pursue the 
clandestine manufacturers of methamphetamine and marijuana. Our 
efforts will be coordinated with federal, state, tribal, and local 
police. 

The Western states Information Network selected the ThUrston 
County Interlocal Task Force as its agency of the year in 1990 I for 
the state of Washing,ton. This awards exemplifies interagency 
cooperation necessary for effective narcotics enforcement 0- We will 
continue to disseminate and share intelligence information with 
these organizations . 

.wi th the Federal Assistance Grant, we will continue our 
current operations; enhance the Interlocal Task Force, continue our 
involvement in drug education programs and the training of police 
officers, and pro.secutorial support. 
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APPENDIXR' 

IDGHLY SPECIALIZED TASK FORCE: 

AN EXAMPLE 



CRIMINAL DIVISION 
710 SECOND AVENUE, SUITE 1414 
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98104 
(206) 684-7757 FAX; (206) 684-4648 

I. GENERAL: 

SEATTLE CITY ATTORNEY 

MARK H. SIDRAN 

LAW DEPARTMENT 
600 FOURTH AVENUE, 10TH FLOOR 

SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98104 
(206) 684-8200 FAX: (206) 684-8284 

HIGH IMPACT OFFENDER PROJECT 
OVERVIEW 

UTILITIES DIVISION 
1015 THIRD AVENUE. SUITE 902 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98104 
(206) 6~4-3361 

The High Impact Offender Project, HIOP, is the first project 
of its kind in the Seattle, King County area to identify and 
vertically prosecute habitual criminals who commit misdemeanor 
offenses. The HIOP team is made up of 2 Seattle city assistant city 
attorneys and 2 support staff. 

The goal of HIOP is to disrupt drug trafficking by 
incarcerating known drug dealers and users for sUbstantial periods 
of time following misdemeanor convictions. 

The theory behind the project I s design is that vertical 
prosecutions of habitual drug offenders will result in higher 
conviction ratios and longer terms of confinement upon conviction. 
The essence of vertical prosecution is that the same attorney has 
filed the case, dealt with witnesses and officers, prepared for 
trial and knows the violator's criminal history for sentencing. 

II. CRITERIA FOR "HIOP OFFENDER": 
The criteria for a target offender is one felony VUCSA 

conviction, one or more additional felony conviction and three or 
more misdemeanor convictions within the past five years. Currently, 
HIOP has identified 952 individuals who meet this profile. 

III. OPERATION AND PROCEDURES: 
The proj ect vertically prosecutes target offenders in the 

following manner: 
A. HIOP staff daily run criminal histories for each person on 

the Seattle Municipal Court in-~ustody and intake calendars as well 
as King County Court "change of venue"/in-custody calendars; 

B. After identifying individuals who meet the criteria, 
complete felony and misdemeanor histories are complied for upcoming 
hearings; 

c. HIOP Attorneys review each case and prepare each one for 
the next hearing. This consists of reviewing the police report, 
making witness contacts, determining whether the defendant has 
other pending felony and misdemeanor cases, and making a pretrial 
recommendation; 

D. If the case iS'set for trial, theHIOP attorney will try 
the case and 

E. Follow-up on any post-conviction hearing (i.e. sentencing) 
and insure that all of the conditions of probations are complied 
with by the offender. 
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IV .1I0W INDIVIDUALS ARE IDENTIF.IED: 
.Asndted in :sectionabove, lILA .• ,the 'H:r:OPstaffrun 'cr:im.i'naD.. 

histories, for bothmisdemeanor..s·andf'elonies,oneach '~ind;ivtduaa 
,whoa,ppear.on both Seattle -Munic:i;pal ,Court .·and 'SeattIe ;Di±s:br;ic:t 
court calendars . This procedure was .imp'l:ement'ed -in June, '~9:9.:1 ,:and 
has resuJ:ted ina dramaticincrease±n.casel-oad. '.originally, ~Hif,QP 
,was projected to handle '1 ,SOO.cases a ye'ar .. In :actual,it;y",HIOP 'wi:J.!l 
process .an:estimated 2,,4;100 cases ayear.P;leasendtethe ~t.l:end :i;n 
the number 'ofcas:eswhich ,HIOP has handled since .June" ,1"9911,. 

V, • . IMPACT: 

MONTH 
JUNE 1991 
JULY 
AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
.oCT.oBER 
N.oVEMBER 
DECEMBER 
JANUARY 1992 
FEBRUARY 

MARCH 
ABRIL 
MAY 
JUNE 

:NEW ':CAS.ES ',IDENTIFI'ED. 
1 
36 
78 
:21 
;56 
52 
'56 
:106 
54 
lduetopers,onne:l ~shlr:Dt:s;) 
140 
1'44 
T45 
204 

HIOP's results have :borne out ,:one 'theor,y ;behind 'the ;.Pl:'olect,,; 
well prepared .misdemeanorcases can .result in 'higher 'conv1.ct:ion 
irat;:i:osandgreater ,terms of incarcerati.on.HIOP"s :conviction:rate 
,foll:o.wingtrial Is 'approximat'ely '90:%., 'comparedtoappr.ox.imately '60% 
.in non"';HIOP trials. similar,ly:, ·the:overall '-BIOP ~c.onv±c.tion ·r3a'.te 
:(i.e. alll ':findingsof 'guilty, 'incluiting guiilt,y::ple:as'~nd)1.ess'er· 
charges) is approX'imately 76% .compared ':toa,pproximate:ly {61:.r% !.im mon
:H'IOP cases.. Bl.oP ';s impact on 'sentencing .is cdramatic .!In"X,9.:9)ly , .. ,2.6i1 
:conv,i:ctionsw.ere obtained and .theaver:age 's,entence1mposed!,was .3 S 
:days...Th'is is significantI,y ·more 'than '.the;average 'term ,of 
linca-rc:erat'ionfor comparable dei-.endantes nothand-l'ed jbyHT.oP" '~e .. 'g'a 
non"';HIOP defendants 'wi thatl:easttw.o ·prior,f·e,loI1yc.onvictions we~e 
'S'entencedto just1ldays,. :HI.oP 'cas:es ;bring 'tel:'ms "cif :incarc:erat-ion 
3;.5 ~tim'eslonger 'thannon"';HI.oP'cases". 

'HIOP :s'entencingrecommendations, :lJackedbycom.pl:ete 'cr;i'minal 
histories., have gainedcred-ibi.litywiththe ;bem:zh,;'; in:all ',but 'three 
'of the 2.6l c.onvi·ctions .last year, ,the seltbencingjudicial 
. concurrence compares very .i,avora'bly fwith 'the ,leve:l ;:ofjudi'cial 
:c.oncurrenc.e in non-HIOPcases, estimated t.,o.'be '·qppr:oximate:ly 50'% 
u,pon .a guil.typleaand only '15% after "triaL 

.Earl;y .19:92 ,results ref.lect a continuation ;:o~f ".the .:abov.e1tr.ends. 
Since January,. '.there :havebe:en8..6 'convictionsitihe judge 'has 
,fol,l-owed ·the HIOPrecommendation ,in . everycas'e"i'ncilua±ng a 
sentencing re:commendation 'of themaximumpenalty::one year :i'n 'jail. 
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The average sentence length for the first three months of 1992 
has increased to 46 days. These longer sentences help slow street 
crime by keeping habitual criminals with a history of drug crimes 
off the street, thus slowing the revolving door of criminal 
activity. 
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